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Abstract
This report presents a Symbolic Model Manipulation (SyMoM) package, written in Maple, that is dedicated
to the analysis and manipulations of dynamica! roodels for physical processes. The package is part of a larger
effort with the intention to develop tools and methods that will assist the engineer in building first principle
based models. SyMoM is based on a comprehensive rnadelling methodology that is particularly suited for
macroscopie, (bio-) chemica! processes.
This modeHing methodology is based on three elements: a topological description of the process, a classification of the model variables and a classification of the model equations. The topological description consists
of a network decomposition of the process and forms the basis for the model variables and model equations.
Using this methodology a specific model structure is created with Differential and Algebraic Equations (DAE).
SyMoM starts with this specific structure. Most of the implemented routines admit an incompletely specified
model in which, for example, some material characteristics are left in functional form.
A first class of operations performed by the package consists of model checking. These include simple
operations such structural consistency of the algebraic equations and more complex operations such as index
computations and solvability analysis.
A second class of routines in the package is dedicated to various model manipulations. Currently, there are
routines that perfarm changes of variables, compute steady-state solutions, compute explicit expressions for
unmodelled rates, perfarm index reduction, or even transfarm the model into a system of Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODE).
Finally, the package allows to run numerical simulations on roodels that have been fully instantiated.
However, as MapJe has limited capabilities in this respect, it is planned to substitute these routine with
suitable interfaces for numerical simulations packages.
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Chapter 1

Intrad netion
Models are an abstraction of physical processes and can thus he used as a substitute for these processes. Any
model must focus on a specific aspect of the process that is of interest to the application of the model. This
implies that the model is directly associated with the application. Different applications will lead to different
models. For example, a model which is used for the control of a process shall he different from a model which
is used for the design or analysis of the same process. The application also induces the accuracy of the model.
In general models, which describe a process on a small time-scale, demand more details than roodels which
describe the process on a large time-scale.
The problem at this stage is how to get a model which describes the process[8]. Models that describe
the process can he derived in fundamentally different ways. The modeller can perform a set of experiments
and use input-output mapping to derive a model (black-box modelling) or try to derive a model based on
physical knowledge (white-box modelling). Most white-box roodels contain a set of model parameters. The
values of these parameters are estimated with a set of experiments. The roodels derived in this way are called
gray-box models. In this report we will focus on white-box roodels and we allow that a finite number of model
parameters are present.
White-box roodels have the advantage that they will contribute to an understanding of the process itself.
The range for which the roodels are valid is wider than for black-box roodels and white-box roodels have in
general better extrapolation properties. Some ofthe disadvantages are that it requires much human competence
and time, the created roodels have in general a structure that is more complex, difficult to manage and may
not he convenient for numerical experiments.
The question how these roodels can he derived is still not answered. The first thing that must he defined
is the starting point of the rnadelling process. The rnadelling process used is often the process of trial and
error. In that process the modeller starts somewhere and hopefully he or she is able to derive a model or the
modeller has already a model and he or she adapts the model with some new aspects of the process. This
method can work and is often used but for larger and more complex systems a more sophisticated method
must he used. A set of guidelines for the rnadelling process is called a modelZing methodology.
The methodology helps the modeller with the choices he or she has to make and can predict the consequences
of some choices. The advantage of using a methodology is the fact that the modeller can follow a certain path
for the rnadelling process but this is also the disadvantage: the modeHer cannot leave the path without
examining all the consequences. In the next section we give an overview of the rnadelling process used in this
project.

1.1

Overview of the computer-airled modeHing project

In the used rnadelling methodology the process is described by three types of topological elements: systems,
connections and species. The topological description of the process forms the basis for the algebrak information. The algebraic information consists of mathematica! variables and mathematica! equations invalving
them. The variables and equations are associated with specific elements of the topological information. If the
modeHer follows the rnadelling guidelines he or she creates a model that consists of Differential and Algebrak
Equations (DAE). The theory for this class of roodels will help the modeHer in the analyzing and rnanipulating process of the created model. The structure of the model being known, a systematic set of tests can
he performed that results in a systematic set of model manipulations. The purpose of these manipulations
is to convert the model into a form which can he used for numerical experiments. After defining the model
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parameters the model can be used for the goal it was designed for.
In the Computer Aided-Modelling (CAM) group we want to implement the previously introduced rnadelling
methodology into computer tools. The program called 9RoDeHet(12] is being designed for defining the physical
topology and defining the equations of the models. The program is not capable of analyzing and manipulating
the created model. For this purpose a computer algebraic system can be used. The program used in this
project is Maple. This program provides a language in which it is easy to implement mathematica! algorithms.
The analyzing and manipulations are performed in routines written in the Maple language. The output of
these routines is a model which can be used for numerical experiments. The numerical properties of Maple
are very limited and therefore another program, like Matlab, must be used for numerical experiments .

1.2

Previous research and goal of this research project

he presented rnadelling process can be viewed as a sequence of subprocesses. Roughly spoken the subprocesses
re: decomposing the system into topological elements, define the model equations, analyzing and manipulating
hese equations and perfarm numerical experiments. In this project we focus on the analyzing and manipulation
pects of the rnadelling process.
The theorethical background of the numerical aspects can be found in [1]. In this hook numerical properties
f differential and algebraic systems are discussed. These properties divide the created models into models
hich can be solved by standard numerical programs and these for which new numerical schemes have to be
eveloped. In [4] some basic differences between different classes of differential and algebraic equations are
iscussed. With some examples this report presents some basic analyzing and manipulation procedures. A
ore detailed description of the analyzing and manipulation aspects is presented in [11]. This artiele also
ives a detailed description of the variables and equations present in the model. One of the algorithms for
he manipulation process is the Zero Dynamics Algorithm. For the use in this project the Zero Dynamics
lgorithm from the theory of nonlinear control systems as presented in [5] is slightly adapted.
Partsof the rnadelling process have been implemented in computer aided rnadelling tools. The tooi OOloDeHet
esigned for decomposing the process is discussed in [12]. In the works of [2] and [3] a package has been
mplemented for the design of nonlinear control systems. One of the algorithms part of the package is the Zero
ynamics Algorithm.
The main goal of this project is to develop computer aided rnadelling tools which are able to convert the
utput of the program OOloDeHet to a structure which can be used by standard numerical program. This main
oal can be split into the following goals:
• Defining and implementing tools for analyzing a model structure.
• Defining and implementing tools for manipulating a model.
• Determination of the possibility of the use of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm in this project.
• Testing the tools

.3

Overview of this report

he presented rnadelling methodology results in a specific model structure. First the rnadelling process is
resented at the beginning of chapter two. This process is captured in a five step rnadelling approach. Next
he created structure is analyzed and this results in the definition of important mathematica! aspects of
he model. These mathematica! aspects induce symbolic model manipulations. At the end the implemented
lgorithms are presented. Chapter three describes the implementation of the presented algorithms into routines
hich are written in the Maple language. Three cases are presented in chapter four to illustrate the presented
odelling methodology and the implemented rnadelling tools. Chapter five and six present the conclusions
nd recommendations for further research of the thesis. Appendix A presents the software tooi Modelier in
hich the rnadelling process is captured. The files containing the models for the case studies are presented
appendix B. Two results of the case studies were too large to present in this report and are presented in
ppendix C. Appendix D gives a detailed description of the procedures used in this packages. And finally all
he listings are presented in appendix E.
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1.4

Technology assessment

In ancient times the Romans did not include modelling in the design and building process. Their knowledge
was purely based on experience. For example, they built their bridges with very thick walls, to be sure that
they would not collapse. When people started modelling, they discovered that smaller constructions were still
strong enough. This example shows the importance of modelling. With models optimization of constructions
can be computed.
Nowadays, modelling can still be improved, as for example was shown recently with the Erasmus bridge
in Rotterdam. The problem with this bridge was that the dynamic aspects were insufficiently taken into
account, which led to enormous resonances by storm and rain. Nowadays, because of the increasing computer
power, modelling becomes more and more involved in the design process. New modelling techniques are being
developed and more aspects can be taken into account. This leads to improved, faster and more detailed
models that can be optimized.
First, only static models could be used, because simple and fast calculation models were needed. With
these models the designer was able to predict some important aspects of the design, such as forces and tensions
in the constructions. For the dynamica! aspects usually worst case situations were used.
The last decade computer power has reached a level in which dynamica! models can be used. This opens
a wide range of new areas for which dynamica! models could be very useful in the design process, such as the
designing of robotery, cars and chemical plants. Models are an abstraction of real systems and can thus be
used as a substitute for these systems. For example, a model of a car can be used in a car crash simulation.
The results of the numerical experiments can lead to an optimization of some aspects of the design of a car.
Besides, less real experirnents will be necessary which leads to cost reduction. Dynamica! models are not only
used in the design processes, but are also used in the control of a specific process. The control unit calculates
the required input to have the output optimized during the operatien time of the process.
The benefits of white-box models are tremendous. But in this paragraph we emphasize on the disadvantages
of white-box models. These models require a lot of human time and competence. The modeller must know a
lot of the physical, chemical or biologica! aspects of the process, a lot of the matching modeHing methodology
for deriving the model and a lot of rnathematics for analyzing and manipulating the created model. To increase
the speed of rnadelling process, decrease the necessary knowledge of the rnadelling process itself and be able
to generate more complex models computer-aided rnadelling tools have to be developed.
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Chapter 2

Theory
The software package SyMoM performs analysis operations and manipulations oflumped modelsof macroscopie
physical processes that are structured in a particular form. There are many processes that admit models in
this form and there are systematic approaches that lead to such models.
In this chapter we present one modeHing approach that is able to provide a model in the form required for
SyMoM. Furthermore we give the theoretica! basis for the analytic tests and manipulations performed in the
SyMoM package.

2.1

Constructing models for physical processes

A macroscopie physical process is characterized essentially by phenomena that can be classified into one of
the following three classes: storage, transfer and transformation. The first step in the modelling process is to
translate these three classes of phenomena into a topologkal description. The elements used in the topology
are systems, connections and species. The systems represent storage phenomena and the transfer phenomena
are represented by connections. With these two elements a network can be created, which forms the basis for
the species and reaction distribution. The transformation phenomena represents the reactions that may take
place.
The topological information forms the basis for the algebraic information. The algebrak information
consists of variables and equations. In the modeHing process four additional steps are introduced for deriving
the equations. This will result in a five-step procedure of the modelling process.
Initially the modelling process will result in a model form called 'standard model'. In this form all the
transfer and transformation rates must be explicitly modelled. After adapting the modeHing process it is
possible to introduce extra model assumptions while leaving some transfer and transformation rates without an
explicit expression. The model with extra model assumptions and unmodelled transfer and/or transformation
phenomena is called 'generalized model'.
This section starts with the introduetion of the topological information of the physkal process. After
that the algebrak information will be introduced. This will result in the standard model form. After a brief
presentation of some mathematica! aspects of the standard model the generalized model form is introduced.
In the last section the modelling process is summarized in a five steps modelling approach.

2.1.1

Topological information

he first step in the modelling process is the decomposition of the process into systems and connections[12].
system is capable of storing various extensive quantities such as mass, energy, momenturn and exchanging
hese quantities with other systems through physical connections.

efinition 1 An elementary system is a body of finite volume consisting of a single phase or pseudo-phase.
This definition implies that a capacity of any nature is present in the system and that the state of the system
s uniform within the spatial domain it occupies. The system is called 'elementary' because it relates to a
ingle uniform phase or pseudo-phase. A pseudo-phase is a spatial domain with spatially averaged properties.
mong elementary systems, we distinguish a partkular type of systems called sources/sinks for whkh no
alance equations will be written and whkh provides the boundary conditions for the process. Sourees are
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assumed to be capable of delivering an infinite amount of extensive quantities with specific properties and sinks
are capable of receiving an infinite amount of quantities without changing the properties of such a system.
Systems can only interact with each other by transferring extensive quantities through physical connections.
Definition 2 A physical conneetion is a directed communication path for the exchange of a specific extensive
quantity between two systems through a boundary element, separating the two systems.
The definition given above implies that connections are directed. This means that the flowsof the extensive
quantities through the conneetion are measured relative to a reference coordinate system. This coordinate
system is defined by the origin and the target of the connection. A flow is positive if it takes place from origin
to target and negative otherwise.
The construction of the physical topology is based only on two elements, namely systems and connections
and is constructed by defining the components of the processing plant in the form of elementary thermadynamie
systems. In addition to the physical topology, the chemica! topology will be defined. The chemica! topology
consists of the species distribution and reactions. The species distribution defines which species are present
in which part of the process and the modeHer defines in which part of the process each chemica! reaction
takes place. Once constructed, the topology determines the model order and with it the main portion of the
dynamics.

2.1.2

Algebraic information

The algebraic information consists of variables and equations. We introduce now the types and equations that
are used in this modeHing approach. The basic type of equations are the balance equations. There are two
basic types of balance equations: mass and energy balances[8]:

n =I: acne+ ii,

(2.1)

'Vc

È = LamÊm
'Vm

where
n

+ LahQh + LQ(WL,
'Vh

....
..
....
....
..
..
....

(2.2)

'VI

the vector of species in moles, a simple count of molecules particles
molar mass flow
production rate for all species
ii
total energy ( = U + P + K)
E
J(
kinetic energy
p
potential energy
Q
heat stream
w
.. workstream
ac,m,h,l .. unit direction of reference co-ordinate E {-1, 1}
The basic type of variables are the fundamental extensive variables. These represent the quantities being
conserved in the process, more exactly for which balance equations are valid. The derived extensive variables
represent quantities such as enthalpy, free energy, entropy etc. that are sametimes helpful in writing the model
equations in a more convenient way. Only under special conditions these quantities balance. It is assumed that
these variables are eliminated from the model, or otherwise they have been assimilated with the fundamental
extensive variables under well specified assumptions. The vector of extensive variables is denoted by x and
the number of extensive variables (dimension of x) by n.
The intensive variables characterize the physical properties of an elementary system. The geometrie variables are mostly extensive variables but they are not fundamental extensive variables. In this methodology
the geometrie variables have the same mathematica! function as the intensive variables and as a result the
intensive and geometrie variables are stored in the samevector y. All the other variables with the same mathematica! function are stored in this vector. For simplicity we call this vector: vector of intensive and geometrie
variables. In most cases, volume is the only geometrie variabie taken into consideration but there are cases in
which it is necessary to consider certain areas or some scalar dimensions that intervene in the description of
the process. The intensive variables and geometrie variables are denoted by y and the dimension of this vector
is denoted by m.
Not all flows in (2.1) and (2.2) are independent. We introduce now a set of independent flow rates (x) by
which all the flowsof (2.1) and (2.2) can he expressed. These flow rates of extensive quantities represent the
exchange between two adjacent elementary systems. These flows are naturally associated with connections

n
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and for each conneetion one flow is defined. The description of this flow is not unique, a flow of incompressible
fluid may be, for example, expressed by a volumetrie flow rate or by a mass flow rate. The flows of (2.1) and
(2.2) can be written as:

[~~ l

= A (y) X.

(2.3)

where A (y) is a matrix containing mostly physical properties such as concentration, specific heat or the element
of the matrix is just a constant. The flow rates (x) are represented by the transfer laws:

x= T(y,t).

(2.4)

Not all the production rates (ii) in (2.1) are independent. We introduce a set of independent extensive
production rates (x) for which all the production of (2.1) can be expressed. These production rates are
expressed by the kinetic laws. Kinetic laws are equations expressing a production rate as a function of the
intensive and geometrie variables that characterize the system in which the respective production process takes
place. Symbolically, a kinetic law is of the form:

x= P(y),

(2.5)

In matrix notation all the production terms are expressed by:

ii

= B (y) x

(2.6)

The relations (2.1) , (2.2) , (2.4) and (2.5) can be written as:

~~

=A (y) x+ B (y) x,

x= T (y, t),
x= P(y).

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

Note that there is no correspondence between the elementsof the vector x, x and x. That means that the first
element of the vector x is the flow of the first element of the vector x or that the first element of vector x is
he production of the first element of the vector x.
In most cases the function B(y) is constant (a stoichiometrie matrix, in the case of chemica! reactions). As
n example consider m chemica! reactions in which n species are involved. The reactions can be represented
n the generalized stoichiometrie form(8]:
n
L:vjrAj

= 0,

r

= l..m,

(2.10)

i=l

here Vjr is the stoichiometrie coefficient of species j for reaction r and Ai represents the species with number
·. The stoichiometrie matrix captures the structure of chemica! reactions systems. A reaction in a system can
e described by the normalized reaction rate:

~r

= kr(T) II c)i~,

(2.11)

'rij

here kr is the reaction constant, Cj the concentration of species j and O:jr is the power coefficient. It is usually
rgued that the reaetauts must meet at one point in space at one point in time to undergo reaction. This
rgument essentially defines the power coefficient to he identical to the respective stoichiometrie coefficient
ut in general these coefficents may he different. The reaction constant is strongly temperature dependent
d usually described by the Arrhenius law, that is:
(2.12)
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where k~ the pre-exponential factor, EAr the activation energy, R the rnalar gas constant and T the absolute
temperature. In a homogeneaus system, the production for rate species j is the cumulative production rate
for this species over all reactions:

nj

= vL:::vjr~r

(2.13)

"'r
Defining the production rate (x) as:

i=V~,

(2.14)

the production of all the species can be written as:

n=

VNT~ = NTx =Bi,

(2.15)

where N is the stoichiometrie matrix.
Definitions (D) are those equations that express extensive variables as functions of intensive and geometrie
variables. Symbolically, definitions are of the form:

x= D (y).

(2.16)

A typ ical example is the definition of the mass as the product of volume and density: m = pV. It should be clear
that expressing the extensive variables as in (2.16) is not always an obvious choice. In many cases it may look
more convenient to express (some of) the intensive variables as function of the extensive variables. Especially
when it is possible to use the commonly accepted definition equation for the respective intensive variables, for
example: p =
Nonetheless, the form (2.16) often presents significant advantages in the rnadelling practice,
both in the model design stage and subsequent analysis of the resulting model.
The last category of equations are the equations of state that express algebraic relations between the
intensive and geometrie variables that characterize an individual system and are supposed to hold at each
moment during the evolution of the process. Symbolically, they can be represented as:

v·

= 0.

S(y)

2.1.3

(2.17)

Standard model

The equations (2.7), (2.4), (2.5), (2.16) and (2.17) form tagether the standard model:

~~

=A (y) x+ B (y) x,

x= T (y, t),
x= P(y),
x= D (y),
0 = s (y)
0

(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

In the standard model all the flow rates and all the production rates are expressed as function of intensive and
geometrie variables. In the next two sections this model will be analyzed.

2.1.4

Basic requirements

The ultimate requirement for a mathematica! model is to refl.ect adequately the physical reality. However, at
the level of writing the mathematica! equations of our model we have to limit ourselves to the fulfillment of
other less exclusive requirements that can he checked at this level. What is certainly desirabie is the ability
to use the model for numerical experiments. This is a necessary condition for the model to be useful at all, no
matter what the ultimate goal of the modeHer is. This condition is expressed in the fundamental requirement:

The fundamental requirement: The salution of the mathematica[ model of a process should be uniquely
determined, at least on some time interval, after fixing a finite number of model parameters.
Most of the analysis will be focused towards criteria for the mathematica! model to satisfy the fundamental
requirement. It makes sense to assume that the equations introduced (algebraic and differential) are functionally independent. If this is not true, one may always choose an independent subset of these equations. An
important structural condition that is necessary to fulfill the Fundamental Requirement is:
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, Regularity Assumption: The number of equations in the mathematica[ model must equal the number of
variables.

This assumption will he used to compute the number of equations of state (2.22) which must he added to
he model to create a solvable and determined model. The regularity assumption as stated here is obviously
necessary condition for the existence and uniqueness of the solution, although not at all sufficient .

. 1.5

Completeness assumption

n view of the role that the fundamental extensive variables x are playing in the rnadelling approach, it is
easonable to require that given the values of x at an arbitrary moment, all the phenomena occurring in the
rocess (transfer and production phenomena) are appropriately accounted for. This means that their rate
ariables are uniquely determined by the values of x. Since the rates are determined by the vector y (through
quations (2.19) and (2.20)), it is suflident that the intensive and geometrie variables (y) should he uniquely
etermined by the values of x. This is the essence of the completeness assumption (CA):
Completeness Assumption:
system:

Let X be the set of x that are physically meaningful. For each x E X the
x= D(y)
{ 0 = S(y) '

has a unique solution y

= K(x).
dx
dt

(2.23)

Moreover, the ordinary differential equation

= A(K(x))T(K(x), t) + B(K(x))P(K(x)),

has a solution for each initial value x(to)

= x0

(2.24)

in X.

The completeness assumption is difficult to check. In practice, it is easier to check the following local
ersion[ll]:
Local Completeness Assumption: Let y 0 E ~m such that S (y 0 ) = 0 and assume D (y) and S (y) are
differentiable on a neighborhood of y 0 . We say that the model is complete around Yo ij the Jacobian
matrix

[1~ l

(2.25)

(yo),

is invertible.

If the local completeness assumption is fulfilled there exists an open neighborhood of x 0 = D (y 0 ) and a
mooth map K: U--+ ~m such that Yo = K (xo) and

(2.26)
(2.27)

x= D(K(x)),
0

= S (K (x)),

or each x E U. This means that the Completeness Assumption, as stated before, is satisfied locally around
0 . Under the local completeness assumption, the solvability of the system (2.18) - (2.22) is immediate. The
ollowing result justifies the adoption of the Local Completeness Assumption[ll]:
beorem 3 Assuming that the functions A(y), T(y, t), P(y), D(y), S(y) are boundedly differentiable on
ompacts of ~m and

[i l

(2.28)

(y),

I

has a bounded inverse on compacts of ~m, then for each initia[ condition x( t 0 )
odel has a unique solution on some interval [t0 , T).

= x0

E ~n the standard

The completeness assumption dictates in the first place how many equations of state should he present in
he model. The number of equations of state must he: m- n, where m represents the number of intensive and
eometric variables and n represents the number of fundamental extensive variables. The points Yo in which
he local completeness assumption is not fulfilled will he called singular points of the model.
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2.1.6

Generalized model form

It is possible that the modeHer needs, for various reasons, to introduce more than m - n equations of state
in the model. In this case the completeness assumption is not fulfilled and (2.28) is not a square matrix and
therefore not invertible. Because the overall system needs to have the same number of equations as variables
according to the regularity assumption, it is necessary to have less equations in the other categories. Since
there are as many balance equations and as many definitions as there are fundamental extensive variables, the
only possibility is to have less transfer or production laws. This would mean that some flow rates or production
rates would remain unmodelled. It does not necessarily imply that they are undetermined, but that they should
be implicitly determined from the requirement that all the equations of state are being fulfilled at all times.
In this way we first introduce the extra equations of state and the consequence of adding these equations is
that the modeHer must introduce unmodelled flows or unmodelled production rates. The opposite happens if
he is unable to write the transfer or kinetic laws for some of the phenomena occurring in the process. In that
case he must introduce unmodelled flows or production rates for the laws which could not be written and he
must add extra equations of state. Typical examples in which the modeHer is unable to write the transfer and
kinetic laws are: overflow of a vessel[ll], in situations with quick dynamics and chemical equilibria (section
4.3). On the other hand, the extra equations of state are necessarily imposing constraints on the values that
the fundamental extensive variables may take.
Two new categodes of variables are introduced for this situation: the unmodelled flow rates (xr) and the
unmodelled production rates (xr). The new model becomes:

~~

=A (y) x+ B (y) x+ Ar (y) xr

+ Br (y) xr,

x=T(y,t),
x= P(y),
x= D (y),
0
0

(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)

= s (y)'
= R(y,t).

The algebraic equations are split in such a way that D (y) and S (y) satisfy the completeness assumption.
The equations (2.34) are called the regime assumptions. The distinction between (2.33) and (2.34) is rather
arbitrary. In many cases, as we show for example in chapter 4, different choices for R (y, t) and S (y) may be
possible. A difference between the equations of state and the regime assumptions is that we allow that the
regime assumptions are explicitly a function of time. The unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates
are assumed to take such values that the regime assumptions are satisfied at each moment.
The modeHer can directly define the transfer and production ratesasin (2.30) and (2.31) as functions of y
or indirectly by leaving some of the transfer and production rates unmodelled and defining regime assumptions
from which the unmodelled flows and production rates can he calculated. The number of regime assumptions
equals the number of unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates and this number is denoted by nu.
The total number of equations of state is in the generalized form:
dim (S) +dim (R) = m - n +nu.

2.1. 7

(2.35)

The modelling approach

In this section we summarize the modeHing approach presented in the previous sections. An example mustrating the process can be found in chapter 4. The modeHing process consists of a five-step procedure:
step la Physical topology: Decomposing the process into systems and connections.

Break down the process into elementary systems and identify the physical connections between the
elementary systems. The modeller must distinguish the sourees and sinks from the other systems.
step lb Chemical topology: species distribution and reactions.

Define for each system which species may he present and which chemical reactions may take place. For
mass transfer connections define, eventually, permeability.
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step 2 Choosing the fundamental extensive variables and writing the balance equations.
Based on the topological information and the modelling scope the extensive variables are chosen and is
written a balance equation for each variable.
step 3 Writing the transfer and kinetic laws.
In this step the transfer and kinetic laws are written for the flow rates and production rates in the
process. Sametimes it may be convenient to leave out the transfer and kinetic laws for some of these
rates and let them unmodelled. In this case, their values should be determined by the condition that the
regime assumptions are valid at each moment of time.
step 4 Writing the definitions.
Express the fundamental extensive variables that characterize each system as a function of intensive and
geometrie variables characterizing the same system.
step 5 Writing the algebraic equations: equations of state and regime assumptions.
The number of algebraic equations: equations of state and regime assumptions will be: m- n +nu.
These equations must be defined such that all the relations are functionally independent and a subset
of these equations will be the equations of state for which the completeness assumption (2.28) must be
fulfilled. The other equations represent the regime assumptions.

2.2

Analyzing the models

The derived models (generalized and normal form) are Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE). DAE's differ
in several key aspects from ODE's (Ordinary Differential Equations) [7]. For some classes of DAE classica!
numerical methods such as backward differentiation formulas and impHeit Runga-Kutta methods cannot be
used to approximate their solutions. For the use of DAE in numerical experiments and control units it is
necessary to develop models which can be handled by standard numerical programs. An important property
of these models is the so called index. The index distinguishes between different classes of DAE.

2.2.1

Index of DAE

We limit our discussion to a particular class of DAE systems: thesemi-explicit DAE,

x = f(x, y, t),
0

= g(x, y, t).

(2.36)
(2.37)

The index of a model is defined by[l]:
Definition 4 The minimum number of times that all or parts of {2.37) must be differentiated with respect to
t in order to determine iJ as a continuous function of y and t is the index of the DAE.
If we differentiate (2.37) with respect to t we get:

x= f(x, y, t),
8g
. ax
8g (x,y,t) y. = -g. (x,y,t.
)
By (x,y,t ) y+

(2.38)
(2.39)

If ~(x, y, t) is nonsingular the system (2.38) and (2.39) is an impHeit ODE and we say that the system
(2.36) and (2.37) has index one. If this is not the case this system can be written after some coordinate changes
nd manipulations into the form of (2.36) and (2.37) but with different x and y. Again we differentiate the
onstraint equations. If the new system is an impHeit ODE the original problem has index 2. If the system
s not an ODE we repeat the process. The number of differentiation steps required in this procedure is the
ndex of the DAE system (2.36) - (2.37).
From the numerical point of view the index must be as low as possible and preferably the index must be
ero or one. In that case standard numerical packages and methods can be used. In the next sections the
ndex of the standard and generalized model will be computed. lt is shown that models in the standard form
hat satisfy the Completeness Assumption are of index one, whereas models in the generalized form have in
eneral a higher index. By computing the uurnodelied flows the index of these models can be reduced.
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2.2.2

Standard model

After eliminating the flows

x and production rates x from the standard model we obtain the following DAE:
dx

dt =A (y) T (y, t)

x ]
[ 0
-

[ D (y) ]

s (y)

+B

(y) P (y),

(2.40)

'

(2.41)

dt =A(y)T(y,t)+B(y)P(y),

(2.42)

and differentiating (2.41) once we obtain:

dx

[~ ]=[

!~

l

(2.43)

y.

If the completeness assumption is fulfilled the model has index one because after one differentiation y can
be solved from (2.43) and expressed as a function of y and t. The intensive and geometrie variables vector y
satisfies the ODE system:

~~ ~ [i~
2.2.3

r[

A(y)T(y,t) +B(y)P(y)
0

l·

(2.44)

Generalized form: index 2

After eliminating the modelled flows
following DAE is obtained:

~~

x and production rates x from the generalized model

=A (y) T (y, t)

(2.29) - (2.34) the

+ B (y) P (y) +Ar (y) Xr + Br (y) xr,

(2.45)

[ ~ ] - [ ~ f~? ]'
0

(2.46)

= R (y, t).

(2.47)

After differentiating (2.46) and (2.47) and substituting ~~ from (2.45) and using the Completeness Assumption we obtain:

~~ ~

[i; r[A(y)T(y,t)+B(y)P(~)+A,(y)X,+B,(y)i, l'

O _ aRdy
- ay dt
After substituting

~r

[ Xp

]

!fit

+

(2.48)

dR
dt.

(2.49)

from (2.48) into (2.49) and rearranging the equation, we obtain

= (aR [
ay

g~ay l-

1

1
[

Ar
0

Br
0

J) -

g~ l-

(aR [
ay
ay

1
[

AT+ BP ]
0

+ dR)
dt

.

(2 .50 )

This can be clone if and only if the matrix :

[:[l~r[A; ~'l]·

(2.51)

is invertible. After differentiating (2.50) and with the equations (2.45)- (2.48) an ODE system can be written
for all the variables present in the generalized model. In this process the constraints must be differentiated
twice. Consequently, if the matrix (2.51) is invertible, the model has index two. This criterium is used for
checking whether the generalized model has index two or not. In this case equation (2.50) is used for computing
the unmodelled flows and production rates. If the matrix (2.51) is not invertible it is possible to derive new
constraints and differentiate these constraints until anODE system is obtained. In the next section we present
a procedure that can be used in the general case.
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2.2.4

Generalized form: higher index

[n the general case the model may contain bidden constraints on the values of y. In this case it is possible
:o use the Zero Dynamics Algorithm, previously known from nonlinear system theory (5], as shown in [11].
he algorithm provides both the extra constraints and a way to check that the unmodelled flows are uniquely
etermined from the regime assumptions. This means that the algorithm provides also a consistency check for
he model. Without entering into details, we show in this section how this algorithm applies to our problem
nd which results can be expected. Let us introduce:

f(y,t)

g(y)

'~ [

i! r' [

'~ [ i~

u= [

r

A(y)T(y,t)O+B(y)P(y)

[A,~)

BÓ(y)

l'

l,

(2.52)

(2.53)

~~ ] '

(2.54)

= R (y, t) .
hen the system (2.55) with S (y) = 0 and R (y, t) = 0 becomes:

(2.55)

il=f(y,t)+g(y)u,
O=h(y,t).

(2.56)
(2.57)

h (y, t)

iven an initia! condition y (to) = yo, finding the function u (if it exists) such that (2.56) and (2.57) are
atisfied, at least on a finite time interval represents the Zero Dynamics Problem in the Nonlinear System
heory. That means that u is interpreted as the input of the system and should be chosen such that the
utput h (y, t) is zero. Of course this is only possible if the state vector y is confined to a specific part of the
ate space: the Zero Dynamics Algorithm manifold.
Given a point Yo satisfying:

h(yo, to)

= 0,

(2.58)

e Zero Dynamics provides, if terminated normally, the complete set of constraints that the salution of (2.56)
nd (2.57) with y (to) = Yo should satisfy:

H(y(to), to)

= 0,

(2.59)

here H is the vector containing the equations of state, regime assumptions and the eventual bidden constraints
at result from repeated differentiation and manipulation of (2.56) and (2.57). If the rank of ~~ (y 0 ) g (yo)
equal to nu (number of unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates) then there exists a unique u (t)
the neighborhood of t 0 such that (2.56) and (2.57) are satisfied. This function u is given by the formula:
8H

u=- ( Payg (y)

)

-l

8H
Pay
f (y, t) =

[ • ]

~:

,

(2.60)

a neighborhood of Yo, where Pis a selection matrix that extracts nu rows from ~~ g (y) such that P~~ g (y)
invertible in the neighborhood or Yo· With the equations (2.45) - (2.47) , (2.52) , (2.53) , (2.59) and (2.60)
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a DAE model of index one with extra constraints can be written:
dx
dt =A (y) x+ B (y) x+ Ar (y) xr

+ Br (y) xr,

(2.61)

x= D (y),

(2.62)
(2.63)
(2.64)

x=T(y,t),
x= p (y)'
xr ]
( 8H
)[ Xr =- Payg (y)

1

8H f (y, t),
Pay

(2.65)

O=H(y,t),

2.2.5

f(y,t)

'= [

1f

g (y)

'= [

lf

(2.66)

r• [

A(y)T(y,t)O+B(y)P(y)

r[

A, ~)

BÓ(y)

l'

l·

(2.67)

(2.68)

Orderand index reduction

In the previous sections we have reduced the index by computing the unmodelled flows and hidden constraints.
The resulting system (2.61) - (2.68) has index one but it is not a model in the standard form because more
than m- n constraints on y (2.66) are present. In this section we convert the model into the standard form
but with a different (smaller) number of extensive variables.
If we can find a vector-valued function Dnew (y) of dimension m- nH where nH represents the dimension
of H, such that

~~
(y)'
[ ~]

(2.69)

is invertible in the neighborhood of y0 , then wedefine a "new" vector of pseudo extensive variables (they may
in general have no physical significance) such that:

Xnew

= Dnew (y) ·

(2.70)

With this vector we can write the following model in the standard form:
d
dt Xnew

8Dnew ( ) 8Dnew ( )
= ----ay
J y, t + ----a:y-9 y u,

8H
)u= - ( Payg (y)
Xnew

1

8H
Pay
f (y, t),

= Dnew (y) ,

(2.71)
(2.72)
(2.73)
(2.74)

H (y,t) = 0.

Sametimes Dnew can be chosen such that the coefficient of u is annihilated. That is:
8Dnew ( ) _ O
8y g y - '

(2.75)

and Dnew also satisfies (2.69). Finding such a Dnew is not always possible. There are however cases of practical
interest that Dnew might be chosen as a linear combination of the original D. That is:
Xnew =CD (y),

(2.76)

where C is a constant matrix of dimension (m - nH) * n, n represents the number of extensive variables, nH
represents the number of algebraic constraints resulting from the Zero Dynamics Algorithm.
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2.2.6

Consistent initialization

In this subsection we discuss the initialization of index one models created in this section. The first index one
model we have introduced is the standard model. After eliminating x and x, we obtain:
dx
dt =A(y)T(y,t)+B(y)P(y),

(2.77)

x= D (y),
0 = s (y).

(2.78)
(2.79)

n this model x can he initialized arbitrarily.
A numerical procedure for computing the numerical salution of (2.77)- (2.79) may use the following steps:
fter initializing all the extensive variables x, the routine computes the values for intensive and geometrie
ariables y with (2.78) and (2.79). This is possible because the Completeness Assumption is fulfilled. After
omputing y the routine can compute the increment for the extensive variables with (2. 77) and this is iterated
n the entire time horizon.
The next model we have introducedis the generalized model (2.29)- (2.34). This model has index one after
e have computed the unmodelled fiows and unmodelled production rates. After computing these unmodelled
ariables we can compute the ODE system for the intensive and geometrie variables (2.32) :

~~

[1~ r[

A (y) T (y, t)

+ B (y) P (y) ~A, (y) X, (y) + B, (y) X, (y)

l·

(2.80)

n ODE system can he initialized arbitrarily and with these initial condition the salution of (2.80) can he
omputed. However, the salution of (2.80) must also satisfy the constraints:
H (y, t)

= 0,

(2.81)

bere H contains the equations of state, regime assumptions and constraints resulted from the Zero Dynamics
lgorithm. The salution of (2.80) must also satisfy (2.81). In this case the number of arbitrary initial
onditions is reduced by the number of equations present in (2.81). If we find an initial conditions Yo that
atisfy H (y 0 , t) = 0 then, analytically, the salution of (2.80) will satisfy (2.81) on the entire time horizon.
umerically this may fail due to numerical drift. By just adding (2.81) to (2.80) an overdetermined model will
e introduced which willlead toother numerical problems. A possible salution to overcome these disadvantages
affered by the reduced order model (2.71) - (2.74) that we introduced in Subsection 2.2.5. Indeed, in the
educed order models Xnew can he initialized arbitrarily and the numerical integration may he pursued in the
ame way as in the case of (2.77) - (2.79) that was explained before .

. 2. 7

Steady state computation

n this section we have discussed dynamica! models. A special situation arises if all the derivatives of the
odel are zero. In that case the model reduces to an algebraic model. The generalized model (2.29) - (2.34)
hen reduces to:
0 =A (y) x+ B (y) x+ Ar (y) Xr

x= T(y,t),
x= p (y)'
x= D (y),
0 = s (y),
0 = R (y, t).

+ Br (y) xr,

(2.82)
(2.83)
(2.84)
(2.85)
(2.86)
(2.87)

he number of equations equals the number of variables (including the variables for the unmodelled fiows and
nmadelled production rates) so in principle the model can he solved for all the variables.
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I

2.3

Symbolic manipulations implemented in the SyMoM Package

Based on the theoretica! considerations exposed in the previous section, we present here the main manipulation
steps that are actually implemented in the current version of SyMoM. Throughout this section we constantly
refer to a fixed model form in the generalized form. This model form is given by the equations (2.29) - (2.34):

~~

=A (y) x+ B (y) x+ Ar (y) xr

+ Br (y) xr,

(2.88)

x=T(y,t),

(2.89)
(2.90)
(2.91)
(2.92)
(2.93)

x= P(y),
x= D (y),
0
0

2.3.1

= s (y)'
= R(y,t).

Computing the unmodelled fl.ows in the index 2 case

In this subsection we present an algorithm which computes the unmodelled flows and unmodelled production
rates for models with no hidden constraints. The number of unmodelled flows and unmodelled production
rates is the same as the number of regime assumptions. Taking the time derivative of (2.34) one obtains:
(2.94)
Taking the time derivative of (2.32) and (2.33) and assuming the completeness assumption is fulfilled gives:

:r[i;r[~J

(2.95)

And using (2.88), (2.89), (2.90), (2.94) and (2.95):
O = 8R [

8y

~~

~~
~;

l-

1
[

AT+ BP + Arxr
0

+ Brxv ]

dR

(2.96)

+ dt.

!~ l- [
1

8D

Ar Br ] is invertible then the unique salution for Xr and Xp can be computed
0
and the model has index two. Computing an inverse of a matrix must be avoided as much as possible. In the
index two case the unmodelled flows and production rates can be obtained as the salution of the linear system:

If the matrix

[

(~= [i; ]-' [

Ar 0 Br

2.3.2

l) [i; l

= (

~=

[i; ]-' [ 6
AT

BP

l+ :~) .

(2.97)

Computing the ODE system for y

After eliminating

x and x the following differential equation for the extensive variables will appear:
~~

= A(y)T(y, t) + B(y)P(y) + Ar(y)xr + Br(y)xr.

(2.98)

After computing the unmodelled flows and production rates all the flows and production rates can be joined
tagether. The following equation will appear:

~~

= [A(y) Ar(Y)] [

~~(':1

]+

[B(y) Br(Y)] [

~r;)

]

= A*(y)T*(y, t)

+ B*(y)P*(y),

{2.99)

in which the asterix indicates new matrices. Combining the equations and differentiating the equations with
respect to time the following equation will appear:
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(2.100)
Assuming the completeness assumption is valid and substituting (2.99), the differential equations for the
intensive variables appear:

iJ ~ [

2.3.3

r• [

!~

A •(y)T• (y, t) O+ B• (y )P•(y)

l·

(2.101)

Computing the unmodelled flows using the ZeroDynamics Algorithm

The NoN:ECoN package contains a routine zerodynalg to compute the zero dynamics of a system. The internal
data structure of the NoN:ECoN package is different from the one used in SyMoM. First some computations
are performed for rewriting the model in the desired form. Differentiating (2.32) and (2.33) gives:
(2.102)
nd assuming the completeness assumption is valid this can he transformed into (using (2.29), (2.30) and
(2.31)):

iJ~ [ !~
R(y,t)

r[

A(y)T(y, t)

l

+ B(y)P(y) + [

0

!~

r[

A"(y)i"; B"(y)i"

= 0.

l'

(2.103)
(2.104)

o simplify this expression the following notation is used:

iJ= f(y, t) + g(y)xu,

(2.105)
(2.106)

R(y,t)=O.

he system (2.105)+(2.106) can heseen as an input-output system where the unmodelled flows and production
ates (xu) are the input variables and the regime assumptions R (y, t) are the output functions of the system.
n this system the output is always zero. The Zero Dynamics Algorithm can compute the input for which the
utput functions are zero. The implemented algorithm can only he applied for time invariant systems. The
ollowing trick is used to reduce our time varying problem to the time invariant case.
The vector y is extended with a copy of the time variabie that we replace by ty :

Yt
here ty (t)

= t and therefore iy = 1. Then Yt
=[
R(yt) = 0.
Yt

t ]= [

= [ ~ ],

(2.107)

satisfy the ODE:

f(it) ] + [

g(~, t)

] Xu

= !* + g*xu,

(2.108)
(2.109)

he Zero Dynamics Algorithm needs a regular working point (y). This point must satisfy:

S(y)=O,
R(y)=O,
nd for this point the completeness assumption must he valid.
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2.3.4

State transformation

This subsectien describes a procedure for changing (some of) the differential equations and removing (some
of) the extensive variables. In this section the vector containing the extensive variables is split into two parts:
(2.112)
where x 2 contains extensive variables that will be eliminated. Also the vector of intensive and geometrie
variables is split into two parts:

(2.113)
In this section we introduce a condition for the splitting of (2.113). With (2.112) and (2.113) the model can
be written as:

:tx1

= A1(z,yr)x + B1(z,yr)x,

(2.114)

:t x2

= A2(z, Yr)i: + B2(z, Yr)x,

(2.115)
(2.116)
(2.117)
(2.118)
(2.119)
(2.120)

x= T(z, Yr, t),
x= P(z,yr),
X1 = DI(Z,Yr),
X2 = D2(z,yr),
O=S(z,yr)·
We introduce the vector

Xnew

for which the differential equations will be written:
(2.121)

where z contains intensive and/or geometrie variables both present in y and
equation for (2.115) and looks like:

:tz

Xnew·

The final result is a new

= A~(z,yr)i: + B;(z,yr)x,

(2.122)

where A2 and B2 are new matrices which will be computed in the next part of this section.
First we take the time derivative of the equations (2.118), (2.119) and (2.120). This will give:

dx1
aD1 dz aD1 dyr
-=--+-dt
az dt
ayr dt
dx2
aD2 dz aD2 dyr
-=--+-dt
az dt
ayr dt
0 = as dz + as dyr
az dt
ayr dt

(2.123)
(2.124)
(2.125)

These equations include the time derivatives of z, Yr , x 1 and x2. The next step is to eliminate the time
derivative of Yr· Combining the equations (2.123) and (2.125) gives:

_dyr _ [
dt -

dt
tll2J..l-l [ fu
au~

.![§_
ay~

0

]

_

[

a_.. ] _dz
tll2J..l-l [ tll2J..
au~

.![§_
ay~

!lli.

az

dt '

(2.126)

in the next derivation we assume that the following matrix is invertible:

[~ l
a'!!

8y~
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If matrix (2.127) is not invertible the division of (2.113) is not valid. Substituting (2.126) into (2.124) gives:

(2.128)
The next step is to substitute the equations for ~ and !lJf ((2.114) and (2.115)). These equations contain
the matrix A1, A2, B1 and B2. After some rearrangements the time derivative of z can be written in the
standard form:
(2.129)
where:

(2.130)

(2.131)

_(8D

c-

2
8D-2
-- - -

8z

8yr

[

~
as
8yr

l-l [~8D -l
a"'d'
{)z

] )

(2.132)

t can easily be proved that the inverse of c can be computed from the fact that we assume that the Completeess Assumption is fulfilled and that the inverse of (2.127) exists. Combining the equations (2.114), (2.116),
2.117), (2.118), (2.120) ,(2.106) ,(2.129), (2.130), (2.131) and (2.132) the transformed model arises:

= Al(Z,Yr)X + Bl(Z,Yr)i,

(2.133)

~; = A2(z,yr)x+B2(z,yr)i,

(2.134)

!xl

x=T(z,yr,t),
i= P(z, Yr),
X!= Dl(z,yr),
O=S(z,yr).

(2.135)
(2.136)
(2.137)
(2.138)

his model looks like the model created in Section 2.3.2 but the main difference is the number of differential
quations. In this section the number of differential equations is not changed; in Section 2.3.2 the number of
ifferential equations equals the number of intensive and geometrie variables.
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Chapter 3

lm plementation
This chapter describes the structure of SyMoM, a package designed for symbolic analysis and manipulation of
dynamica} models. This package has been written in MapleV Release 5 for Windows 95/98/NT. The input
for this package consists of the model of the process in the generalized form, organized according to a structure
that we shall describe later. The input could in principle be automatically generated by the modeHing assistant
software called "Modeller". The input has to be stored in a file that can be read from Maple. For all vector
and matrix manipulations, the package linalg (linear algebra), that is part of the standard Maple release, is
used. The routine zerodynalg from the NON~CON package is used for the computation of the unmodelled ftows
and unmodelled production rates.

3.1

File structure of SyMoM

Four types of files are used in this package: source, library, settings and input files.
• Souree files. Four souree files are used: SyMoM_program.mws, SyMoM_routines.mws, SyMoM_tools.mws
and SyMoM_menu.mws. These files are Maple Worksheet (.mws) files and are used to develop and test

all the routines in the package. Each souree file creates a library file associated with it.
• Library files. These files contain the routines of the package in ASCII format, so they are platform

independent.
• Setting files. These ASCII files contain the settings such as file narnes and model narnes used by the user

interface. The user can choose the narnes of the setting files.
• Input files. These are ASCII files that contain both data and commands which are added by the user

and are used to convert the data to the desired internal data structure.

3.2

Internal data structure of SyMoM

Three kinds of global variables are used in this package: model variables, simulation variables and settings.
The Maple type of these variables is 'table', a kind of record in which it is very easy to store different types of
variables such as vectors, matrices and sets.
• Model variables. For each model one table contains all the variables (2.29)- (2.34) present in that model.
Some routines (see Section 3.3) add information to this table. See Appendix D for more details. The
user can assign a name to each model variabie so that he can analyze more than one model at the same
time.
• Simulation variables. One table contains all the information needed for a numerical experiment. The
results obtained from this experiment are also stored in this table. The modeHer can freely choose the
narnes of this table.
• Settings. The table Settings contains the information needed for the user interface, such as file names,
directory names, the name of the model and the simulation variabie that is used at that moment.
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3.3

The routines of SyMoM

All the analysis and manipulation operations can be performed within a menu driver user interface, which is
part of the SyMoM package. The implemented procedurescan be divided into the following different categories
that we present here briefly. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to appendix D.
• Input conversion.

Three routines are used to convert the data in the input file into the data structure used internally
by SyMoM. The commands for executing the routines Modeller_to_Maple, normaLto_generalized and
SelecLR must be part of the input file.
- Modeller_to_Maple: This routine converts the input file into the data structure of SyMoM. Here

the modeller can assign a name to the created model. In the created model the modelled and
unmodelled parts are mixed and no selection is clone for the regime assumptions. This routine
cannot be executed from the user interface.
- normaLto_generalized: This routine separates the modelled and unmodelled flows and production

rates of the model. This routine cannot be executed from the user interface.
- SelecLR: With this routine it is possible toselect the regime assumptions out of the vector containing
the algebraic equations. It is possible to change the selection in the user interface.
• Analysis routine.

All the model analysis operations are gathered in one routine.
- Checks: This routine can check the consistency of the dimensions of the veetors and matrices, the

Completeness Assumption, the singular points and the index of the model. The results are added
to the model variables.
• Manipulation routines.

All the manipulations implemented in the package are performed by the following routines:
- Calc_unmodelled: This routine computes the unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates

for index two models. The routine accepts a model containing undefined functions.
- Calc_unmodelled_zerodynalg: This routine computes the unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates for models with an index of two or higher. The routine calls zerodynalg from NoN:§CoN

and does not accept models with undefined functions.
- generalized_to_normal: This routine combines the modelled and unmodelled flows, the modelled

and unmodelled production rates and combines thematrices associated with these variables.
- Diff_equations_y: This routine compute the ODE system for the intensive and geometrie variables.

The result is added to the model. The result of this routine is used for the numerical experiments.

= 0, R (y, t) = 0) of the genera!ized model for the intensive, geometrie and unmodelled variables. The solution is added to the
model.

- Steady_state: This routine computes the steady state (~~ = 0, S (y)

- Steady_state_sys: This routine computes the steady state

(!fit = 0) of the computed ODE system

for the intensive and geometrie variables. Currently the solution is added to model.
- Statetransform: This routine implements the algorithm presented in Section 2.3.4. This routine

cannot be used from the user interface.
• Numerical experiments.

For numerical experiments one routine is implemented.
- Simulate: This routine uses the ODE system provided by the routine Diff_equations_y and the
settings defined for the simulation stored in the variabie Simulations and produces a numerical

solution of the ODE system. The results of the experiment is added to the simulation variables.
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• User interface
The routine program is the user interface of the package. This routine facilitates the use of the routines
implemented in the package. With a menu driven structure the user can choose at the top level between
several options.
- Change settings
Submenu for editing the variable called settings.
- Analysis and manipulations
Submenu for calling the routines described before.
- Load model / load examples
- Save model
- Export model (not implemented)
In future releases To be used for model transformations into data formats suitable for other programs.
- Help (not implemented)
In future releases to be used for extra information about the package.
- Stop
End of the session.
For a more detailed description of the package is referred to appendix D. This package is used in the
following Chapter for the analysis and manipulations of the models.
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Case studies
n this chapter three models are derived with the rnadelling technique presented in Section 2.1. Each model
ontains one unmodelled flow or unmodelled production rate. Following the rnadelling process the models are
nalyzed using the package SyMoM. Finally the models are tested in numerical experiments.
The models show how unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates occur in relation to model
ssumptions .

.1

Perfect control of water temperature

e consider a tank of water that is warmed up by a heater. The property of interest in this case is the
ater temperature. We assume that the water is ideally mixed and that the wall surrounding the water has
n uniform temperature. For rnadelling the water temperature we assume it is sufReient to model the heat
ransfer from the heater to the wall and the heat transfer from the wall to the water. The heat loss to the
nvironment is neglected. The installation is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

heater

Figure 4.1: Water tank with heater
The water temperature is controlled by varying the power of the heater to follow a given reference temperture profile:
Tref (t)

= To + /Sin(,Bt),

(4.1)

here To, 1 and ,B are constants. We assume perfect control during the evolution of the process. This means
at:

Tref (t)

= Twater (t),

t each moment of time.
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4.1.1

Creating the model

The rnadelling approach presented inSection 2.1.7 is used for creating the model.
step la: Physical topology: Decomposing process into systems and connections.

The process is decomposed into three elementary systems: the wall vessel, the water and the heater.
These are connected by two heat transfer connections: wall-water and heater-walt as illustrated in figure
4.2.
heater-wall

wali-water
water

,.9.n.~~~~r. 'P.~!!. ............... .

<1···9.!-'!.r!.l.l.l!-'!.<!!.~:. •••••••••.••••••

heat er

Figure 4.2: Topology of water tank with heater

step lb Chemica[ topology: species distribution and reactions.

No reactions are taking place in the process and the species distribution is not relevant.
step 2 Choosing the fundamental extensive variables and writing the balance equations.

We choose the total energy of the water
mental extensive variables:

(Ewater)

x=
The number of extensive variables is two (n

dEwall

~
dEwater
dt

and the tot al energy of the wall

Ewall
[ Ewater

= 2).

J.

(Ewall)

as the funda(4.3)

For these variables we write the balance equations:

•

= Qheater,wall -

•
Qwall,water,

•

= Qwall,water·

(4.4)
(4.5)

step 3 Writing the transfer and kinetic laws.

The heat flow from the wall to the water is assumed to be proportional to the temperature difference[9]:
Owall,water

= a(Twall- Twater)

where a is the overall heat transfer coefficient.
For Qheater,wall we shall not use a transfer law, but we shall assume that Qheater,wall is such that the
evolution of the process satisfies the perfect control assumption (4.2). We show later that, indeed, this
assumption is sufReient todetermine uniquely the flow rate Qheater,wall· The vector of unmodelled flow
rates is in this case:
(4.6)

The dirneusion of this vector is one (nu

= 1) .

step 4 Writing the definitions.

As the process is mechanically in equilibrium, the total energies reduce to the internal energies and the
definition equations are:
X

=[

Ewall
Ewater

J

=

[

Mwall Cv,wall Twall
]
Mwater Cv,water Twater
'

(4.7)

where Mwall is the mass of the wall, Mwater the mass of the water, Cv,wall. the specific heat of the
wall at constant volume and Cv,water the specific heat of the water at constant volume. Two constants
cl = Cv,waliMwall and c2 = Cv,waterMwater are introduced to simplify the model.
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step 5 Writing the algebraic equations: equations of state and regime assumptions.
The vector of intensive variables is:
Y _
-

[

Twall ]
Twater
'

(4.8)

and the number of intensive variables is two (m = 2). In this example we have to write one algebraic
equation (m- n +nu= 1). We take for this equation the perfect control assumption (4.2).
This will result in the following model:

.
d [
ba1ance equatiOn:
dt

Ewall ]
Ewater

=[

Q~ wall,water + [

-1
1 ]

01 ]

Xu,

= a(Twall- Twater)
] = [ ClTwall ]

transfer laws : Qwall,water
definitions : [
algebraic equations:

4.1.2

Ewall
Ewater

Twater

(4.10)

(4.11)

C2Twater

-'Ysin(f3t)- To

(4.9)

=0

(4.12)

Model manipulations

First one algebraic equation is selected as regime assumption (the same number as unmodelled flows). This
will give the following division of the algebraic equations:

R : Twater
S: -,

-

"fSÏn(f3t) -

To

= 0,

(4.13)

(4.14)

where R represent the vector containing the regime assumptions and S is empty in this case. The completeness
assumption is fulfilled as the following determinant is nonzero:

det [

~~] = det [ ~1 ~2 ] = cl c2 = Mwall Cv,wall Mwater Cv,water·

(4.15)

The determinant is nonzero except if: Cv,wall = 0, Mwall = 0, Mwater = 0 or Cv,water = 0. These conditions
represent situations for which the temperatures in the systems cannot be computed. In fact, in case Mwall = 0
or Mwater = 0, the respective temperature is undefined. The other situations are purely hypothetical from a
physical point of view.
Next we compute the unmodelled flow and the eventual hidden constraints. The following matrix must be
invertible if no extra constraints are present:

~: ~~]
[

-l [

~r

]

= (0 1] [

il

12] [ ~ ]

= (0].

(4.16)

The matrix is not invertible so the ZeroDynamics algorithm must be used for computing the extra constraint(s).
After running the algorithm the following extra constraint is found:

'Yf3cos(f3t) _

o:(Twall- Twater)

= O.

c2

(4.17)

The following expression results for the unmodelled flows:
Xv.

= 'Y/3 (Cl+ C2) cos(f3t)- 'Y/3

2C1C2 .
0:

sm(f3t)

~
= Qheater,wall·

(4.18)

The next step in the manipulation process will be the calculations of the differential equation systems satisfied
by the intensive and geometrie variables. After substituting the unmodelled flowsin the model (4.9) - (4.12)
we obtain:
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+ C1 + C2 /3 ((3t) _ /32 C2 . (t)
cl 'Y cos
'Y
a sm '

dTwall = _ a(Twall- Twater)
cl
dt
dTwater
dt

a(Twall- Twater)

(4.19)
(4.20)

c2

The number of arbitrary initial conditions for the differential equations is reduced by the number of algebraic
equations (see subsectien 2.2.6) and extra constraints. In this case no arbitrary initial conditions can be
specified asthereare two such equations. lndeed, solving (4.12) and (4.17) fort= 0, we obtain:
(4.21)

Twater(O) = To,
Twau(O)

4.1.3

1C2/3
= To + --.
a

(4.22)

Results

In this special case an analytica! salution can be readily found. Solving (4.19) and (4.20) with the initial
conditions (4.21) and (4.22) we obtain:

Twall (t) = "(Sin(f3t)
Twater (t)

+ "(/3C2 cos(f3t) + To,
a

= "(Sin(f3t) + To,

(4.23)
(4.24)

and as expected Twater (t) =Tref (t).
The expression for the unmodelled flow (heater,wall is:

(4.25)
where cl = Cv,wall Mwall and c2 = Cv,water Mwater·
The model (4.19), (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22)was tested in a simuiatien experiment. The following parameters
were used:

Mwall = 0.2 kg,
Mwater = 2 kg,
J
Cp,wall = 460kgK'
J
Cp,water = 4180kgK,

(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)

J
a= 200sK'

(4.30)

'Y =lOK,

(4.31)

f3 = 0.1s-

1

.

The result of the numerical experiment is presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Result of numerical experiment

4.2

Mechanica! equilibrium of a piston and a spring

This example was taken from (4]. It contains a piston attached toa spring in a cylinder, as presented in Figure
4.4. Gas is fed into the cylinder through a pipe and the piston is moving in such a way that the gas pressure
is balanced by the force exerted by the spring. We assume that mechanical equilibrium is attained infinitely
fast, or in other words, we neglect the inertia of the piston.
Heat flow

spring
gas flow
Po
To

)

x
Figure 4.4: Cylinder with movable piston
We assume that the gas flow into the cylinder is determined by the pressure difference inside the cylinder
and the pressure outside. The mechanical work rate neerled to move the piston will he chosen as an unmodelled
flow.
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4.2.1

Creating the model

The rnadelling approach presented inSection (2.1.7) is used for deriving the model.
step la Physical topology: Decomposing the process into systems and connections.

The process is decomposed into four elementary systems: the cylinder, the spring, the gas souree and
the environment. These are connected by one heat transfer connection: environment-cylinder and one mass
transfer connection: gas souree-cylinder and one work flow: cylinder-spring as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
heat

~

~ heat source-vessel
~Q
..
vessel-spring

gas source-vessel
gas
souree

cylinder

~------------..

8
spring

Figure 4.5: Physical topology of cylinder with movable piston

step 1 b Chemical topology: species distribution and reactions.

In this model the only species for which we define the species topology is the gas that is present in the
gas souree and in the cylinder. No chemica! reactions are taken into account, so we do not define the
chemical reaction distribution.
step 2 Choosing the fundamental extensive variables and writing the balance equations.

In this model we choose three fundamental extensive variables: the molar mass of gas in the cylinder
(n), total energy of the cylinder (U) and the potential energy of the spring (P). This defines the vector
x:

(4.33)

The number of extensive variables is three (n = 3). We did not choose the molar mass of gas in the
gas souree as a fundamental extensive variabie because this system is defined as a source. The balance
equations for the fundamental extensive variables are:
dn
dt

A

-=n,

(4.34)

~~ = nh (T) - w+ Q,

(4.35)

dP

A

dt=w,
where h is the specific enthalpy of the flow rate

(4.36)

n.

step 3 Writing the transfer and kinetic laws.

Three flows are present. In this example the gas flow is assumed to be proportional to the difference
between the pressure in the cylinder and the pressure in the source[lO]. The heat flow is assumed to be
proportional to the temperature difference between the environment and the air in the cylinder[9]:

n = a(po- p),

(4.37)

Q = {3(To - T),

(4.38)
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,

where a represents a coefficient with dimension ( ~:!) p 0 is the outside pressure and (3 is the overall
heat transfer coefficient. The workflow can be written as: w = p~~. However we choose it to be an
unmodelled flow and we derive later an expression for it in terms of intensive and geometrie variables in
the process. The number of unmodelled flows nu is one.
step 4 Writing the definitions.

Now the fundamental extensive variables can be written as function of intensive and geometrie variables:
n=pV

(4.39)

U= ncvT = pVcvT

(4.40)

~x 2

P=

where

Cv

(4.41)

2

is the specific heat at constant volume and k is the spring constant.

step 5 Writing the algebraic equations: equations of state and regime assumptions.

In the first four steps five (m

= 5) intensive and geometrie variables are introduced:

y=
Weneed three algebraic equations (m- n +nu

[~I

= 3).

(4.42)

These are: the equation for anideal gas:

p= pRT,

(4.43)

V=Vo+Ax,

(4.44)

pA= kx.

(4.45)

a relation between V and x :

and the mechanica! equilibrium condition:

This results in the following model:

blliance equation" :, [

transfer laws : [

defillitions • [

algebraic equations : [

~

l

= [ h(T>o)

n[~ l

+[

~I

l

W

(4.46)

~ ] = [ ;(~~ =~) ]

(4.47)

~ ] = [ pi;T ]

(4.48)

V~~~~x ]

(4.49)

=0

pA-kx

The flow n is a bidirectional flow. If the sign of the flow is changing the origin and target of the flow will
swap. This means that the intensive variables like temperature that characterize the stream will change. This
means that if the outside pressure is higher the stream has a temperature of T0 otherwise the temperature of
the stream will he the temperature inside the cylinder:
h(T, To) = { :_T.To
-p
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4.2.2

Model manipulations

From the model (4.46)-( 4.49) the steady state solutions can be computed. This means that ~~
computed values for the intensive and geometrie variables and the unmodelled flow are:

= 0.

+ A 2 po

V: _ Vok

k

8-

The

(4.51)

'

W8 = 0,
Ps =Po,
Po

(4.52)
(4.53)

= Ak,

(4.54)

Po
Ps = RTo'

(4.55)

= To.

(4.56)

X8

Ts

If we are not interested in the unmodelled flow we can search for a new vector of extensive quantities
(xnew), see subsection 2.2.5. If we choose the new vector of extensive quantities and a new vector for the
definitions:

Xnew

=[U:

Dnew = [ pV

(4.57)

p ] '

Cv~: ~X2

(4.58)

] '

then the model can be written in the standard form by substituting (4.57) and (4.58) into (2.71)-(2.72):

balance equation :

! [U:

transfer laws : [
definitions : [

p ]

= [ h(T~ To)

~ ] = [ ;(~~ =~)

U:

~][~]

]

(4.60)

= [ pV Cv~V+ ~x2

p ]

-~o~TAx ]

algebrak equations : [ V P_
pA-kx

(4.59)

=0

(4.61)

(4.62)

In this case we want to solve the problem by computing the unmodelled flow.
One unmodelled flow is present in the model, so one regime assumption must be selected out of the list
of equations of state. In general the choice of regime assumptions is not unique. After selecting the regime
assumption the completeness assumption must be checked. If this condition is not fulfilled another choice can
be made for the regime assumptions or the model is not well defined. We choose the mechanica! equilibrium
equation as a regime assumption, but any other choice would he valid in this case. This division is shown
below:

R : [pA- kx]
S: [ VP_

= 0,

-~o~TAx

(4.63)
(4.64)

] = 0.

After selecting the regime assumption the completeness assumption must be checked. We compute:

~~[ !! l=Mt[ ~

V
VcvT
0
0
0

p
pcvT
0
0
1

29

0
pVcv
0
0
0

I

~x =-V'~kx.

-k
-A

(4.65)
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This determinant is nonzero at each point except those points that satisfy: V = 0 , p = 0, Cv = 0, k = 0 or
x = 0. If one of the other algebraic equations were selected as a regime assumption extra singular points were
introduced: A= 0, R = 0 orT= 0. In fact, in case V= 0 , p = 0 and x= 0 no mass is presentand if A= 0
the cylinder vanishes. The other situations are purely hypothetical.
Next we test whether or not extra constraints are present in the model. We compute the matrix (2.51):

l-

g~

8R [
8y
-8y

1
[

Er ]
0

Ar

0

= _ RA

_ pRT A
Vcv
Vkx

2

1

x

(4.66)

This number is nonzero because all the terms of the right hand side of equation 4.66 are negative. This implies
that the model is of index two and no extra constraints are present.
The next step in the modeHing process will be the computations of the unmodelled ftows. The procedure
presented in subsection 2.3.1 is used and we obtain:

w = kxAR

ha (Po - p) - {3 (To - T) .
ARkx + A 2 RpTcv + Vcvk

(4.67)

By substituting this unmodelled flow in the model (4.46)- (4.49) we obtain the ODE system of the model (see
Section 2.3.2):
dp

R(ha(po - p)

+ {3(To - T) +!) + cvpART f

&
dp

dt

V~

=

a(po- p) +pAf

(4.69)

V

dV =Af

dt
dT

dt
dx

dt

(4.70)

'

=

(4.68)

(ha- CvTa)(po- p) + a(To- T)
Vpcv

+ kxf

(4.71)

(4.72)

= f,

where f and h are:

h(T, To)

={

CvTo
CvT

P <Po,
P >Po,

f _ ARha (Po - p) + {3 (T0 - T)
- ARkx + A 2 RpTcv + Vkcv .

(4.73)

(4.74)

With the constraints (4.49) the model is complete.

4.2.3

Results

For drawing some graphs the following values for the parameter were used:
J
Cv= 0.7 molK'

(4.75)

k = 100kN'

(4.76)

m

Po

= 1013h Pa,
mol
as

a= 0.01-p ,

30
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w

f3 = 1000K'

(4.79)

J

R

= 8.31 molK'

A= 0.1m

Vo
To

2

(4.80)

,

(4.81)

= Om ,
= 300K.

(4.82)
(4.83)

3

The steady statevalues can be computed (see section 2.2.7). This will give the following values for the intensive
and geometrie variables:

Ps

= 1013h Pa,

(4.84)

Ps = 40.52mol/m
Vs
Ts
X8

3

(4.85)
(4.86)
(4.87)
(4.88)

,

= 10.131,
= 300K,
= 101.3mm.

To start the numerical experiment the following initia! conditions are chosen:

T(O) = 300K,
x(O) = 1mm.

(4.89)
(4.90)

and the other initia! values must be computed using the equations of state and regime assumptions:

p(O)

= 0.40mol/m 3 ,

(4.91)

3

V(O) = 100cm ,
p(O) = 1000 Pa.

(4.92)
(4.93)

Figure (4.6) shows graphs for the variables p and V.
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Figure 4.6: Results of numerical experiment
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4.3

Chemica} equilibrium

Let us consider a continuous stirred tank reactor in which two species A and B are reacting to produce a third
species C in a reversible reaction:

A+B += C.

(4.94)

Species A and B are continuously fed in the reactor through two input streams and the product flows out
through an output stream. The reactor is assumed ideally mixed. The temperature can be influenced by a
heater. Figure 4. 7 shows the process schematically.
flow of species: A

flow of species: B

flow of reactants: A,B and C

Figure 4. 7: Scheme of the reactor

.3.1

Creating the model

he rnadelling approach presented inSection 2.1.7 is used for creating the model.
step la Physical topology: decomposing the process into systems and connections.

The process is decomposed into five elementary systems. The reactor, the sourees for the species A
and B, the heater and the sink. Only for the reactor balance equations will be written. In the model
four connections are present: inftow for species A (positive direction towards the reactor), inftow for
species B (positive direction towards the reactor), outflow (positive direction from the reactor to the
next system) and a heat stream from the heater (positive direction towards the reactor). Figure 4.8
shows the physical topology of the process.
step lb Chemica[ topology: species distribution and reactions

In this model three species are present: A, B and C. The species distribution is defined in the table
below:
souree of A:
souree of B:
reactor:
sink:

A
B
A,B,C
A,B,C

In this model we assume that one reversible reaction is taking place in the reactor and no reactions take
place in the other systems. This defines the reaction distribution:
reactor : A + B
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souree
species B

flow A

heat flow

Q
heater

reactor

sinkof
reactor
Figure 408: Topology of chemica! reactor

step 2 Choosing the fundamental extensive variables and writing the balance equationso
We choose four fundamental extensive variables: the total energy in the reactor (U) and the component
mol ar mass for each species present in the reactor (nA, n B, nc) Th is defines the vector x :
0

(4095)

The number of extensive variables is four (n

= 4) oThis will result in the balance equations:

~~ = h(Tin,A)nin,A + h(Tin,B)nin,B- h(T,XA,XB,Xc)nout + Q,
dnA

dt
dnB

,
,
_
= nin,A- XAnout- r,
,

,

(4o97)

_

dt = nin,B- XBnout- r,
dnc

,

(4096)

(4098)

_

dt = -xcnout + r,

(4099)

00 fraction of species A
00 fraction of species B
XB
Oo fraction of species C
xc
00 extent rate of the reversible reaction
f
oo specific enthalpy of flow A
h(Tin,A)
Oo specific enthalpy of flow B
h(Tin,B)
h(T,XA,XB,Xc) Oo specific enthalpy of the outflow
Oo flow of connection: flow A
nin,A
0000 flow of connection: flow B
nin,B
00 flow of connection: outflow
nout
We have associated with the reversible reaction a single extent rateo This is not common practise in
chemistry works where each of the direct and reverse reactions is associated with an individual extent
rateo However as we are interested to model the process in a chemica! equilibrium regime, we shall see
later that this approach is more conveniento

where: XA
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step 3 Writing the transfer and kinetic laws.

In this example the transfer laws are assumed to be known and given as:

= 1ÎA,
1Îin,s(t) = 1Îs,
1Îout(t) = o:VV,
Q(t) = Q,

(4.100)
(4.101)

1Îin,A(t)

where

1ÎA, 1ÎA,

(4.102)
(4.103)

Q and o: are constants.

For the extent rate of the reversible reaction we do not write a kinetic law. We suppose the reversible
reaction takes place at a chemica! equilibrium. This chemica! equilibrium is assumed to be:
k(T)p=

~.

(4.104)

XAXB

where k (T) is the equilibrium constant and p the density in the reactor.
This means that as one of the fractions, density or the temperature changes, the other fractions are
instantaneously changing in order to satisfy equation (4.104). This is of course an idealization of the
actual behavior of the process. We shall assume that the production rate f is such that, at every moment,
the relation (4.104) is satisfied. That means that fis an unmodelled production rate (no kinetic law for
f) that will later be determined from the equilibrium condition. The vector contains the unmodelled
production rates is:
Xu =

[f].

The number of unmodelled production rates is one (nu

(4.105)

= 1).

step 4. Writing the definitions.

The extensive variables can be written as:

U

x-

nA
ns
[
ne

l[

Cv(T,xA,Xs,xe)TpV
pxAV
pxsV
pxeV

-

l

(4.106)

where we do not specify the expression of the specific heat at constant volume.
step 5 Writing the algebraic equations: equations of state and regime assumptions.

In the first four steps six (m = 6) intensive and geometrie variables are introduced:

y=

T
V
p
XA
XB
xe

(4.107)

In this step we have to introduce three (m- n +nu= 3) algebraic equations. These are the chemica!
equilibrium assumption:
xe
k(T)p= - - ,
XAXB

(4.108)

the relation for fractions:

XA

+ XB +Xe = 1,
34
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and finally we need an expression of the density as function of temperature and components. At this
point we do not specify this expression:

p = p(T,xA,xn,xe).
This will give the entire model of the process:

d
dt

nA

[ u

~~

[ nin,n(t)
~in,A(t)
1Îout(t)
Q(t)

l
l [a~ l
[ h(Tr)
=

h(Tin,B)
0
1
0

-h(T,XA,Xn,xe)
-XA
-xn
-xe

l
[
l
~l
[ n,.,A(t)
~in,n(t)
nout(t)
Q(t)

=

+

o
-1
-1
1

r

(4.110)

(4.111)

(4.112)

(4.113)

(4.114)

4.3.2

Model manipulations

In this model three functions are not defined: cv(T,xA,xn,xe), k(T) and p(T,xA,xn,xe). At this stageit is
possible to check the completeness assumptions and the index of the model.
First one equation of state is selected as regime assumption. In this case the chemica! equilibrium condition
is chosen as regime assumption but any other choice would he valid. This gives the following division of the
equations of state:

R : [ k(T)p- x~;B

]

= 0,

S . [ XA + XB +Xe - 1 ] _ O
. p-p(T,XA,XB,Xe) - .

(4.115)
(4.116)

After selecting the regime assumption the completeness assumption must he checked. The completeness
assumption is fulfilled if the following determinant is nonzero:

det [

1~

]=

4

3

-p V (cv(T,xA,Xn,xe)

+ T :Tcv(T,xA,xn,xe)).

(4.117)

The determinant is nonzero at each point and functions except those for which p = 0, V = 0 and Cv (T, x A, x B, xe)
F(xA,;B,xc), where F is a arbitrary function only depending only on the fractions. The first two conditions
are only found when there are no species present and the last conditions expresses that the internal energy
should he dependent on the temperature.
The index of the model is two as can he checked using formula (2.51). The result of the calculation is
presentedinAppendix C. The model contains undefined functions so the algorithm in subsection (2.3.1) must
he used. The result of the computations of the unmodelled flow is presented in appendix C. When using this
expression for the unmodelled production rate an ODE system for the intensive and geometrie variables can
he computed (see 2.3.2).

4.3.3

Results

Before the ODE system can he numerically solved all the unknown functions and constants must he substituted.
For the equilibrium constant we choose the Arrhenius law (2.12):

k(T)

= Ae35

~

RT,

(4.118)

=
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where A is the constant of Arrhenius, R expresses the molar gas constant and EA expresses the activation
energy of the reaction.
For the density function we assume ideal mixing:
1

XA

XB

XC

P

PA

PB

Pc

-=-+-+-,
where PA, PB and Pc represent the density of each component.
For the internal energy of the system we specify the function

(4.119)
Cv :

(4.120)
The arbitrary constants for the numerical experiment:
J
'
mo
J
CvB= 1200-lK'
'
mo
J
Cvc = 800-lK'
'
mo
Cv

A= 1000-lK'

(4.122)
(4.123)
kJ

h(Tin A)=
'

Cp

h(Tin B) =

Cp

·

(4.121)

'

'

AT= 300- ,
mo1

(4.124)

kJ
mo1

(4.125)

BT = 350- ,

mol
PA= 20-3'

(4.126)

m

mol

PB= 10-3,
m

(4.127)

mol

Pc= 30-3,
m

(4.128)

Q = lOOOW,

(4.129)

mol
n A0-1. - ,
s
mol
nB= 0.1-,
s
A

_

(4.130)

A

(4.131)

J
R = 8.314510 molK,
J
EA =0.0-1,
mo
mol
a = 0 . 105
-,
sm ·

(4.132)
(4.133)
(4.134)

m3

A=0.1(4.135)
mo1
Due to numericallimitations of Maple we have to set Ea = 0, which will simplify the differential equations.
n this case the equilibrium constant is reduced to k(T) = 0.1. The computed values for the steady state
olution for the system (see section 2.2.7):
Ts = 393K,

(4.136)

Vs = 2.65m3 ,

(4.137)

mol
,
Ps = 15.33

(4.138)

m

= 0.386,
= 0.386,
xc,s = 0.227,

(4.139)
(4.140)
(4.141)

XA,s

XB,s

f 8 = 0.0371 mol_

s
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For the numerical experiment we have chosen the following initial conditions:

= 300K,

(4.143)

Vo = 0.100m3,

(4.144)
(4.145)

To
XA,O

= 0.100,

and the others can be computed (using the equations of state and regime assumptions):
mol
Po= 11.0-3'

(4.146)

m

= 0.809,
xc,o = 0.091.

(4.147)

XB,O

(4.148)

The results of this numerical experiment are shown below in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Numerical results of chemical equilibrium
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
• The collection of procedures developed in this thesis forms a valuable contribution to the development
of systematic model analyses and manipulations.
• The results established so far with the procedures seem to he promising, though their value should he
proved in practice, when elaborate tests with realistic systems are being performed.
• Following from the successful implementation in the Maple programming language, the Symbolic Computation System Maple seems to he suitable environment for the symbolic analysis and manipulation of
the models.
• The package is not (yet) suitable for large scale problems due to the limitations of Maple. These
limitations are the consequence of symbolic computations. Other symbolic computation programs will
suffer the same problems.
• Symbolic computation have its limitations. These can arise when analytically computing the inverse or
determinant of matrices. This can become very slow or even fail. It is not easy to predict when the
routine will fail but the less symbolic arguments are present the better and faster the computation will
he.
• The numerical capabilities of Maple are limited. It is better to run the numerical experiments within
other specialized programs for numerical computations. The interface to a numerical program is not
present in the current version and should he developed.
• The output for numerical experiments is analytically correct but numerically it is not the best system
to use in numerical experiments. A routine for order reduction can imprave the numerical properties.
• With a menu driven user interface the modeHer can easily analyze and manipulate the models without
much knowledge of the package.
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Recommendations for further research
The SyMoM package has been used so far for small models and the number of manipulation tools is still
limited. Two possible directions for future work are imptementing extra features and reorganizing the internal
structure of the package so it can handle larger models.

6.1

Possible new features

• A routine for removing (some of) the unmodelled flows and production rates.
In subsection 2.2.5 an algorithm has been described for orderand index reduction. With the presented
algorithm it is possible to remove (some of) the unmodelled flows and production rates instead of computing them.
• Order reduction of the model
In subsection 2.2.5 an algorithm has been described for order and index reduction. Order reduction
is necessary if the model has index 1 but more than m - n constraints are present. This algorithm
introduces new extensive variables for which the model has index 1 with m - n constraints. This model
can he used for numerical experiments.
• Interface with numerical programs
The numerical capabilities of Maple are very limited. lt is therefore desirabie to run the numerical
experiments in other programs. A routine has to he written to convert the model into a form which can
he used by the other programs. A certain possibility is to use Matlab that has already a direct interface
with Maple.

6.2

Changing the internal structure of the package

The routines in the package are not optimized to handle large scale models. Large scale models contain, in
the implemented data structure, large matrices and vectors. With such matrices the computation time and
the memory usage will increase dramatically beyond the capabilities of Maple. We present a few options to
solve the problem for large scale models.
• Using sparse data structures.

Large models contain large matrices. However, in most cases, the number of nonzero elements in the
matrices is small in comparison to the size of the matrices. This will enable the use of sparse matrices.
In this structure only the nonzero elements are stored. This will reduce the use of memory but all the
routines must he rewritten for the new data structure.
• Hierarchical organization of the models

We want to investigate if it is possible to split the huge model into smaller models, which can he analyzed
separately. If it is possible to split the entire model into parts, each part can he analyzed in isolation.
The size of each submodel will he significantly smaller than that of the entire model. Also the use
of parallelism is possible, which means that each submodel can he analyzed at the same time, but on
different computers. Next wedefine how such a submodel can look like:
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- Defining submodels

In this part we try to define a submodel and then translate the definition into a mathematica!
procedure for deriving submodels:
Submodels: These are models for which all the other submodels act as boundary conditions.
The interaction between two subrnadeis is only defined by the connections between the submodels.
In this way it is possible to assign uniquely which equations of state, regime assumptions and
definitions are part of a particular submodeL As a consequence of this it is possible to define a
set of intensive and geometrie variables for each submodeL This set contains all the intensive and
geometrie variables present in such a submodel and none of them is also part of another submodeL
The submodel can be defined in the following way:
(6.1)

where y; is a part of the original vector y. The model can be completed by using the differential
equation defined for x; and taking a part of the matrices A, Ar, B and Br which are used for defining
the differential equations. This will lead to the following model:

1ff =A; (y) x+ B; (y) x+ A;,r (y) xr + B;,r (y) Xr.
D; (y;)'
x= T(y, t)
x= p (y)
0 = S;(y;),
0 = R;(y;).

X;=

submodel;

=

(6.2)

In this way it is possible to split the model into submodels.
- Creating submodels in SyMoM

To use subrnadeis in SyMoM an extra routine has to be implemented which can create a set of
submodels. After that the modeller can analyze each submodel and at the end a routine must be
able to recombine all the subrnadeis to create the original model.
- Creating submodels in mloi'leUet

Another strategy of using subrnadeis is to define the subrnadeis in the program mloi'leUet. In that
case the model is already divided into submodels. After analyzing and manipulating each submodel,
all the subrnadeis can be put tagether to create the final model.
Both option can introduce an increase in the analysing speed and can be implemented at the same time.
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Appendix A

Abstract of 9Jto()e[[et
Introduetion
This paper presents the main ideas and design concepts behind !.moDeUet, a computer-aided modeHing tool
which aims to effectively assist in the development of process models and to facilitate hierarchical modeHing
through a user friendly, graphical interface. With this tool one should he able to generate first principles
based, mathematica! models of (bio-)chemica! processes in a quick and easy manner. !.moDeUet is intended to
he a component in a larger frameworkof modelling-assistant software tools and simulation packages. !.moDeUet
produces a list of equations which represents the dynamic or static behaviour of the process that is being
modelled, and which satisfies the prespecified goals for which the model was build (e.g. simulation or design).
We are concerned with the mathematica! rnadelling of macroscopie (bio-)chemica! processes as they appear
in general in chemica! or biologica! plants. The software tooi that we propose is based on a modeHing methodology (presented in: [1], [2]) that is specific for such processes. This methodology is briefly summarized in the
next section.

ModeHing Methodology
A rnadelling methodology can he defined as an algorithmic procedure intended to lead from specific knowledge of physical and topological nature of a process to a mathematica! model of that process. The methodology
we use, is based on the hierarchical decomposition of processes into networks of elementary systems and physical connections. Elementary systems are regarcled as thermadynamie simple systems and represent lumped
capacities able to store extensive quantities. The connections represent the transfer of extensive quantities
between these systems. The construction of a process model consists of the following steps:
• Break the process down into elementary systems that exchange extensive quantities through physical
connections. The resulting network represents the physical topology.
• Describe the distribution of all involved chemica! and/or biologica! species as wellas all reactions in the
various parts of the process. This represents the species topology.
• For each elementary system and each fundamental extensive quantity that characterizes that system
write the conesponding balance equation.
• Choose the transfer laws and kinetic laws that express the flow and production rates occurring in the
balance equations.
• Express the fundamental extensive variables as functions of the intensive and geometrie variables characterizing the same system.
• Augment the model equations with equations of state, relating the intensive and geometrie variables that
have been introduced and write these dependendes out as equations of state.
• Add the dynamic behaviour of the information processing units, such as controllers.

Al
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Design
9JloiJe[[er is intended to be a tooi that helps and directs the user through the enumerated steps of the
modeHing methodology. To aid in the handling of large and complex processes, the physical topology is
organized in a strictly hierarchical multi-way tree. This means that the systems can he hierarchically grouped
in composite systems, such that groups of components can be addressed. So, an additional tree structure
is introduced, which is laid over the "fiat" physical topology. A special graphical user interface has been
developed (and implemented) to handle this tree structure. With the modelling tooi the physical topology of
a processcan be built using two main operations, namely refining an existing system (the top-down approach)
or grouping systems (the bottam-up approach).
The definition of the species topology is initialized by assigning sets of species to some thermadynamie
simple systems. To aid in this definition, species and reaction databases are used. The user mayalso specify the
permeability (i.e. selective transfer of species) of individual mass transfer connections. The distribution of the
species over all systems is automated and uses the facts that assigned species can propagate through permeable
mass connections and species may generate "new" species (via reactions), which in turn may propagate and
initiate further reactions.
With the information on the physical and species topology the computer can automatically generate balauces of extensive quantities (mass, component mass, energy and momentum) of every simple system. In
order to fully describe the behaviour of the process, the flow rates and production rates involved in the balance equations need to specified. So, in addition to the balance equations we need other relationships to
express thennodynamic equilibria, reaction rates, transport rates for heat, mass, momentum, and so on. A
model designer can select a particular relationship from a set of alternatives and conneet the selected relationship toa balance equation or toanother defined relationship. In this way, each term in a balance equation can
be expanded by defining it as a function of some quantities, which in turn may be expanded again and again.
The resulting set of equations (the output of the modelling tooi) forms a mathematica! representation for the
behaviour of the process in a specific form, which could serve as an input for problem solving tools, such as
owsheeting packages, general purpose simulators and algebraic manipulators.
So, basically we are regarding the mathematica! rnadelling activity as a succession of equation-picking and
quation-manipulating operations in which the modeHer has, virtually at least, a knowiedge-base containing
arameterized equations that may he chosen at certain stages in the rnadelling process, appropriately actualized
nd included in the model.
The software tooi, which is implemented in the programming language "Component Pascal" (using the
JackBox frameworkof components), allows to manipulate (with multiple undofredo actions), store, retrieve,
mport or export models (or partsof models) at any stage of the definition. This allows fora safe mechanism
f model reuse.

Martin Weiss and Heinz A. Preisig. Structural analysis in the dynamic rnadelling of physical systems.
Technica! Report NR-2009, Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty of Applied Physics, April1998.
submitted to Mathematica! and Computer Modelling of Dynamica! Systems.
H.A. Preisig, D.-Z. Guo, and A.Z. Mehrabani. Computer-aided Modelling: A new High-Level Interface to
Process Engineering Software, New Castle, Australia, 1991. CHEMICA-91. 954-960.
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Appendix B

Models
These input files have been used in the case studies. These files contain Maple V code in ASCII format. Each
file starts with a header, after that the data of the model and finally commands to construct the models and
commands to analyze the models.

B.l

Perfect control of water temperature

This example is presented in section 4.1.
print ('perfect control');
# { x, Arow, Acol, xf, Brow, Bcol, xt, S, y, d, T, P, C}
dim_modell:=vector((2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 0, 7));
data_modell :=matrix( [
Ejron],
(vector..x,
1,
0,
E_water],
(vector..x,
2,
0,
Tjron],
(vector_y,
1,
0,
T_water],
(vector_y,
2,
0,
Cpjron*Mjron*T iron],
(vector..D,
1,
0,
Cp_water*M_water*T _water],
(vector..D,
2,
0,
Cpjron],
(vector_C,
1,
0,
Mjron],
(vector_C,
2,
0,
Cp_water],
(vector_C,
3,
0,
M_water],
(vector_C,
4,
0,
[vector_C,
5,
0,
alp ha],
(vector_C,
6,
0,
beta],
(vector_C,
7,
0,
gamma],
(vector..xf,
1,
0,
Qlleater],
Q_watedron],
(vector..xf,
2,
0,
(vector_T,
1,
0,
unmodelledJlow lleater],
(vector_T,
2,
0,
alpha*(T Jron-T _water)],
(matrix_A,
1,
1,
1],
(matrix_A,
1,
2,
-1],
(matrix_A,
2,
2,
1],
gamma*sin(beta*t) +TO-T _water]
(vector..S,
1,
0,

));

# model settings:
simulation(jnit]:=(341.8,300];
simulation [..start time]: =0;
simulation(..stop time]:= 100;
simulation( ..steps]:= 1000;
simulation( _meth]: =rkf45;
settings(simulations]: =simulation;
settings [modelname]: = perfectcontrol;
B1
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# creating the model:
lprint('model into maple specific format'):
Modelier _to_maple( settings[ modelnarnel ,dim_modell ,data_modell);
lprint('convert the model to the generalized form'):
standard_to_generalized (settings[ modelname]);
lprint('selecting the regime assumptions');
select.R(settings[modelname], { 1});
# model checks
lprint('check model.. .. ');
checks(settings[modelname], 1);
lprint('index detection ');
checks( eval(settings[modelname]) ,2);

B.2

Mechanica! equilibrium of a piston and a spring

This example is presented in section 4.2.
lprint('Vessel with movable wall.');
# {x, Arow, Acol, xf, Brow, Bcol, xp, S, y, d, T, P, c}
dim_modell:=vector([3, 3, 3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3, 5, 3, 3, 0, 9]);
data_modell :=matrix([
[vector..x,
1,
0,
n],
[vector..x,
2,
0,
U],
[vector..x,
3,
0,
P],
[vector_y,
1,
0,
p],
[vector_y,
2,
0,
rho],
[vector_y,
3,
0,
V],
[vector_y,
4,
0,
T],
[vector_y,
5,
0,
x],
[vector..D,
1,
0,
rho*V],
rho*V*cv*T],
[vector..D,
2,
0,
[vector..D,
3,
0,
k*x'2/2],
1,
0,
Frn_cm1],
[vector..xf,
[vector ..xf,
2,
0,
Fw_cw1],
[vector..xf,
3,
0,
FlLCh1],
[vector_T,
1,
0,
alpha*(pO-p)],
[vector_T,
2,
0,
unmodelled_ftow _cw 1],
[vector_T,
3,
0,
beta *(TO-T)],
[vector_C,
1,
0,
cv],
[vector_C,
2,
0,
k],
3,
0,
[vector_C,
pO],
[vector_C,
4,
0,
alp ha],
[vector_C,
5,
0,
beta],
[vector_C,
6,
0,
R],
[vector_C,
7,
0,
A],
[vector_C,
8,
0,
VO],
[vector_C,
9,
0,
TO],
[matrix_A,
1,
1,
1],
[matrix_A,
2,
1,
cv*TO*Heaviside(pO-p) +Heaviside(p-pO) *cv*T],
[matrix_A,
2,
2,
-1],
[matrix_A,
2,
3,
1],
[matrix_A,
3,
2,
1],
[vector..S,
1,
0,
p-rho*R *T],
[vector..S,
2,
0,
p* A-k*x],
3,
0,
[vector..S,
V-VO-A*x]
]);
Heaviside(O):=O;
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simulation[ jnit] := [1000,0.4011231448,0.0001 ,300,0.001];
simulation[ ..start time] :=0;
simulation[ ..stoptime]: =2;
simulation[..steps]:=100;
simulation[...meth]:=rkf45;
settings [simulations]: =simulation;
settings[modelname] :=vessel;
lprint('model into maple specific format'):
ModeHer _to...maple( settings[ modelnarnel ,dim...modell ,data...model1);
lprint('convert the model to the generalized form'):
standard_to_generalized(settings[modelname]);
lprint('selecting the regime assumptions');
select..R(settings[modelname], {2});
lprint('check model.. .. ');
checks(settings[modelname], 1);
checks(settings[modelname] ,2);

B.3

Chemica! equilibrium

This example is presented in section 4.3.
print('chemequilibrium. txt');
# {x, Arow, Acol, xf, Brow, Bcol, xp, S, y, d, T, P, C}
dim...modell:=vector([4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4, 4, 1, 15]);
data...model1: =matrix( [
1,
0,
E],
[vector ..x,
M_A],
0,
2,
[vector ..x,
lVLB],
0,
[vector ..x,
3,
0,
4,
lVLC],
[vector ..x,
[vector_y,
0,
1,
T],
C_A],
0,
[vector_y,
2,
C_B],
[vector_y,
3,
0,
C_C],
[vector_y,
4,
0,
[vector_y,
0,
V],
5,
T*V*( cv _B*C_B+cv _C*C_C+cv _A *C_A.)+ V*C_A *uFa+ V*C_B*uFb+ V*C_C*uFc]
[vector..D,
0,
1,
V*C_A],
2,
[vector..D,
0,
V*C_B],
[vector..D,
3,
0,
4,
[vector..D,
0,
2*V*C-CJ,
[vector_C,
CV _A],
1,
0,
cv_B],
[vector_C,
2,
0,
cv_C],
[vector_C,
0,
3,
T_A.],
[vector_C,
4,
0,
T_B],
[vector_C,
5,
0,
rho_A.],
[vector_C,
6,
0,
rho_B],
[vector_C,
7,
0,
rho_C],
[vector_C,
8,
0,
[vector_C,
Q],
9,
0,
[vector_C,
10,
0,
uFa],
[vector_C,
11,
uFb],
0,
[vector_C,
12,
0,
uFc],
[vector_C,
13,
0,
k],
[vector_C,
14,
0,
kb],
[vector_C,
Ea],
0,
15,
M_A],
0,
[vector ..xf,
1,
M_B],
[vector..xf,
2,
0,
M_out],
3,
0,
[vector..xf,
4,
[vector ..xf,
0,
Q],
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[vector..xp,
[vector_T,
[vector_T,
[vector_T,
[vector_T,
[vector_p,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..A,
[matrix..B,
[matrix..B,
[matrix..B,
[vector..S,
[vector..S,

1,
1,
2,

3,
4,

1,
1,

1,
1,

1,
2,

2,
3,
3,
4,

2,
3,
4,

1,
2,

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
1,
2,
3,
4,
1,

reaction..AB),
M..A),

l\LB),
0.001 *sqrt(V)),

QJ,
unmodelled_prod uction_rate..AB C),
cv_A*T..A),
cv_B*T_BJ,
-T* ( C_A *cv ..A +C..B *cv ..B+C-C*cv _C)),

1),
1),

3,

-C..A),

2,
3,
3,

-C_BJ,

-C-CJ,

1,
1,
1,

-1),
-1),
1),

0,

0,

1),

C..A./rho..A.+C_Bjrho..B+C_Cjrho_C-1),
C..A *c_B*k*exp(-Ea/(kb*T))-C_C)

));
simulation[ Jnit) :=[300, 10,26.53403091,1269.752880, 1);
simulation[ ..start time): =0;
simulation[...stoptime):=5000;
simulation[...steps):=lOO;
simulation[..meth): = gear;
settings [simulations): =simulation;
settings[modelname): =chemequilibri urn;
lprint('model into maple specific format!'):
Modeller_to..maple( settings[ modelname) ,dim..modell ,data..modell);
lprint('convert the model to the generalized form'):
standard_to_generalized (settings [modelname));
lprint('selecting the regime assumptions');
selecLR(settings[modelname), {2});
lprint('check model....');
checks(settings[modelname),1);
chechs(settings[ modelname) ,2);
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Appendix C
Results of the case study chemica! equilibrium.
[ C.l Condition for index two
[ The following expression must be nonzero if model has index two:
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[ C.2 Unmodelled production rate.
[ The expresseion for Pr expresses the unmodelled production rate.
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Appendix D

Package Sy MoM
D.l

Maple V environment

Maple V is a comprehensive computer system for advanced mathematics. It includes facilities for symbolic
manipulations in algebra, calculus, discrete rnathematics and other areas of mathematics. It also provides
numerical computations and graphical representation routines. Maple comes with vast library of built-in
functions that can he used for rapid development. Using the SyMoM through the user interface necessitates
a minimal knowledge of Maple. There are a few elements that are useful for the user.
• Tables: A table is created either explicitly by a call to the table function or implicitly by assigning to an
indexed name. Unlike arrays, where indices must he integers, the indices (or keys) of a table can have
any value. New entries can he added to a table using the subscript notation. The model structure, the
simulation settings and the setting for the user interface are stared in this format.
See for example the input files where simulation setting are defined.
• Arrays: An array is a specialization of a table, with zero or more specified dimensions, where each
dimension is an integer range. The result of executing the array function is to create an array. For
example, V := array(l..lO) creates a one dimensional array (a Maple vector) of length 10 but with no
explicit entries. The cammand A := array(l..m,l..n) creates a two dimensional array (a Maple matrix)
with m rows and n columns. Arrays are used when the order of the elements is important. For example
the array of initial values is defined by an array (see Appendix B).
• Vectors: A vector in Mapleis represented as a one dimensional array whose indices start at 1. The input
of a vector can be performed either directly, as a one dimensional array, or by using the vector cammand
in the linear algebra package. The veetors present in the model are stared in this way.
• Matrix: A matrix in Maple is represented as a two dimensional array with row and column indices
indexed from 1.
• Procedures: A procedure definition is a valid expression that can he assigned to a name. To define a
new procedure use the Maple manual for a full description.
• Set: A set is an unordered sequence of distinct expressions enclosed in braces, representing a set in
the mathematica! sense. The user should not assume that the expressions will be maintained in any
particular order because Maple uses an ordering convenient for its implementation. This model form is
used when adding extra information to solve expressions such as: {V= 1, T = 300}.
• End of an input
In the Maple language every cammand ends with a semi colon or colon. When ending a cammand by a
semi colon the output will be printed on the screen. When using the user interface there is no distinction.

D.2

Data structure of the package

The data of the package are stared in three tables. One for settings, one for model variables and one for
simulation settingsjresults. The table settings contain basic information for the use of the package, the table
Dl
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model contains all the variables and extra information for the analysis of the package and the last table contains
all the information associated with the numerical results. The table with the settings will automatically he
loaded after loading the libraries. See table D.l.
table key
directory
modelfile
settingfile
modelname
sirnulations

description
default directory
filename for the model
filename for the settings
name of the model
name of the simulations settings

Table D.l: Settings of the user interface
The name of this table cannot be changed. The other two tables may have any legal Maple name. The
package will use the model with the name present in the table settings. By changing this name another model
can he analyzed. This will allow the user to analyze more than one model in a session. This structure is also
valid for the numerical experiments.
We introduce now the structure of the model variables. The following variables are present in the generalized
form:

dl x= A(y)x + B(y)x + Ar(y)xr
ct
x= T(y, t)
xr = Tr(Y, t)
x= P(y)
Xr = Pr(Y)
x= D(y)
0 = S(y)
0 = R(y, t)

+ Br(y)xr

(D.l)
(D.2)
(D.3)
(D.4)
(D.5)
(D.6)
(D.7)
(D.8)

These variables must be stored into a table with the name of the model. In this package three types of
variables are present: the mathematica! representation like in the model above, the key or indices for the table
and the local variabie for the calculating process. The table D.2 shows the three types of variables in the
package.
model variables
x
y
A
Ar
B
Br
x
Xr

Xr
T
Tr
p
Pr
D

key variables
..x
-Y
_A
_Ar
_B
J3r
..xf
..xfr
..xp
..xpr
_T
_Tr
_p
_Fr
_D

s

_s

R

_R

x

local variables
vector _x
vector_y
matrix_A
matrix_Ar
matrix_B
matrix_Br
vector..xf
vector..xfr
vector ..xp
vector..xpr
vector :I'
vector_Tr
vectorY
vector_Pr
vector_D
vector_S
vector_R

description of the variables
extensive variables
intensive variables
matrix for the modelled fiows
matrix for the uurnodelied fiows
matrix for the modelled production rates
matrix for the uurnodelied production rates
vector of the modelled fiows
vector of the unmodelled fiows
vector of the modelled production rates
vector of the uurnodelied production rates
vector of modelled transfer laws
vector of uurnodelied transfer laws
vector of modelled kinetic laws
vector of uurnodelied kinetic laws
vector of definitions
vector of equations of state
vector of regime assumptions

Table D.2: Data structures in the theory, package and routines
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This table shows the different notations. The first column shows the notation in the theory, the second
column shows the key variabie for the model variables and the third column shows the internal representation
in a routine.

= [T, V, p] into the model. Th is can be done by the following command:
rnodel[_y] := vector(3, [T, V,p]);. For the calculation process every routine will makealocal copy of this vector:
vector _y := rnodel[_y]; This local copy wilt be used or changed without changing the model. At the end the new
variable can be put back into the structure by typing: rnodel[-Y] :=vector -Yi
Example 5 Storing the vector y

A number of routines will compute specific features of the model like the steady state solutions, singular
points etc. These results will also be stared in this table by simply adding a new entry to the table. See table
D.3.
table key
..sys
steady ..state..solution
phitot
ndeg
ntot
index

description
The solutions for the differential equations
The steady state solutions
The algebraic relations calculated by the zerodynimcs
See Zero Dynamics algorithm
See Zero Dynamics algorithm
The index of the model, defined in routines checks

Table D.3: Extra table entries for the model
The last table will contain information for the simulation process. Also the calculated results will be stared
in this table. The name can be altered and must be the same as the name in settings. See table D.4 for the
simulation settings.
table key
Jnit
_start time
_stop time
_steps
_meth
points

description
The initia! values for the differential equations.
Dfines the starting time of the process
Defines the ending time of the process
The number of points to calculate
Numerical methode to he used (see also MapleV help)
The results of the calculation process
Table D.4: Table entries for simulation settings

D.3

Nonlincon

The theory of the Zero Dynamics in Isidori[5] and Nijmeijer and van der Schaft(6] has been implemented into
the package: NoN~CON written by Harm van Essen(2] and modified by Gosé Fischer(3]. This routine will be
used in the SyMoM package.
The package is mainly used for the computations of the Zero Dynamics and some tools in the tools package
(nlctools). In this package the Zero Dynamics can be calculated in three different ways but only the procedure
'zerodynalg' produces an answer with the original coordinates and therefor most preferable.

D.4

The routines of SyMoM.

The input file for the model is a text file with Maple V code. Two routines are described for constructing
the model variables from the output from the computer program !moDdler. The first routine will construct
the model in the standard form (with the unmodelled flows and production rates stared between the modelled
flows and production rates) after that the generalized model form will he created by splitting all the variables
in the modelled part and the unmodelled part .

• Modelier _to_maple
- input: the name of the model, an array contafning the dimensions of all the variables, an array
which contains the content of each variabie
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- Output: a table storing all the model variables.
- This routine converts the output of the program Modelier into a format used by the package SyMoM.
Using different narnes allows the user to use more than one model at the same time.
The vector dimensions is used to construct the veetors and matrices. In the vector below the lengtbs
of the veetors and matrices must substituted. If a vector does not exist a zero must be substituted.
vector( [x, Arow, Acol, xf, Brow, Bcol, xt, S, y, d, T, P, C] );
The matrix data have the following format:
matrix([ [< variabie name>,< row number >,<column number >, < value >], [... ],,,, [...]];
where the variabie name \ViJl be the local name: such as vector ..x, the row number represent the
number in the specific vector matrix, the column number wiJl only be used with matrices (for veetors
enter a zero) and the values represent the actual value for the vector or matrices. See appendix B
forsome examples. In the entire section this tablewiJl be called 'model' .

• Standard_to_generalized
- Input: model
- Output: model
- This routine splits the modelled and unmodelled parts from the model created by the routine
Modeller_to_maple. An unmodelled flow is defined by a string starting with 'unmodelled_flow' and
an unmodelled production rate is defined by a string starting with 'unmodelled_production_rate'.
The following variables wil! be changed: A, B, x, x, T and P. The following variables wiJl be added
to the model: A,., B,., x,., x,., T,. and P,. .

• Select_R
- Input: model, set of numbers
- Output: new veetors for S and R
- This routine creates a new vector for the regime assumptions out of the original regime assumptions
and equations of state. This routine combines the equations of state and the regime assumptions to
one vector. After that the routine selects the regime assumptions out of the this new vector. The
rest of the equations are assigned to the vector containing the equations of state. This procedure
implies that the order of the equations may change. The result may differ if the original state is
different .

• Steady _state
- Input: model
- Output: an extra entry in the variabie model containing the steady state solutions.
- This routine wiJl calculate the steady state solutions of the model in the generalized form. The
results are the values for the intensive and geometrie variables, the unmodelled flows and production
rates. The result is stored in the model with key: solution_steady_state. This routine cannot handle
undefined functions .

• Calc_unmodelled
- Input: model
- Output: values for the unmodelled flows (T,.) and unmodelled production rate (P,.).
- This routine computes the unmodelled flows and unmdolled production rate. The algorithm used for
this routine has been described insection 2.3.1. This routine assumes that the unmodelled flows and
unmodelled productions rates can be computed. This routine can only he used if the completeness
assumption is fulfilled (otherwise an error message 'singul ar matrix' wiJl appear) and the model
has index 2 (otherwise the message: 'cannot solve the system A *x=b with x the unmodelled ftows'
wiJl appear). The message "hidden constraints are present" wiJl appear if the model has an index
higher than two .

• Generalized_to_standard
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- Input: model
- Output: model with no unmodelled parts present.
- This routine combines the modelled and unmodelled part. In more detail this routine combines the
variables A and Ar; Band Br; xf and xfr; xp and xpr; Tand Tr; Pand Pr; This routine must
be executed before the routine Diff_equations_y can be executed .

• DifLequations_y
- Input: model
- output: an extra entry in the variabie model containing the Ordinary Differential Equations.
- This routine computes a set of differential equations for the intensive variables. This routine can
handle undefined functions. The entry key used for the result is: _sys. The routines steady_state_sys
and simulate use this result .

• Steady _state_sys
- Input: model
- Output: an extra entry in the variabie model containing the steady state solutions.
- This routine computes the steady state solution from the Ordinary Differential Equations. The results are the values for the intensive and geometrie variables. This routine can nothandle undefined
functions .

• Calc_unmodelled_zerodynalg
- Input: model
- Output: values for the unmodelled flows (Tr) and unmodelled production rate (Pr), an extra entry
for the hidden constraints (phitot) and one for the Ordinary Differential Equations (_sys).
- This routine computes the unmodelled flows and unmodelled production rates, the ordinary differential equations representing the Zero Dynamics and the hidden constraints. The algorithm used
is presented in section 2.3.3.

• Statetransfonn
- Input: model
- Output: new veetors of x, A and B
- This routine computes the state transformation presented in section 2.3.4 .

• Simulate
- Input: model, simulation settings
- Output: an array with data points.
- This routine uses the variabie sys (calculated in the routine Diff_equations_y or Calc_unmodelld_zerodyna
with the settings stored in the table simulations. The central function in this routine is the Maple V
function·. dsolve · The stepsize for this routine is defined by stoptime-starttime
steps
· During the computations the estimated finish time will be computed and the values of the intensive variables are printed
on the screen (after computing the first step and with 5%, 10%, 15%. etc. of the computations). In
the variabie points (stored in the table simulation) all the computed values are stored. The variabie
points is a vector with the same length as the vector of differential variables. At the conesponding
place the values for the particular value arestoredas a set (sets do nothave an defined order). Each
element of this set consist of a 2 dimensional vector: [time, value]. This structure is very useful for
printing plots of a specific variable. Example: two variables T and V at two different points of
time: points:= [{ [to, To], [t1, T1] }, { [t1, VI], [to, Vo] } ];

• Checks
- Input: model, selection number
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1

R present
No
Yes
Yes

martix (2.51) invertible

Yes
No

index
1
2

>3

Routine for calculating the unmodelled ftows

Calc_unmodelled(model)
Calc_unmodelled_zerodynalg{ model)

Table D.5: Overview of te index computations
- Output: test result of the completeness assumption, the singular points, the index of the model
- This routine contains a library of checks for the modeL checks for number=1: Testing the structure of the model, calculating the completeness assumption and the singular points. checks for
number=2: See table D.5.
- The value index will be added to model.

0.5

User interface of SyMoM

~he user interface is written in MapJe V code. This interface is menu driven and after choosing a number the

outine will go to another menu or execute the routines presented in section 'routines'. First all the necessary
ibraries and the variabie 'settings' will be loaded {information stored in the init.txt file). At the end of the
Ie the routine 'program' will be executed.
The program starts with a menu of seven items, only the first two will be discussed in more detail. Option
urnhers three and four are obvious and the numbers five and six are not implemented yet.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Change settings
Analysis ans manipulations
Load model / load examples
Save model
Export model (not implemented)
Help (not implemented)
stop

• Submenu: Change settings
First the variables presented in table D.6 are printed on the screen. After that a menu appears in which
he user can change these settings.
name
default directory :
file (model) :
file (settings) :
name (model) :
name (simulation settings):

value
m: \afstuderen \maple\models\
model.txt
settings.txt
model
sim ulation

description
directory in which the files are stored
name of the file in which the model is stored
name of the file in which the settings are stored
name for calling the routines
name for calling the simulation routine

Table D.6: Settings of the user interface

• Submenu: Analysis and manipulations
In this submenu the routines presented section D.4 can be used. After selecting number seven another
f.lbmenu appear which will be explained below in more detail.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

show variables
Calc_unmodelled
create a model in the standard form
differential equations (index 1)
Calc_unmodelled (zerodynalgoritme)
check the model
simulate the model
substitutejedit constants
computing the staedy state solutions (from sys)
computing the staedy state solutions (from generalized form)
back to main

• Submenu: simulate the model
In this subroutine first the simulation settings are printed. See table D.7.
name
init (simulation) :
starttime (simulation):
stoptime (simulation):
steps (simulation) :
metbod (simulation):

value (example)
[1,2,3,4,5,6]
0
100
100
rkf45

description
the initia! values for the intensive variables (stored in a vector)
beginning of the simulation process
ending of the simulation process
number of steps used in the simulation process
numerical metbod to be used in the simulation process

Table D.7: Simualtion settings
After that a submenu is printed on the screen. The following choices can be made:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

start simulation
test initialvalues
show graphs
show ODE for y
calculate initial conditions
change init
change starttime
change stoptime
change number of steps
change metbod
back to routines

These choices can help the user to compute the initial conditions, test the initial conditions and change
other simulation settings.
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Listings

Commands to start the program:
>restart;
>diunodels:='m:\ \afstuderen\ \maple\ \models\ \':
>dirJibrary:='m:\ \afstuderen\ \maple\ \library\ \':
>dir..nonlincon:='m:\ \afstuderen\ \nonlincon\ \':
>read( cat( dir Jibrary, 'init. txt '));
File: init.txt
test:=vector(['version 1.0 august 1998','written by R.Dekkers']):
print(cat('library included: NONLINCON main package version 1.2 beta-release 010398, by Harm van
Essen'));
print(cat('library included: NONLINCON tools package version 1.1 010198 by Harm van Essen'));
settings[directory]:=dirJnodels:
settings[settingfile] :='settings. txt':
print (test):
re ad( cat( dir Jibrary, 'Sy MoMJnenu.lib')):
read( cat( dir Jibrary, 'Syi\IoiVLtools.lib')):
read( cat( dir Jibrary, 'Sy?•iioM_program.lib')):
read( cat( dir Jibrary, 'Sy l'dol\boutines.lib')):
read( cat(settings[directory] ,settings[settingfile])):
read( cat( dir ..nonlincon, 'nlctools'));
read( cat( dir ..nonlincon, 'nlcmain'));
interface(plotdevice=default);
program ('model', 'simulation', 'settings'):

El

c >

> restart;

This file contains the user interface
progra:u.: =proc {'model',· simulation ·,·settings·)
loc al ma in, help, heading, routines, showsettings, showvariables, laadmodel,

...........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
savcmodal,exportmodel,sim,substitute;

Thc prm.:cdure main is tbc starting procedure

main:=proc('model', 'simulation', 'settings')
local n1,n2;
n2:ml;

while not n2=0 do
heading (cat ( 'Jllllin'));

nl:=menu( ['Change settings', 'Analysis ans manipulations', 'Lead model I load examples',
'Save model~,'Export model (not implemented)',
·Help (net implemented) ·,·Stop·]);
if
n1=1 then
sh.owse.ttin~rs (settings [ simulations], settings};
elif n1=2 then
routines {settings [modelnarru;1], simulation, settings);
elif n1=3 then

lcadmode.l(se.ttinqs);

>
>
>

elif nl"'4 then
savemodel (settings [modelname), settings [simulations], settings) ;
alif nl=S then
expertmodel ();

elif nl=6 then
help() I
olif n1=7 then

n2: ... a

fi;

od;
end;

•••••••••• ** ••••• *•••• *............................................................
The proccdure show settings

** ••••••••••••••••• ** *** ••••••••••• *••••• *. *. *••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••
showsettings: =prae ( · simulation', ·settings·)
local n1,n2,n3;
n3:=1t

while net n3w0 do
heading(cat('settings of the routines'))l
lprint (cat ('default directory
',settings [directory]));
lprint(cat('file (model)
", · ",settings[modelfilel));
lprint(cat('file (settings)
·•· ·.settings[settingfile]));
lprint(cat('n~~ (model) :
",settings{modelname]));
lprint (cat( 'name (simulation settings):
',settings [simulations])) 1
lprint(' ·)I
nl:=menu(['change default directory','change file (model)',
"change file (settings)', 'change name (model)',
'change name (simulation settings)','load settings',
save settings·, 'main menu']) t
1+1;
i f nl•l then

lprint(cat( ·example: •, · • ·c: \\\\maple\\ \\models\\ \\ • • ,. ) ) 1
settings(directory] :=readstat('new directory (use \\\\ instaed of \\ ) >' );
elif n1=2 then
settings[modelfile];=readstat('naw filename:

~,,

elif nl•3 then
settings[settingfile]:=readstat('new filename: ' ) t
elif nl=4 then
settings[modelna.me]:=readstat('name (model) : ');
elif nl=S then
settings [simulations] :•readstat ('name (simulation settings) ' ·) 1
elif nl=6 then
lprint (cat (' loacHng settings from file : ~
, settiniJS [directory], settiniJS [settin11filel ) ) 1
read(cat(seetings[directory],settings[settingfile]));
elif nl=-7 then
lprint (cat ( · savinçr settings in file:
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cat (settings [directory], settings [settingfilel)));
save settings,cat (settings [directory], settings [ settingfile]);
elif nl:n:8 then n3 ;=0;

>
fl.;

ad;
end;
>

....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
Thc procedure load model

>

>

loadmcdel:Dprcc(settings)
local n1;
heading('menu for loading the modcls');
lprint (cat (·file:
·~cut (settings [directory}, settings [modelfile))));
nJ.; =menu ( ('lead file·. · exa:nple: Perfect Control ·, 'example: Chemical Equilibrium
· example; vessel with movable wall','
'to main menu']);
if nl:l then
readlcat(settings[direceory],seetings[modelfile]))t
lprint (cat ( · the following file has been loac1ed: ·,
settings [directory]. settings [modelfile]});
leadmodel {settings) 1
elif nl=l then
read(cat (settings [directory], 'perfect ... control. txt ·));
lprint (cat ( 'the following file has been loaded:
'perfect _control.txt'));
leadmodel (settings} 1
elif nl=3 then
read (cat (settings [directory], 'chemequilibrium. txt ·));
lprint(cat('the following file has been loaded:
'che.mequilibrium. txt ·));
loadmodel(settings):

elif r...1=4 then
.t·ead(cat (setting-s [directory] 1 • vessel ..movable ..wall.txt ·));
lprint(cat('the following file has been loaded;
'vessel movable ...wall.txt ·));
load.-nodel (settings);

elif n1=.10 then
elso leadmodel (settings};
fi;

>

endt

.....................................................................................
Thc proccdure routines

>

>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>

routines:=proc('model·, 'simulation', 'settings')
loc al tempvar. tempfopen, tempcommand, te.mpunmodelled, nl 1 n2;
heading(cat('routines'));
nl; "'menu( [·show variables ·, ·calc _unmodelled (index 2) ·,
'creato a model in tho standard for.m',
'differential equations (index 1) ',
'Calc....urunodelled (zerodynalgoritme) ·,
'check tbs model','simulate the mcdel' 1 'substitute/edit constants'
,·computing the steady state solutions (from sys)',
'computing the steady state solutions (from generalized ferm)',
'chanqing regime assumptions','back to main']);
if nl•l then showvariables(eval(settings[modelname])) 1
routines (settings [modelname] 1 settings [simula.ticns], settings);
fi;

if n1"'.2 then
lprint( 'Calculating the unmodelled flows •••.••.••• ·) 1
Co.lc_unmodelled(eval (settings [modelnameJ));
lprint ( 'the unmodelled flows are stored in the variable: vector __'rr. ·);
lprint(
'the unmodelled production rates are stored in the variable: vector __ Pr. ');
routines (settings [modelname] ,settings [simu.lation.s], settings);
fi;
if n1•3 then
lprint('subseituting the unmodelled flows into the standard model •••.•• ")t
generalized__ to_standard(eva.l (settings [modelname])) 1
routines (settings [model], settings [simulations), settings);
fi;
i f nlz4 then
lprint( 'differential equations ••••
diff.. _equaeions_y(eval (seteings [modelname])) 1
lprine('differential equationa are stored int ays')t
routines (settings[modelname], settings [simulations], settings) 1
4

·);

if nl=S then
lprint ( · calculating unmodelled flows ••
1
Calc __ wunodelled_zerodynalg(eval ( setting's [model name])) 1
routinea(settings[modelname],settings[aimulations],settinga)l
fit
if n1•6 then
heading I· checks for ehe model· ) 1
4

>
>

•• ' )
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n.:J:=menu( ['check index 1' ~'check index',· . . , • •, 'back to routines']);
if n2=1 then checks{model,l} fi;
if n2=2 then checks(model,2) fi;
if n2:n4 then routines (aval (settings [modelname}), simulation, settings); fi;
routines(settings[modelnamel,settings[simulations],settings);

>

>

fi;
i f nl=7 then

sim{setti:gs (model name], settings [simulations]);
routines(settings[modelname},settings[simulations],settings);

H;
if nln•S then
substitute (settings (nmdelname]};
routines (settings [moélelr.amel, settings [simulation], settings);
fi;

if nl.=9 then
lprint ( · solution stared in de variable :solution... steady_state') 1
steadY.... state ....sys (settings [moä.elname]);

routines(settings[modelname),settings[simulations] 1 settings);
fit

if n1=10 then
l.print ('sol u tien stared in de variable: solution.... steady_state ·) 1
steady____ state (aval (settings (modelname]));
routines (settings [1r.odelname] 1 settings [simulationsl, settings);
fi;
i f nl:ll then
lprint('changing regime assumptions or equations of state:');
lprint( 'vector of algebraic equations: ");
print (augmentvector(eval (settings [modelname] [,_S]), eval (settings [mod.elname} [ .. R))))
select ....R {settings [rnodelnama] ,
reaûstat (·enter list of new regime assumptions (ex. (2 1 3}) >'));
print ('vector of equations of state:·);
print (eval (settings [modelnamel [ ... Sl));
print("vector of regime assumptions:');
print: (eval (settings [modelname] L.Rl));
routines (settings [ modelnarnel, settings [simulationsl, settings);

>

1

fi;

if n1=12 then

fi;

end;

*********************"'*************"'*"'*"'*********"'*******************************
Thc pnx.:cdurc suhstitutc

•• *. . *......... ***•• *. . *••• *•••• *....... *. *•• *.......... *. . **•• *. *** *** ............ *••••••••••
> substitute: "'proc ('model·)
local subo1ist.vector ...c. model temp;
vector.. C:mmodel [_Cl;
print ( 'vector ....C : ·) ;p:r:-int (vector C};
lprint ( · substitute n list in the following fo:r:n: (C=lO, k=2, alpha:l}; ~);
subslist:=readstat('enter list : · );
if type (subslist 1 set) then
lprint('substituting values ••... ~);
model temp; •eval (subs (aval (subslist}, eval (model))};
lprint ( 'valuas substituted');
model: =model temp;
Jr.edel :=map(cval, eval (model));
model:=map(simplify,eval(model));
el se
lprint (,Input was not a list. Nothing changed');
fi;

> end;

••••••••••••• *........ *................................................................

......................................................................................................
Thc proccdure sirnulale

>

sim: =proc (model, · sim".llation ·)
loc al nl, n2 1 n3, n4, ynumbers 1 plot2, jl, jjl, funcl,vector__y 1 yvalues,ypoints, starttime, stoptime, steps
1 meth, init, vector ....R 1 vector ..s. i,RS, tempy,cO~cl, c2 1 c3,c4,c5, allnumbers;
vector....Y: •eval (model L_y]) 1
vector ....R: •eval (model L.Rl);
vector.... S: =eval (model L.SJ);
if type (vector___ y,vector) then
n4=l. .lino.lg [vectdiml (vector_y)) I) 1
fi;
init:•eval (simulationL_init)) 1
starttime:•eval(simulation[_starttime))1
atoptime:•eval (aimulation[ ___atoptime]);
steps:=eval (simulationL.steps]);
meth:•eval (simulationL...msth)) 1
heading C 'procedure simulation');
lprint('settings for the simulation');
lprint ( 'init (simulation) :
·, init);
lprint (cat ( 'starttime (simulation) :·,start time)) 1
lprint (cat ( · stoptime (simulation)
', stoptime));
lprint Ccat (·steps
(simulation)
: ·,steps));
lprint (cat ( 'method
(simulation)
: • ,msth)) 1

simulationL..func] :•vector( [seq(eval {vector._y[n4]

n2:=menu(['start simulation','test initial values','sbow graphs','show ode for y',
'calculate initial conditions','change init', 'change starttime ',
·change stoptime ' 1
number of steps ' 1 'change methad
i f n2•1 then
simula.te(lnodel, simulation) 1
~change

',~back
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to routines')) 1

(t)),

sim(modal, sinr.J.lation} 1

elif n2=2 then
lprint t • substituting initial condition into R and s .... ');
RS: =augmentvec:tor (vector__ R,vector .... S);
if type (vector...Y. vector) then
if linalg[vectdim] (vector_y}mlinalg[vectdim](init) then
tempy:={soq(eval (vactor ... Y[i] )=eval (init [i]),
i=l •• linalg (vectdim] {vector__ y)), t=starttime} 1
lprint ('original vector: R+S ');
print(RS} 1

lprint('substituted values;

(all values must be zero)');

print (evalf (subs (aval (tompy) ,aval (RS}})) 1

el se
>

lprint('Lengths of init and y not the same.')
fil

el se
lprint('vector of intensive variables not defined.');

>

fi;
>
>

sim(mc,dol, sinmlation};

elif n2•3 then
head.ing{ 'options for platting');
print (vector... .Y);
lprint ( 'give thc numbars of y vector to be plotted ·);
lprint('example:
[1.3,6,7];');
yvalucs: "'map(cvalf, aval (aimulation[points]});
ynumbers:=readstat('numbers for plottinq >');
ypcints :=seq(seq(yvalues [ynumbers [jl]l [jjl],
:fjl=l. .nops (yvalues [1])), jl:nl. .nops (ynumbers));
print (PLOT (POIN'TS(eva.l (ypoints), SY:OIBOL (POINT))));
s:l:m(modcl, simulation};

cl:l.f n2=4 thcn
print(cat('oda system for y = ·,model[ _sys]));

si.m(modcl, simu1ation);
eU. f n2=5 then
lprint('solving the systeM:

');

print(au~.entvector(vector _s,vector_R)*O);

lprint('Enter extra cquations (T=3oo.v... 1);')J
vector ...Y: =eval (settings [modelname] [ __ y]);
cO :n•augmentvector(settings [modelnamej [ ... SJ, settings [modelnameJ [ .. Rl) 1
cl:•linalg(vectdim](cO};
c2:•{Bcq(c0[i],i ... 1 •. c1)) union readst.at('enter eq:uations :·· );
c3 := {seq(vector y[il, i=l •• lina.lg[vectdim] (vector_y))};

c4:=sol.ve(c2,c3);print(c4};
>

if nops({c4))=l then
c5:= [seq(vector .. y[i], i=-l .• linalg [vectdim.l (vector _y))];
cs:~subs(eval(c4),evaltc5));
allnu~~~rs:=true;

for nl from l. to nops(cS) do
if allnu~~~rs then

u,

allnumhers::a:type (c5 [nl] ,numeric);

cd;

if allnumbers thsn
simulu.tion( _ init] :=CSJ
lprint(.Changing initial values.');
fi;
el se
lprint("more or less than ene solution initialize by hand');

>

fi,
sim(modol, simulation);

>
>
clif n2=6 then

lprint('give a vector for the initial values of y");
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

print (aval (settings [modelna:no] L.yl}) 1
lprint('example: [0,0,0,0,0];' );
simulation[ ..~init) :•readstat('init values
sim(model,simulation);

:> ")1

elif n2=7 t.hen
simulation[_starttime]:•readstat("new starttime :>");
sim{model,simulation);
elif n2•8 then
silUUlation[ ....stoptime] z•readstat ( "new stoptime : > •);
sim(model,simulation)J

elif

n2e~~9

then

simulation[ __ steps]:•readstat('new number of stepsz >");
>
>

sim(model,simulation);
elif n2ml0 then
lprint("possible methods');

n3:=menu(['rkf45','dverk78','classical",·gear·,·mgear·,·zso4e",·taylorseries·,
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'b~=tck

if r..3"l
if n3=2
if n3=3
if n3=4
if n3=5
if n3=6
if n3=7
if n3~~~a

>
>
>
>

to settings'}};
then
then

then
then
then

then

then
then

sirnulation(_meth]:='rkf45' fi;
sbnulation[ ___meth] :='dverk78' fi;
simulation[ ..meth) : = • classical · fi;
simulationL.meth] ~··gear' fi;
si:nulationL.meth] :='mgoar' fi;
simulation[_rneth]:='Isode' fi;
simulation[ ___ :neth]: • · taylorseries · fi;
showsettings (simulation, settings) fi;

sim.(mcdel, sirnulation);
oli! n2=ll then

fi;

>
end;

.................................................................................
.......................................................................................
>

The procedure show variables

>

showvariables:=proc('model')
heading(cat (·show all the variables ·));

print(eval(model));
e~d;

...............................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
Thc prm:cdurc save model

save:r:.odelo :::pt:oc ('model·, 'simu.lation', 'settings·)
local nl;
lDrint(c.:at('file will be stored i::l the followin<J directory
settings [directory]));
nl: :u menu ( (·save variables ·,'back to ma in' I);

if nl=l then
model :=eval (settinus [modelname));
simulation:=eval (settings [simulations]);
save model, simulaticm,

cat (settings [directory], raadstut (·enter filename > ·));
savemodel (:node1l 1 simulation, settings)
elif n1:2 then
el se
save~~del(model,simulation,settings)

fi;
end;

••• *.. *.. *........... *... ******.... *.. ** *.............. **..... *.. **........................ *.. *.. *..... *....... *..... **
Thc pn1ccdurc

Exp~1rtm~u.lcl

*•••• **••• ****. **.... *. *•• *......... ***................... *****. *...... *....... *....... .
exportmodel:=proc{)
local nl;

heading(cat('expcrt model'));
nl:=menu{['back to main']);
if nlml tllen el se export.model () fi;
end;

*•••••• *•• *. *•• *. **. *.... *•••••••• *•• *. *. *. *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thc pnx.:cdurc help

*......................... *••• *. **............ ** *. *. *. *••••••••••••••••• ** *••••••••
>

holp:=proc()
local nl;
heading(cat ('help'));
nl:,;menu( ['back to main']);
if nl:l then else help() fi;
end;

>
>

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.................................................

.................................................................................
The proccdure heading

heading: =proc (headingname)
lprint ( · '* .......... • ••••• ••• *""* •••••••••'*•••••••'*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·);
lprint (cat ( ·

>
>
>

·, headingname));

lprint('*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**');
end:

main{settings [modelname), setting-s [simulations], settings);
end:

>save program ,'M:\\afstuderen\\maple\\library\\SyMoM_program.lib';
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c >
c >
c >
c >
> restart;

Modeller_to_maple
............................................................
............................................................

This procedure produces the standard model from the standani input file

> Modeller ____ to. maple: =proc ('model', d!L'\....model,d.ata ___ model)
loc al nl, n2, vector ___ x, m.atrix ____ A, vector ____ xf, matrix ___ », vector __ xp,
vector __ s, vector __ y, vector ___ o, vector ____T, vector ____ P, vector ___ c, matrix ...Ar,
>

matrix__ Br, vector__Tr, vector __ Pr, vector ___xfr, vector~xpr

.........................................................
..............................................................
creating the vectms frum the variables dim_model,data_model

if nat dim ..model[ll=O then
vector....x:=vector(dim..J!lOdel (1], (});
else unassign( 'vector __ x·)

fi;

if nat dim modelt2]•dimensions[3):0 then
mat::ix ....A: =!r".atrix (dim....model [2] ,dim ..model [ 3), [1);
for nl from 1 to dim_model(2]
do
fc:: n.2 from 1 to dim .rr.c;dcl [3] do
matrix....A[nl,n2l :=0
od;

>

od;
el se unassign( 'matrix_A ·)
fi;

if not dim_model{4]=0 then
vector. .. xf :=vector(dim... model [4]. [])
cl se unassign( 'vector ... xf')
fi;
if nat c1im ...modcl [ 5] •die .mod!Jl [6] =0 then
matrix _B: "'matrix(dirn model [S].dim.model [6), [)};
!or nl from 1 to dim....mcdel [5] do
for n2 from 1 to dim ..model (6] do
matrix.... B (n1, n2]: =0
oe!:
od:

elso unassign( 'matrix ... »·
>

fi:
if nat dim... model [7] =0 then
vector ....xp:=vector{dim....modcl[7), [])
el se unassign {·vector .KP')
fi;

if not dim__model [ 8] =0 then
vector ....S:=vecto::(dim ..model [8], [])

>

el se unassign ( · vector_.s · )
fi;
if not dirr•... modal {9] =0 thcn
vectcr...Y:=vector{dim....model (9], (])
el se unassign{ 'vector ... Y-)
fi;

if not dirn ... model [lOl =0 the:m
vector ....D:=vector tdim ... :nodel [10], [])
else ~nassign('vector D')
fi;
if not dim....model (11] •0 then
vector ... 'l':•vector{dim ..model [11]. [])

>
>
>

else unassign('vector_T')
fil

if not dim ... model [12]•0 then
vector ... P:•vector(dim....model [12], [])
el se unassign( 'vector .. P')
fi;

>

i f net dim...model [13] •0 then
vector.. C: •vector(dim_.model [13], ( J)

>

fi;

el se unassign( 'vector_..c·)

........................................................
filling thematrices and veetors wilh Lhe functinns
nl: •linalg (rowdim] (data ... model) 1
for nl from 1 to n2 do
if data __ modal [nl, 1] =cat { 'matrix__ A') then
matrix_.A[data_model [nl, 2] ,data_model [nl, 3]] '•data__model [nl, 4]
elif data __ modal [nl, l]=cat ( 'matrix __ B') then
matrix __ B(data_model [nl, 2] ,data_model [nl, 3)] :=data_model [nl,.&]
elif data....rcodol[nl,l]=cat('vector....x·) then
vector__x[data._model [n1,2]] :=da.ta_model (n1,4l
elif data. ... model[nl,l]~cat('vector ...XX>') then
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vector __ x., [data ... modsl [nl, 2]]: =data ____modol [nl, 4]

el i ! data model [n1, l] =cat ( 'vector ___xf") then
vector _xf [data ....mcdel [nl, 21] :=data ... model [nl. •1
elif data ____ rr.odel[nl,l)=ca.t('vector....s') then
vector ... S [data ....model [nl, 2]]: =data....model [nl, 4}
elif data. _model [nl, 1] =cat ( 'vector __ J,..) thsn
vector y(datu _model [nl, 2] l :mdata _model [nl, 4]
el.if <!ata .. model[nl,l]=cat('vector.... D') then
vector _D[data _model [nl, 2]]: meval (data._model [nl, 4])
elif data :nodel [nl, ll =cat ( 'vector ... T ·) then
vector ___ T {data .model (nl, 2)} :=data....model [nl,4]
elif data...Jr.odel [nl, 1] =cat ( 'vector.... P') then
vector.... P [data ...model [nl. 2]] :=data ____model (nl, 41
elif data. _model [nl.ll =cat ( 'vector__c·} then
vector .. c [data....Mdel [nl, 2Jl :=data ..model [nl, 4)

>
>

print ( 'ltolom....nummer• =nl) 1
ERROR('Undefincd label in Model')

el se
fi;

oc1;

......"' "'"'"' "'"' "'"'"'"'"' "' "'"'"' "'"'"'.................................................................
...

...

.....................................................................................

evaluting aU the created functinn
>
>
>
>

vector....x: =map (eval, vector....x};

vector __xf: =map (eval, vector __xf);
vector ... -XP: =map ( eval, vector ...xx>);
vector. S:=r.m.p{cval,vector.... S) 1

> vector __ y:=map(eval,vecto:: __y);
>vector T:=map(eval,vector ... T);
>vector_ P:=map(eval,vector P);
> vector ....C:=map(eval,vector....C);
> rnatrix ... A: ·~map(evalm, matrix A};
>matrix D:=map{evalm.matrix.D);
> vector ..D:=ro!l.p(eval,vector D);
> put_ var.... into .model {·model', vector x,vector __ y,w.atrix ___ A,matri.x ...Ar, vector ... xf,
vc<:to.r.. xf:r.,matrix ....B. matrix .. Br ,vector____xp
,vector xpr,vector o.vector __S, vector T
, vector. _Tr, vector. _P, vector .. Pr,vector....R. vector C);
> end:

>
>

standard_to_generalized()
> standard to generalized::orproc( 'model·)
local i, nl, n2, B___ new 1 A....new, T ... new, P .new, Temp ____A::, Temp ..Br,xf ..new,xp ____new~
vector ...x, matrix. A, vector ___ xf, tr.a.tr!x ... B.
vector ___ xp, vector __ s, vector ... Y, vector ... D, vector ... T. vector.... P, vector ..c,
m.atrix ...Ar,matrix... nr.vector Tr,vcctor ... Pr,vactor ..xfr,vector ...xpr 1

......................................................................................

crcating thc matrices fnr thc unmot.lcllct.l fluws ant.l pmt.luctiun rates. Allthc unmnt.lclled production ant.l flnws are marked with thc value:

unmudellcd_fluw ant.l unmot.lcllOO_flmductiun_r.lte • In this pan uf the routine thc matrix A will be split intu a matrix A and Ar and thc matrix 8 will he split into matrix 8 and 8r. And the new
veetors xfr ant.l xpr are crealed .

.........................................................................................
.............................................................................................
SPLIITING A intu A and Ar and B intu B and Br

> extract ....var.... out .. model (model,' vector....x·, 'vector ...Y'. 'matrix ... A ·, 'matrix...,Ar', 'vector._.xf',
'vector___xfr', ·maerix_B'. 'matrix_Br' 1 "vector_xp·
1

'voctor ... .KPr', 'vactor ... D~, 'voctor ....s·. 'voctor._T'
, 'vector__Tr·, 'vector__p·, 'vector__ Pr', 'vector__a·, "vector__c· 11

.........................................
>
>
>
>

spliuingA
if type (vector....T, vector) then
for i from 1 to linalg [vectc1im] (vector ....T) do
i f type(vector_'r[i(,symbol) then
if substring(vector_'I'[i],1 .. lS)•'unmodelled_flow'
then

..............................................
..............................................
creating the matrix Ar and vector xfr and Tr

if type (vector_Tr ,vector)
tben

...........................................
procedure tn enlarge the alrcady excisting vector xfr.Tr and matrix A
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"'"'"'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"'"' "'"' "'"'"'**

vector __ xfr: =vector ( linalg {vectdim] (voctor ....xfr) +1,
(seq(vector_xfr[ii],
ii=l •• linalg [vectdim] (vector....xfr)) ,vector....xf [i]]);
vector .._Tr:=augmentvector(vector ... Tr,vector(l, {vector ... T[i] J));
Temp....Ar: =linalg [submatrix]
(matrix... A,l. .linalg[rowdim] (matrix....A), i.. i);
matrix_Ar: =linalg [augment] (matrix_Ar, Temp_Ar);

elS€1

"'"'* "'* .... "'"' *"' *"'"' ........ "'"' .... "'*"' ..............
procedure to create the vector

*"'* *"'* *................... "'"'*"' ....... "' ........ .
vector ....Tr: =vector (1, (vector ....T[i]]);
ve::tor ... xfr: mvector(l, [vector__xf (i] J);
Jnatrix....Ar: mmatrix(linalg[rowdim] {matrix.. A), l,
linalq [subvector] (matrix__ A, 1 •• linalg {rowdim] (matrix __A), i) )
fi;
el se

• "' •• "'* •• "'. "'* .........................................

.................................................

thc nuw is defincd as a string but is not unmodelled
if type(T .. new,vector)
then

• "'."'."' *"'* •• "'* ••••••• "'* .................

.......................................

procedure tn enlarge the already excisting vector xf_new and matrix Ar_new
T .. new:=vector(linalg[vectdim} (T ___ new) +1,
[seq{T_new[ii], iiml. .linalg[vectdim] (T_new)) ,vector_T(i]]);

xf __ new: ::~vector ( linalg [vectdim] (xf_new) +1,
{seq(xf ....new(iiJ, ii=l .• linalg[vectdim] (xf ....new)) ,vector ... xf {i]]);
Temp_ Ar: =linalg [submatrixl (m.atrix ...A, 1 .. linal~1 [rowdim] (!l".atrix ...A), i •. i);
A new:=linalg[aug:nent] (A ... new,Temp .. Ar) 1
el se

** ... "'* "'*"'"' *"' *.............. "'* "'*"' •• "'* .... "' •••
procedure to ereale the vectnr

*"'* *"' **"'* "' •• *•• "'* .... "'"'"'"' ..... "' ..... "'"'"'."'."'.
xf ....n(!W; =vector(l, [vactor. ...xf {i] 1};
[vector_T[i] l);

l' new::vector(l,

A .r..ew: =!l".atrix(linalg (row-J.irn] {matrix ... A), 1,
linalg [ subvee tor] {matrix. _A, 1 •. linalg {rowdim] (matrix....A}, i))
fi;

fi;

olse

*... "'"'* .. "'* *.. *.......... "' .... "'*"'"'"'"'"' .. "'."' *"' ••••••• "' •• "'."'"'"'
now dclïncd nut as a string

.. "'*."' "'* .. "' "'* "'* .......... "' •••• "' ....... "'"' "'"'."'"' ... "' ............
if typc{T... naw,vector}
then

... "'"'"'."' .. "' ..... "'."' .................. "'"' "'* "'*"'"'"'"' "'*
proccdure tu cnlargc thc al ready cxci.sting vcctnr xf_ncw and T_ncw and matrix Ar_new

"'"'"'"'"'"' .. "'"'."' ..... *"' ••• "' "'"'"' *"'* *"'* *"' .......
T....new: ... vector (linalg[vcctdim] (T ....new} +1,
[seQ (T .new[ii], ii=l .• linalg[vectdim] (T .new}) ,vector .. T [i 1 l ) ;
xf __ new: =vector { linalg {vectdim] {xf __ new) +1,
[scq{xf ... net'f{ii]. ii=l •• linalg[vcctdim] {xf ...now}), vector xf [i]]};
Temp_Ar: =linalg [ subma.trix]
(;r.atrix....A, 1 •• linalg [rowdimJ (matrix ...A), i .. i);
A....new: =linalg {augment] {A ... ncw, Temp ..Ar);

.....................................................

el se

..........................................
procedure to creatc the vector

xf ...new:=vector{l, (vector_xf[i] J );
T....new:=vector(l, [vector ... "r[i])) 1

>
A___new:=matrix(linalg[rowdim] (matrix....A) ,1,

linalg [ subvee tor] (matrix._A,l .• linalg [rowdim) (matrix._.A), i))
fi;
fi;

>
od;

if type (A ___new,matrix) then matrix....A: meval (A___nsw) el se unasaign( 'matrix_A') fi:
if type(xf __ new,vector) then vector ...xf:•eval(xf_new) else unassign('vector __xf') fi:
if type{T._.:new,vector) then vector....T:•eval ('r .._new) el se unaasign( •vector_T') fi1
fi:

.........................................
>

>
>
>
>

sp!iuing B
if type(vector_P,vector) then
for i from 1 to linalg [vectdim] (vmctor__ P) do
if type (vector....P [i], aymbol) then
if substring(vector....P [i], 1 •• 26)='unmodelled....Production__ rate'
then

..............................................
crcating the matrix Ar and vector xfr

if type(vector....Pr,vector)
then

.....................................

procedure toenlarge the already excisting vector xfr and matrix A

>

vector_Pr: =vector (linalg [vectdim] (vector_Pr) +1,
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[seq{vector ....Pr [i i], ii=l •. linalg[vectdim]
(vector_Pr)) ,vector_P [i]]);

vec:tor ... xpr: =vector ( linalg [vectdim] (vector_xpr) +1,
[seq{vector ....xpr[ii] ,ii•l •. linalg[vectdim]
(vactor ... xpr)), vector....XP [i]]) 1
Temp_Br • •linal11 (submatrix]
(matrix....B, 1 •. linalg[rowdim] (matrix .. B), i .. i);
matrix....Br: =linalg (aug:nent] (matrix.... Br, Temp .. Br);
el. se

*** ** ** **** ••••• ** ** ** •• *•••••• ** ••••

.....................................
procedure to create the vector

vector ...xpr: =vector(1, {vector ___xp[i]));
vector._Pr:=vector(l, [vector ___ P{i]]) ~
rnatrix ... Dr:=matrix(linalg[rowdiml (matrix....B), 1,
linalg{subvector](matrix_B,l .. linalg[rowdiml (matrix_B),i))
fi;
el se

.................................................
.................................................
.....................................

>

tbc fluw is defincd as a string but is not unmndelled

if type(P_new,vector)
then

pmcedure tu enlarge the already excisting vector xf_new and matrix Ar_new

•• *••••• *•••••••••••••• *•• *•• *•••••••

P... new: =vector (linalg (vectdirc] (P ... new} +1,

[seq:(P .. new{ii], i:l •• linalg(vectdim] (P _new)) ,vector__ P [i] I) 1
xp .new:•r.vector{linalg{vectdim] (KP....new)+l,
[seq(KP ... new(ii], ii=l ... linalg[vectdim] (xp ..new)) ,vector....KP[i]])'
Temp .Br: =linalg[submatrix] (matrix ... D, l .• linalg-[rowdim] (matrix... B), i .• i};
B __new: mlinalg{augment] (B __ new,Temp_Br);
al se

• "'"' •••••• "'* •••••• *•••••••••••••••••••

.......................................
proccdure to ereale the vector

P ... r.ew: =vector(1, [vecto:: .... P{i]]);
JCP....new:=vector(l, [vector ...XI>{i]]);

B .net<t: =matrix(linalg[rowdim] (matrix ..B), 1,
linalg t subvee tor] (matrix __ B, 1 •• lina.lg (rowdim) (matrix.. _B), i))

fi;
fi;

els a

..................................... *•••••• *•••• "' ••••
flow dcfined nol a."i a string

• "' ........ *•••••••••••••••••••••• *...................
if type(P ... new,vector)
then

.....................................
.....................................

procedure tn enlargc thc already excisting vector xf_ncw and matrix Ar_ncw

P ... new:=vector(li:c.alg [vectdi:o] (P....new) +1,
[seq(P__ new[ii], ii=l ... lina.lg[vectdim] (P _new}) ,vector .P (i]]);

>
>

xp .. new:=vector(linalg[vectdim] (Xx.> .._ne.w} +1,
{seq(xp ....new[ii], ii=l. ~ linalg(vectcHm] (xp .new)) ,vector ... lCP(i]]);
Temp .. Br:mlinalg[submatrix} (m.atrix....B, 1 •• linalg[rowdim] {matrix .. B), i .. i)~
B new:=lina.lg[a.ugment] tB __new,Tem.p_Br);

.........................................

el .se

prnccdurc tu crcate thc vector
P ....new:•ve1ctor(l, [voctor ....P[i] 1) 1
X'P ...new:mvectort 1, [vector __xp{i]]);
B ...new:•matrix(1inalg[rowdim] (matrix._B), 1,
linalg ( subvee tor] (matrix__B, 1 •• linalg[rowdiml (matrix.._B), i))

>
fi;

fit
cd;
if type(B ..new,matrix} tllcn matrix....B:meval(B....new) elae unassign(•matrix_B') fi;
if type(.KP ... new,vector) then vector....XI>:•eval(xp_new) e1se una.ssign( •vector_xp') fi;
if type(P ..new,vector) then vector.... l':=eval(P_new) else unaasign('vector....P') fi1
fi•

>

put_var .into_model (~model· , vector_x, vector_y, matrix_A, matrix_Ar, vector_xf,
vector._xfr, matrix.. _B, matrix.. _Br , vector._xp
, vector....KPr, vector._D,vector....s, veetor__ T
, vector __ Tr. vector __ P, vector_ .. Pr, vector..Jt, vector .._C) 1

> end:

>
>
>

Steady_state
> steady_sta.te:•proc("model')
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loc al vector ... x, matrix....A, vector....x:f, matrix ... », vector....xp, vector ... s, vector ...Y, vector ... D
, vector ___ T, vector _P, vector __C, matrix_Ar, matrix_Br, vector_Tr, vector __ Pr, vector_xfr
, vector ... x:>r ,vector .. R, sol .... sys, cl, c2, c3, c4, i ,Atemp, Ttemp, Btemp, Ptemp,xftemp, xptemp;
extract .. var ... out .. model (model, 'vector ...x·, 'vector ___ y', 'matrix....A', 'matrix....Ar', 'vector ..xf',
vector....xfr', 'matrix....B', ~matrix.... Br' , 'vector ....KP·

, 'vector .xpr', 'vector_o·,·vector_S', 'vector_T'
, 'vector ... Tr', 'vector ... P', 'vector ... Pr .. , 'vector ... R', 'vector ..c·);
Crcating vector {y, Tr,Pr);
c3: = {seq(vecto:r.....Y[i], i=L .linalg [vectdi:n] (vector,._y)));
if type (vectoz.· ....Tr, vector) then
c3 :={seq(vector ..:rr[i], i=L .linalg[vectdi:a] (vector....Tr))) union c3

fi;
if type(vector_Pr,vector) then
c3:={seq{vector ... Pr[i],i=l..li::.alg[vectdi:n] (vector ..Pr))} union c3
fi;
**"'****"'*****"'*"'**"'*** crcating modeltcmp.leaving all variables unchangcd.
lprint('creating the ec:uations to be solved •..•..• ');
Ttemppc:augmentvector(ova.l (vector.. _T), eval (vector __'l"r));
if Ttemp~NULL then una.ssign('Ttemp•); fi;
Ptemp:•augmontvector(eval (vector __ P), aval (vector__ Pr});
if Ptemp=~~LL then unassign('Ptemp'); fi;
xfte:r.p; o::augmentvector(eval (vector ....xf), eval (vector....xfr));
if xftemp=NOLL then unassiun(xftemp); fi;
xpternp:•augmentvector(eval (vector ___ xp), eval (vector .Pr)) 1
if xptamp=NULL then ur..assign(•x:ptemp');fi;
if type(~~trix A,matrix) then
if typs (:catrix __ Ar, matrix) then
At:entp:=linalg [augment) (eval (matrix ....A), eval (matrix....Ar))

el se
Atemp:::•matrix _A;
fi;
el se
if type{matrix ...Ar,matrix) then
At:er.tp: :::matrix....Ar;
fi;
f:l.;

if type(w.atr:bc .. B,matrix) then
if type(matrix.... Br,matrix) thsn
Br.emp:wlir..alg(augment] (eval (matrix _B) ,eval (matrix_Br))
el se
Btemp:

=ma tri x ___ B;

fi;

el se
i ! type{matrix __Br,matrix:) then

Btemp: "'matrix __ Br;
fl;
fi;

*. *••••• **"' *. *•• *** ••••• **. ** •••• *•••••••• ** ** ** ** *
unassigning tbc variables assisiated with the regime assumptions .

• •• ** ** **. ** **. *. **. **••• *••••••••••• *** ** ** •• ** •••
cl:=extevalm(Atemp,Ttemp,Btemp,Ptemp);
c2:={ seq(cl [i )•0, i=l. .linalg [vectdiml (cl) l I;
if type(vector ....R,vector) then
c:.l:={aeq(vector _n(i]:::Q,i:::l •• linalg[vectdirn] Cvector R))) union c2
fi:

>
>
>
>

if t~e(vector.. S,vector) then
cl: •{seq (vector ... s [i] =0, i"'l .. linalg[vectdim] {vector .S))} uni on c2
fi;
print('system te ba solved: ')1 print{c2,c3)z
model [solution ___ steady_state) :"'solve{c2,c3);
print ( 'solution of the system: ( stored in the varia.ble: solution___steady.... stat.e') 1
print(model [soluticn.... steady__ state});

> end:

Select_R
This procedure splil~i R and S nut of the uriginal vector S. The input must be a set
> select ....R:"'proc('model' ,numbers; :set)
local i, S __new,vector __ S,vector__R;
vector ....S:=eval (augmentvector(model [ .. Sl ,model [._R])) 1
if type {vector__S, vector) then
for i from 1 to linalg[vectdim] (vector ....S) do
if has (nu."'abers, i) then
if type(vector....R.vecto:r:) then
vector ___R;•augmentvector(eval (vector_R) ,vector(l, [vector_S [i]))) 1
el se
vector ..R:•vector(l, [vector.._S[i)]) 1
fi;
el se
>
if typo(S __new,vector) then
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S .new:=augmentvector(S __ new,vector(l, [vector .. S[i]]))
el se
S .:c.ew:=vectcr (1, [vector .. _s [iJl);
fi;

>
fi;
od;
el se

>

print('S is nota vector and R

ca~~ot

ba creatod')J

fi;
>
if type(S new,vectcr) then vector_S:mmap(eval,S new) else ur..a.ssign(•vector_S•) fi;
vector ... R:=map(eval,vector ....R):
if vector SmNULL then ur.a.ssign( •vector_S') fi;
model L..SJ :=eval {vector._S)'
model [ .Rl :=eval {vector....R);
> end:

Calc unmodelled
> Calc ..umnodelled: ~t~proc ('model·)
>
local F,G,cl,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c9,F .. ext,G....ext,c9,

>

matrix ...A. matrix....Ar, vector....xf, vector._xfr, matrix....n, matrix .. Br
, vector....xp, vector....xpr, vector ... D, vector.... S, vector....'r 1
vector. _Tr, vector __ P, vector_Pr, vector~_R, vector y, vector __C;
e:xtract ....var....out model (model, 'vector ... x·, 'vector....Y· 1 • matrix....A ·, 'matrix ..Ar·, 'vector ...xf',
~vl'Jctcr....xfr', 'matrix ..s· 1 'matrix....Br' , 'vector.... KP·
'·vector....xp:::', 'vector o·' 'vector .s·
'vectcr...T·
, · V!9Ctor ... Tr', 'vector .. P· 1 'vector ... Pr" 1 'vcctor ... R ·,'vector ..c·};

................................

I

calculating thc variables F, G, xu,

•• *"' •• *••••• *"'"' •••• *•• *........... .
F: ..,eval (cxtev3.lm(eval (matrix ....A) ,eval (vector ..T), eval (mat.rix ... B) 1 eval (vector ... P)});
if F'.:rNO"LL then F:=vector(O, [] ); fi;

if type(matrix ~r,matrix)
then
if type(matrix.... Br,ma.trix)
then
G: =linalg{augm.ant] (matrix ... Ar, matrix .Br)
el se
G: =matrix.... Ar
!i;

el se
if type (matrix.. Br, matrix}
tben
G: =ma tri x ... Dr
el se
G: =unass:i.gn( 'G');

!i;
fi;

.......................................................................
calculating xu, thc unmutlcllctl fluws

•• *•••• *........ *....... *"' *••••• **............................... *
if type{G;matrix) then
>

>

>
>

>

cl:=linalg[inverse](lir..a.lg[jacobian)(augmentvector(vector_D,vector_s),vector_y)):
# lprint(' [dD/dy dS/dy)•T' ); print(cl);
c2:•vector(linalg[coldim) (cl)-linalg[vectdim) (1!'),
[seq(O, i•L .linalg [coldiml (cl) -linalg[vectdim] (I')) l);
F .ext: •augmentvector (F, cl),
G _ext: =linalg[extend) (G, linalg[coldim] (cl) -linalg[rowdiml (G), 0, OI;
ft lpz:int (·AR BR'); print (G....ext);
c3; 111linalg [jacobian] (vector ... R,vector __ y);
# lprint('dR/dy');print(c3);
c9:•vector(linalg[vectdim] (vector ....R),
[seq(diff (vector_R[iJ, t), i=l •• linalg[vectdimJ (vector_R)) J);
c4 :•evalm(cl&•G....ext) 1
# lprint(cl*G_ext);printtc4)1
cS:•(evalm{c3&•c4))J
# lprint (c3*c1*G....ext) ;print (eS) 1
c6: •eva.lm(cl&*F....ext) 1
# lprint('c6 •');print(c6);
c7: =evalm(c3"•c6+c9);
i
lprint ( · c3*c6•P _ext+c9') ;print(c7) ~
c8:•linalg[linsolve] (c5,c7);
else lprint('no unmodelled flo~. nothing to calculateJ');

u,
>
>

if c8=hVLL then unassign( •es') fi;
if type(cB,vector) then
eS: •vector(linalg[vectdim] (eS), [seq(-simplify(cB [iJ) ,i•l. .liDAlg[vectdim] (eB))

....................................................
....................................................
Ac.ltling thc unmutlcllcd fluws intn Tr and Pr.

if type(vector_Tr,vector) then
if typo(vector.... Pr,vector) then
vector __Tr:•vector(linalg{vectdim] (vector_'rr),
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J) 1

[seq: {eS [i] , i=l .• linalg [vectdim.] (vector.... Tr))] ) ;
vector_ Pr:=vector{linalg{vectdim] (vector_Pr), [seq(c8 {i],
i=linalg{vectdim] (vector ....Tr)+l
•• linalg[vectdim] (vector.... Pr) +linalg[vectdiml (vector..:rr))])

el se
vector .. Tr:=vector{linalg [vectdim] (vector....Tr),
[seq(c8 [iJ, i•l •. lina.lg[vectdim] (vector_'l'r))])
fi;

el se

if type(vector

_Pr~vector) then
vector .. !?r:=•vector(linalg(vactdiml (vector __ Pr) 1
[seq(c8 (i], i•=l .• linalg (vectdiml (vector __ Pr))});

el se
lprint('Tr and Pr do r.ot exists');
fi;
!i;

el se

lprint ( · no solutions for the urunodelled flows calculated · } ;
lprint ( · tho procedure could not calculate A'*x=b, with x the unmodelled flows');
lprint('A ');print(cS);
lprint{'b ');print(c7);
fi;
> put_var __ into _model ('model· 1 vector _x, vector__y, matrix_A, matrix_Ar, vector_xf,
vector ... xfr,matrix ____ B,matrix ... Br ,vector....KP
, vector __xpr 1 vector __ D, vector ___S, vector ___T
, vectcr.... Tr, vector ... P, vector ... Pr, vector....R. vector ___c) 1
> end:

generalized_to_standard
> generalized __ to .... standard: =pree (·model·)
local mat.rix....A, I!latrix. _Ar, vector ... xf, vector ....x!r, tr.a.trix. B, matrix _Br, vector ___ xp,
vector _xpr, vector ....D. vector ___ S, vector ... T, vectcr....Tr,
vector..... P, vector....P::, V!:!Ctor ___ R, ve:Ct::)r __ y,vector....c;

extract ...va!:" ___ out _L'\cdel(mcdel, 'vector __ x· 1 'vector _y', 'ma.trix....A', 'rnatrix ___ Ar', 'vector ___ x:f',
'vector ....xfr', 'matrix _B', 'matrix... Br' , 'vector ___ xp'
, · vectcr....xwr', 'vector.... D' 1 'vectcr.... s', · vector....T'
, 'vector__•rr', 'vector_P', 'vector _Pr', 'vector_R'. 'vector_c·);

••••••••••••••••••• ***** ••• ** ** ** *** *••••••••• ** ** *
joining the Calculatcd n(JWS lllthe model

•••• ** •• ** ***** ** •• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *
vector _T:=augrnentvector{eval (vector _T), eval (vector__Tr));
if vector ___ T=NULI~ t-.hcn unassign(•vector ...T'); fi;
vector P: maugmentvector(eval (vector_P), eval (vector __ Pr});
if vector .i'=NULr. then unassign( 'vector .... P'); fi;
vector xf: "'aug:nentvector (aval (vcctor ... xf), aval (vector ....xfr));
if vector ... xf=NtJI~! .. then unassign(vector....xf); fi;
vector....x:t: =augment vector (eva 1 {vector....XP) , eva l {vector .. Pr) ) ;
if vector xp=NULL then unassign( 'vector ..X'P'); fi;
if type{m.atrix....A1 matrix) thcn
if type(matrix..Ar, matrix) then
matrix .. .J\:=linalg[augment] (eval {matrix....A), eval (matrix....Ar))
fi;
el se
if type(rnatrix_Ar,matrix) thcn
matrix .. A: =map ( eval, mat.rix __Ar)

fi;

if type(matrix_B,matrix) then
if type(m.atrix....Br,:natrix) then
matrix....B:zlinalg[augment] (eval (matrix _B) ,eval (matrix....Br))
fi;
el se
if type(matrix __Br,matrix) then
m.atrix.... B: •map (eval1 matrix ... Br)

fi;
>

...................................................

unassigning thc variables assisiated with the regime assumptinns .
unassign( •matrix ....Ar') t
unassign( •ma.trix.... :er•) 1
unasaign( •vector__Tr');
unassign( •vector .. Pr•) 1
ur~asign( •vector _xfr•);
>
una!'lsign ( • vector....KPr •);
> put_.var ___ into model ('model· ,vector ___ x, vector ___ y,matrix...A,matrix__Ar,vector_xf,
vectcr....xfr, matrix ... B, matrix__ Br , vector__ xp
>
, vector ...xpr, voctor... n, vector.. _s, vector_'l"
, vector_Tr, vector_P, vector_Pr, vector_R, vector_C) ;
>
end:
>
>

>
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Diff_equations_y
Th is prm.:cdurc calculates fnr index lthc set uf equations dy/dt=F(y)
> diff __ equations _y:=procCmodel')
local :roatrix ... A, n-.atrix ___ Ar,vcctor ... xf, vector ..xfr, matrix ___ B, matrix ..Br,dependent ___ on____ ddy,
veeter xp, vector _xpr, vector __ D, vector S, vector __T, vector 'rr, vector _P, vector __ Pr, vector __R
, vector ___ y, vector. ____c, sys, cl, c2, c3, c4, eS, c6, c7, i;
extract .. var out. model (model, 'vector .. x·, 'vector___ y', 'matrix____A ·, 'matrix ... Ar' # 'vector ...xf',

'vector ____xfr', 'rnatrix ___ B', 'matrix .. nr· , 'vector __ xp'
, · vector... _xpr', 'vector....D', vector.... s·, "vector....T'
, 'vector...Tr', 'vector__ p', 'vector _Pr', 'vector_a·, 'vector___C');
cl: •J.inalg (inverse] (lir.alg[jacobia:c.] (augmentvector(vector .D,vector....S), vector ...Y)):
c2: mextevalm{m.atrix....A,vector....'l', reatrix....B. vector ... P) :
if c2=N"!JLI~ then c2:=vector(O, iJ); fi;
c3:~vector{linalg[coldim] (cl)-linalg[vectdim] (c2),
(aeq( 0, i•l .• (linalg{coldiml {cl) -linalg[vectdim] {c2)))]);

>

c4:=augmentvcctor(cl~c3):

........................................................................
........................................................................
eS; mevlJ.lm(cl&.*c4J:

chccking dependend un ddy. Ir c5 is c.Jcpendcnc.J un dc.Jy thc functiuns will unly he wriuen in partial differential fmm

..............................................
..............................................

chccking dcpcndcncy on cJ/dy

dependent .... on. ddy: =false;
for i from 1 to linalg(vectdim] (eS) do
if has.fun(cval(cS{i]),di!f) t.hon
deperAent on ddy:#true;
fi;

od;

if dependent

o~_ddy then
lprint. (' thc salutuien is dcpemd!!!nt on d1:J::ivatives to y·};
model [sysJ :"' {seq{Diff (eval (vector y( i)) (t) 1 t) n:cS [i], i=l .. linalg (vectdim] {vector_ y))}:
mcäel [ sysJ: =(seq{Diff (eval. (vecto:r. ... Y[i]) {t}, t) =eS [i], i=l •• linalg[vectdiml (vector...Y))}:
el se

lprint('t.he solut.icn is not dependent on derivatives toy');
c6: :{ aeq(vector y[i] mvector y(i] (t), i"'l .• linalg [vectclim] (vector _y})}:
model [sysl; =eval ( {seq{cliff (E:!val (vector ... Y [i] (t)). t) •
subs {c6, eS [i l) 1 iml •. linalg [vectdim] (vector_ .Y)))):
model [ Sïys]: =eval ( {seq(diff {eval (vector ... Y{i 1 (t)), t) =
subs <cG, eS [i]}, i=1 •• linalg[vectdi:u} (vector... Y)))):
fi;

>

> end:

>

steady_state_sys
> steadY ... state. _sys: "'Proc ( · meelel ~)
local temp, temp.:Z, temp3, i,yvar,ysuhs,matrix__A,matrix_Ar,
vector. x(, vector....xfr, ma tri x ... D, matrix.... Br, voc tor ... Xl) 1
vector _xpr,vector D,vector_S,vector_T,vector_Tr,
vector .... P.vec::tor ... Pr,vector....R. sys;

................................
.............................................

two pussible systems: une with variahles y and one with y(t)

extract_var_out_model (model, ~vector __x· 1 'vector__y', 'matrix_A •, 'matrix_Ar', 'vector_xf •,
'vector... xfr' 1 'matrix ... »', 'matrix._.ar· 1 'vector._xp·
, 'vector....xpr'. 'vector_D', 'vector._s·, 'vector._.'f'
1

>
>

>
>

>

'vector....'l'r' 1 'vector__ p·, ·vector.._Pr' 1 'vector_R'. 'vector___ c·);

sys: •moclel L..sys];
temp;..,NULL;temp2:=NULL;temp3:=NULL;
if has(sys[l],Diff) then
lprint (cat ( · system can...~ot be solved. See routine ',
'diff_equation__ y in which case system. can be solved'));
elae
temp:•(seq{ (Diff (vector __ y[i) (t), t)•O, i=l •• linalg[vectdim] (vector_y))));
temp; •temp union {seq( (diff (vector_y[i] (t), t) •0, i•l •• linalg[vectdim] (vector...Yl))) 1
if type(vector_S,vector) then
temp2:•tempJ union {seq((vector....S[i]•O,i=l •• linalg[vectdim] (vector .. Sl))}
fi;
if type(vector....R,vector) then temp2:•templ union
{seq({vector_R[i]•O,i•l .. linalg[vectdim]{vector_R)))l fi;
ysubs:•(seq(vector_y[i]•vector_y[i] {t), i=l •• linalg{vectdiml (vector_y))} 1
temp3t•suèa (ysubs, toç2) 1
temp3:csubs(temp,sys) union temp3;
yvart•{seq(veccor_y[i] (t), i•l •• linalg[vectdim] (vector_..Y)));
print(cat("solving the system: ",temp3));
print: (cac ( · for the following variavbles: ~ ,yvar)),
model [sol ut ion ..steady ___state] : • (sol va (oval (temp3), eval (yvar))} 1
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print (cat ( · solution for thi.s syste1m :·,model [solution ___ steady___ state]));
fi;

> end:

Calc_unmodelled_zerodynalg
> Calc ____ un:noclelled ____ zerodynalg: =prae {'model·)
local f', G, cl, c2, c3, c4, eS, c6, c7, eS, l'' __ ext,G __ext, c9, i,xnull, backsubs, solve_R,
sol vingvar ___ R, solvingfunc ____ R, sol vevar ____x, f, g, h, number ... sol, vector ____x ____ z:ero, vectcr ___ y __ zero,
>
vector ... D __ zero, vector ... T .... z:ero, matrix....A.... z.e::o, vector....xf ... zero, matrix....Ar .. zero,matrix ... Br_zero,
matrix.... B ... z:ero, vectcr.... P .... zero, solution____ number, temp, except, add ___ values,
matrix ...A, matrix ...Ar, vactor ... xf, vector....xfr, matrix ____ B,matrix....Br
, vector__xp, vector _xpr, vector_D, vector_S,vector_T, vector_Tr, vector_ P 1 vector_Pr, vector __R
, sys,vcctor ....Y• vactor ...x;
extract_var_out_model (model, 'vector_x·, 'vector_y', 'matrix_A ·, 'matrix_Ar', 'vector_xf',
'vector____ xfr', 'matrix....B', 'matrix_Br' , ·vector___ xp'
, 'vector ____xpr', 'vector_D' 1 'vector_s·, 'vector __T'
, 'vector ...Tr', 'vector._p·, 'vector_Pr', 'vector_R', 'vector._.c·) 1

the procedure zemdynalg cannm handle time functions
the variahlc tin the model will he replaced hy: y[n+l] with n the lengthof the nriginal vector_y
To extcnd thc entirc model allvariahles have to he extendcnd. These variahles wiJl he namcd: • _zero.
At thc end of the routine thc ncw valucs wiJl he rcmoved frnm the modeland the variabieT wiJl he replaced again.

> vector .. x .... zero: =vector ( linalg [vectdi..m] (vect.or ....x) +l1
[seq(vector .x{i], i=l. .linalg[vectdim] (vector ... x)), timeX]):
> vector...Y .. zero: =vector (linalg(vectd.im] (vector ... Y) +1,
[seq (vector.... Y[i), i=l •• lir..alg(velctc1iml (vector... Y)), timoY]):
> vector . D... zero: =vector ( linalg (vee tc!im] (vector. _D) + 1,
[seq(vector .. D(i], i=l .• linalg[vectdimJ (vactor ... D)},
vector.... Y ... zero [linalg(vectd.im] (vector ...Y .... ze::o)] 1):
> if ty:çe (vector .. T,vector) then
vector ....T.... zero:-=vector{linalg- (vectdim! (vectc::.. T) +1,
[seq{vector ..'1' [i), i:.:•l. .linalq[vectdim] (vector_T)) ,1]):
el se
vector .'l' zero:•:zvector(l, [1) );
> fi;
> if typl!l(vector xf,vectcr) thcn
vector xf zero:=vector(linalg[vectdiml (vector .. xf)+l,
[seq {vect.or .. xf [i], i=l .. li:::.alg(vectdim] {vectCir ..xf}), · i:o.c::easa of time '1}:
els:e
vec:tor ... xf .. zero:=v!!lctor{ 1, [ · i:::.crease of time']);
> fi;
> if type (matrix ...A.matrix) then
matrix A .. zoro: ..,linalg[extend] {:matrix... A, 1, 1, 0):
matrix.. A .zero [li.nalg [rowdim} (matrix . .A. ... zero) ,linalg{coldim] (matrix .A .. zero)] :=1:
el se
mntrix .A zero:#l!\lltrix.(linalg (rowdim] (matrix_.Ar) +1,1,
[seq( [01, i=l .. linalg[rowdiml (matrix]•r)), [11 I);
> fi;

> if type(matrix.Ar,matrix) then

matrix Ar .. zero:=linalg[e.xten.1.] (w.atrix Ar, 1, 0, 0):
> fi;
> if type(matrix ... n.m.atrix) then
x:1atrix ... D.... zero: =-linalg[extand] (matrix ..B,l, 0, 0):
> fi;
> if type(matrix .. Br,matrix) then
>
matrix __ Br.... zero:=linalg(extend} (matrix___ Br, 1 1 0, 0):
> fi:
>

..................................................................

................................................................

subsituting t:=y[last value]

> temp: • {t•eval (vector___y ___ zero [lina.lg [vectdim] (vector_y _zero)])};
> lprint ( · substituting x=t into thm model •••••• •);

>

>

vector __ x __ zero: ,...map ( simplify, subs (eval (temp), eva.l (vector_x __ zero))) 1
matrix._A_z:ero:•map(sim,plify, subs (aval (temp) ,eval (matrix_A__ zero))) 1
matrix....B... zero: =map(simplify,s"U.bs (eval (temp) ,eval (matrix__B_zero))) 1
vector_S: =map(simplify, aubs (eval (temp) ,eval (vector_S)));
vector ... Y.... zero:•map(simplify, subs {aval (temp), eval (vector...Y ....zero)));
vector __ D__ zero; .,map ( simpli fy, subs ( eval (temp) , eval (vector_D_zero) ) ) J
vector....T ... zeroz•m.ap(simplify, subs(eval (temp), eval (vector_'l'_&ero))) 1
vector ... P.... zero: amap (simplify, subs (eval (temp), eval (vector_P __ zero))),
matrix __ Ar ___ zero: •map (simplify, subs (eval (temp) ,eval (matrix_Ar_zero))) 1
matrix....Br .... zero: =map(simplify, subs (eval {temp), eval (matrix_.Br __ zero)));
vector_R:=map(simplify,subs(eval(temp),eval(vector_R)));

>
calculating the variables F, G. x u,

................................
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F: =extevalm (matrix_A_zero, vector__T_zero, :matrix_B_zero, vector_P _zero) ;
if F•t..'"ULI.. then F:=vector(O, []); fi;
if type {matrix ..Ar.... zero, matrix)
then
if t~e(:natrix ... Dr.... 7.ero,matrix)
then
G;=linalg[augment] (matrix....Ar .zcro,matrix ... Br._zero)
el se
G: =matrix ....Ar .... zero
fi;

el se
if ty;>e (matrix .Br .... 7.ero,matrix)
then
G: =matrix.... Br ... zero

>
>
>

el se
G:=~ssign(

'G 1 ) ;

fi;
fi;

.............................................................
.............................................................

calculating xu, the unmodelletl nuws

if

type(G,~~trix} then
cl: =linalg [inverse] (lir..alg[jacobian]
(augm.entvector(vectcr.... D.. zero,vector .._S) ,vector...Y .. zero));

i
>

>

>

lprint('[dl>ldy dS/dy]•'l'·); print(cl);
c2;=vector{linalg(coldim] (cl)-linalg-[vectdim] (F),

[seq(O, i=l. .lir.alg[coldiml (cl) -linalg [vectdiml (F)) I) 1
F ext:=augrnentvector{F,c2)1
G .. ext: =linalg{extend] (G,linalg[coldim] (cl) -linalg{rowdim] (G), 0, 0);
# lprint{'AR BR'); print(G .ext);
g: =evalm{cl•..-G ... ext:);
f: =evalm(cl&.'"'!..... ext};
h; =vee ter (linalg[voctdim.] (vector .R), [ l ) ;
for i from 1 to lir~lg[vectdim](vecto~ R) do
h[i] :•vector ....R(i];
od;

............................
> fi;

.....................

set fur solving R

solvi.nQ"'..rar... R:=(seq(vector ... Y .zero[i] =x[i J, i•l •• linalg [vectdim] (vector... Y .zero))};
if ty;pe(vector.... s,vector) then

sol vingfunc "R:""
{seq(vector.... R[i]•O. i=l .• linalg[vcctdim] (vector .R)),
seq(vector_S {i] =0, i :al •• linalg[vectdim) (vector_S))};
el se
sol v ingfunc ... R: =
{seq(vector....R[i] =0, i•l •• linalg[vectdiml (vector .. R))}
fi;
solve .. R:maubs {solvingvar_R, solvingfunc_R);
solvevar. .... x:={seq (x[i], i=l. .linalg [vectdim] (vector ... Y .zero))};
xnull: =solve (solve __.R, solvevar__x);

pr.int{'number of solutions for xnull:' ,nops({xnull}));
number .. sol: =nops ( (x:null});
bac:ksubs: ={seq{x[i] =vector _y zero[i), i111l •• linalg[vectdim] (vector __y .zero)));
if number ... ool>-1 then
lprint{'different solution ure availible: chcose the correct one');
for i frcm l to number.... sol do
lprint {' solution nu.mber: ·,i) 1

print ( subs ( backsubs, (xnllll J (i] ) ) ;
od;
salution _nu:r.her:=-readstat {'enter number of solution: ');
while not has(solution....number,{seq(i,i•l,.ncps({xnull}))}) do
lprint ( 'Your choice must be an integer between 1 and ',nopa ( {xnull)));
solution ....number:,.readstat (·enter number of solution: ') 1
od;
xnull:•subs(backsubs, (xnull) [solution_nu.ml:,)erl );
el se
if nWI'.ber_ .. sol•l then

lprint('there is only one solution which will be used in the algorithm');
print (xnull) 1
fi;
>

zerod.ynalg(f,g,h,vector.. _r._zero,xnull, 'zerodyn', •vector_unmod.elled', 1 _ndeg•, '_ntot',

> lprint('finished zerodyn algorithm.');
> lprint('unmodelled flOWB stored in the variables: Pr and Tr');
> lprint('zerodynamics stared in: sys');

> lprint{'nd.eg stored in: ndeg. See for more information the zerodynamic algorithm~ · );

> lprint ( · ntot stoz:ed in: ntot. See for moz:e information the zerodynam.ic algorithm. ·);
> lprint('phitot stored in: phitot. See for more information the zerodynamic algorithm.");

...........................................................
..........................................................
splitt.ing the calculated unmodellcd flnws into vector_Tr and vector_Pr
> if type(vector_Tr,vector) then
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.Phitot 1 ) 1

1 _•

if type (vector.... Pr, vector) then
vector Tr: =vector ( linalg [vectdim] (vector_'l'r),
[seq:(vector ... u..~"UOdelled[i], i=l. .. linalg[vectdim] (vector __Tr))]);
vector .Pr:=vectortlinalg[vectdim] tve:ctor ....Pr),
[seq(vector ....ur..modelled [i l,
i=linalg[vectdim] {vector ... Tr) +1 •• linalg [vactdim] (vector .:rr) +linalg[vectdim] (vactor ... Pr))]);
el se
vector .. Tr:=vector( linalg[vectdim] (vector ... Tr),
{ssq(vector....ur..tnodelled[i], i=l •. linalg [vectdim} (vector ..'rr))]);
fi;
el se

if type(vector Pr,vector} then
vector ... Pr:=vector(linalg[vectdim] {vector ..Pr),
[seq(vector __ur..."llodelled[i], i=l ... linalg[vectdim] (vector_Pr))]} 1

el se
lprint { 'unable to substi tute the unmodelled flows into the model');
lprint ('vector_ unmodelled calculated by zerodyn: ·);print. (vector __un:nodelled);
lprint (' ... Tr :');print (vector....Tr);
lprint ( · .. Pr :');print (vector._.Pr);
fi;
> fi;

............................................................
................................................................

suhsituting the time back intn the systcm

temp:= {eval (vector_ y __ zero (lir..alg[vectdim] (vector_y__ zero)]) •11t);
print (temp);
vector Tr: .u:map(simplify, subs (eval (temp) ,eval (vector_Tr)));
vector ... Pr: =map {s.implify, subs (eval (temp) ,eval (vector.... Pr)));

suh.siluting the calculatcd variahlcs in Lhc model.

•• "'."'"' "'"' "'"'"' •• "'"'"' •• "' "'."'"' •••••••• "' •• "'"'"' "'*"' •••• "'"'"'"'"' •••••• "' ••••
model [ .. Tr] :=eval(vectcr .. .'I'r);
mo<!el [ .. Pr]; :::eval {vcctor ... Pr);
model [ays]: =eval { zerodyn);
model [ndeg] :=eval ( .. ndag};

model [phitot]: •=eval (_phitot);
model [ntot] : =eval. L..ntot};
> end:

Statetransfarm
Thi.s routine will make a Lransfurmatinn from dxb.lt=A.xf+8.xt with x;:;[xl,x2] and y=[z,yr] to
ux•ut=A'.xf+B'.xt with x'=[xl,z] and y=[z,yr]
The variables A, 8 ur S etc.

input: vectror x, x*, A, 8, y, D, S,
nutput: vector A=A* and 8=8"' and x:=x"'
> statetransforzr.::uproc {xold: :vector,xnew: :vector,Aold, Bold, yold: :vector~~dold: ;vector, Sold)
global matrix ....A. matrix ... B, vactor....x:
local Dl, D2,Al,A2, Bl, B2,yr, j, jj, h:, i, l, temp, z,xl,x2,
dDldyr, d0:2dyr, dSdyr, dDldz, dD2dz, c1Sdz, cl, c2, c3, c4, eS, c6, c7, A2ster, B2ster, permutation:

splitting thematrices A, 8, and D and constructing thc vector z. yr, xl. x2.
when dim(z)=() then almust all Lhc ca!culatinn can he skippal. The unly
transformation ncccesary is swapping columns in x,A. and 8. These
calculatinns are at the end of the routine .

....................................................
•**••••

••••••••• cnn."iitructing vector z
this vector cnntains every element in xnew which is alsn present in yold
> unassign(z) 1
> j :•Ot
> for i from 1 to linalg[vectdim](xnew} do
for k from 1 to linalq[vectdim}(yold) do
>
if has(xnew[i],yold[k]) then
>
if typo(z,vector)
then j:=j+l;

tamp:•eval(Z)I
z:u:vector(j, (}) 1
for 1 from 1 to j-1 do
2[l]ID8V8l(temp[l])
od;
z[j] oDx:new[i]t

>
else z;=vector(l,(});
j :=j+l;

z[j] :=xnew[ilt
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fi;
fi;

od;
> od;
> if type(z,vector} then

"'"'*"'"'"'*"'*"'

cunstructing vector yr "'"'***** this vector cuntains every element in ynld which is nut also present in xnew
una.ssign(yr);
j:•O;
jj: =0;
for i from 1 to lir~lg(vectdim](yold) do
for k from 1 to linalgrvectdiml (xnew) do
i f has(ycld[i],xnew[k]) then jj:=l fi ;
od;

_ii:= I a element in xncw is alsu present in yuld,

.ü:::() a element in xnew is nut alsu present in yuld
if jj=O then
if type(yr,vector)
thEtn j:=:J+l;
temp:=eval(yr);

yr:=vector(j, [] );
for 1 from 1 to j-1 do

yr[l) :•eval(tem;p[l])
od;
yr[j]:•yold[i);
olse

yr:=vector(l,[])J
j :=j+l;

yr[j) :=yold[i) 1
fi;
fi;

jj:•O;

od;
••••••••• ••••••••••••• •••• cuntwl fur z am.l yr
if type(c!bug,boolean) then
i.f dbug then
p:::int ( 'z' =eval ( z), 'yr' =cval (yr));
if linalg [vectdim) (yold) = ( linalg {vectdim] ( z) +linalg (vectdim] (yr))
then

print ( · dimensions arf.l correct {dim(y)=diln(z) +dim(yr)}')

el se
print('dirnsnsions are nat correct')

fi;
fi;

fi;

"'***"'**"'***••••••••••••••••••

constructing thc vector xl ••• evcry clement in hnth xnld anLI xncw

unaas.Lgn{xl);
j :•0;
for i from 1 to lir..alg[vectdim] (xnew} do
for k from 1 to lir.alg[vectdimJ(xold) do
if ~~s(xnew[i],xold[k]) then
if typc(xl,V€:1Ctox:)
then j :~•j·•lJ
temp:=eval(xl);
xl:=vector(j, [J );
for 1 from 1 to j-1 do

xl [l) :=eval(temp[l))
od;
xl [j]:

~.xnew[

i];

else xl:=vector(l, [] };
j :=j+l;

xl[j] :=xnew[i);
fi;

od;

oe!;
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• contrui for xl
>
if type(dbug,boolean) then
>
if dbug then
print ( 'xl '=eval {xl}, •xold • =eval {xold), • z • =eval ( z));
>
i f linelg[vectdim)(xold)•(linalg[vectdim)(xl)+linalg[vectdim)(z))
then
pr.int('dimensions are correct (dim(x)•dim(xl)+dim(z))')
el se

>
>

print('dimensions are not correct')
fi;

>
>

fi;
fi;

•• ••• •• •• ••••• ••• ••• ••• • constructing A 1

>
>

>
>

if type(Aold,matrix) tben
unassign(Al);
for i from 1 to linalg[vectdim] (xl) do
for j from 1 to linalg[vectdim](xold) do
if xl[il=xold[j) then
if i=l then
Al:•matrix(linal!i[vectdim) (xl) ,linal!i[Coldim) (Aold) ,[]);
for jj from 1 to linalg[coldim)(Aold) do
Al [i. jj I :•eval (Aold[j ,jj))
cd;

el se
>
>

for jj from l to linalg[colc!im](Aolc!l do
Al[i,jj):•eval(Aold[j,jj])
Odl

fi;
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fi;

od;

>
od;

fi;

************************ constructing BI
>

:tf typc.(BolCl,:mat::ix) then

unassign(Bl};
for i from 1 te linalg[vectdiml(xl) do
for j from 1 to lir~lg[vectdirul(xold) do
if xl[iJ=xold[j] then

if i=l then
Bl:~matrix(linalg[vectdim]

(xl) ,linalg[coldim] (Bold), ()) 1
for. j j from l to linalg[colc!iml (Bolc!) do
Bl (i, j j J :~eval (Bold[j, jj])
od;

>
>
>
>

el se
for jj from l to linalg[coldim](Bold) do
Bl[i, j j ] :=oval(Bold[j.jj])
od;
fi;
fi;

od;
od;

fi;

************************
>

constructing Dl

unassign (Dl);
for i from 1 to lir~lg[vectdim}{xl} do
for. j from 1 to linalg[vectdim] (xold) do
if xl(i)=xold(j] then
if i=l then
Dl:=vcctor(linalg[vactdim] {xl), []);
Dl !1) :=eva.l (dold[j]);

el se
Dl Lil ::eval (dold[j])

fi;
fi.;

od;
od;

cnnstrm.:ting vector x2

******* this

vcctur contains cvcry clement in xnld which is nut alsn present in xnew

unassign{x2);

>

j:=O;
j j ; =0;
for i from 1 to linalg[vmctdim] {xold) do
for k from 1 to linalg[vectdiml (xnow) do
i f has(xold[iJ.xnew(k]) then jj:=l fi ;
od;
.ü:= I a clement in xncw is also present in yuld, ]:::()a element in xnew is nut also present in yold

if

j j ... o

then
if type(x2,vector)
then j:=j+lt

>

temp; =eval (x2) ;

x2: •vector(j, []) 1
for 1 from 1 t.o j-1 do
x2[l] :•eval(temp[l))
od;
x2 (j] P•xcld[i] 1

el se

x2:=vector(1, []);
x2 [j] :=xold(i];

fi;
fi;

jj: •0;
od;

••••:•••••••••**"'*******
>
>
>

constructing A2
if type(Aold,matrix) then
u:nassign(A2);unassiqn(D2);unassign(Bl);
for i from 1 to linalg[vectdim](x2) do
for j from l to linalg [vectdim] (xold) do
if x2[i]•xold[j] then
if i=l then
A2 :•matrix(linalg[vectdim] (x2) ,linalg[coldim] (Aold), []);
for jj from l te linalg[coldim](Aolc!) do
A2 [i, jj] :•eval (Aold[j.jj])
od;

el se

>
>
>
>
>

for jj from 1 to linalg[coldim](Aold) do
A2(i,jj]:=eval(Aold(j,jj))
od;

fi;
fi;

>

od;

cd:

fi;
••••••••••••••••• cnnstructing 82
>

if type(Bold,matrix) than
unassign(B2) 1
for i from 1 to

linal~[vectdim](x2)

do
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for j !rom 1 to linalg [vactd:lm] (x.old) do
if x2{i]=xold{j] then
i f i=1 then

B2::umatrix(linalg[vectdim}

(x2},

linalg[coldim] {Bold}, {});

for jj from 1 to linalg[coldim}{Bold) do
B2 [i, jj l :=oval {Ilold[j, jj})
od;
el.s.e
for j :j from 1 to linalg [coldiml {Bold) do
1!3 [i, jj l: =eval (Bold[j, jj})
od;
fi;
fi;

od;

od:
fi;

••••••••••••••**********
>

cnnstructing 02

unassign(I>2);
for i from 1 to lir~lg[vectdim}(x2) do
for j from 1 to linalç[vectdimJ(xold) do
if x2[i}cxold[j} then
i f i•1 then
D2: =vector(li:o.a1g[vectdim] (xl), []) 1
D2 [1] :=eval (dold[j]) 1

el se
D2[i]:=eval(dold[j})

fi;
fit

od;
od:

•••••••**"'"'***"'**"'"'"'******"' cunstructing Jacohian matrices
>

>

if type(yr,vectcr} then
dDldyr: "'linalg( jacobian) (evnl (Dl), eval (yr));

c1D2rlyr:=lina.lg[jacobian} (OJ,yx:);
if type(Sold,vactor) then
äSdyr:=Hnalg[jacohianJ (Sold,yr)

fi
fi;
i ! type(z,vcctor) then
dDldz:=linalg[jacobian] (Dl, z:);

dD2dz:=linalg[jacobian] (D2, z);
if type{Sold,vector) then

dSdz:=linalg[jacobian](Sold,z);
!i

fi;

••••••••••• *••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

...............................................................................
c<mstructing othcr matrices frtlm matrices ahovc

••••••••••••••••••••••• cunstructing [d Dlhlyr dS/dyr]ATI\(-1) or [d Dl/dyr JATA(-1)

if type(dbug,boolean) then
i ! dbug then

print('start calculating cl to c5');
fi;
f.{.

if type(Sold,vector) th9n
cl: =Inlltrix(linalç [vectdire) (Dl) +linaly [vectdim) (Sold), lir..alg [vectdim] (yr), []);
cl:•linalg(copyinto}(dDldyr,cl,l,l);
cl:",linalg (ccpyint.o} (dSdyr, cl,linalg[vectd.im] (Dl) +1, 1) 1

el se

c1:=mat:rix(lir..alg [vactdiml (Dl), linalg[vectdim]
cl: "'linalg (copyintoJ (dDldyr, cl, 1,1);

(yr), []);

fi;

>
if type(dbug,boolean) then
if dbug then
print (linalg[rowdim] (cl) ,linalg[coldim] (cl))
fi;
fi:
cl:=linalg[inverse] (cl);
if type{dbug,boolean) then
i f (lbug then
print('finished calculating cl',

>
>

fil

••••u•••••••u•••u•••

cnnstructing [d Dl/dz dS/dz}AT or [d Dl/dz]"T

if type(Sold,vactor) then
cl:•matrix(linalg[vectdim](Dl)+linalg[vectdim](Sold),linalg[vectdim}(z),[])l

c2:•linalg[copyinto](dD1dyr,c2,1,1);
c2:•linalg[copyinto] (dSdyr,c2,linalg[vectdim](Dl)+l,l)

else

>

c2:•matrix(linalg[vectdim} (Dl),linalg[vectdim] (z), [] );

>
>

c2:•linalg(copyinto](dD1dyr,c2,1,1);
fi;

if type(dbug,boolean) then
i f dbug then
printC'finiahed calculating c2')
fi;
fi;
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*"'*"'**********"'**..,...,.* constructing (c.ID2/dz ·cl *c2)"(·1)
c3:=evalm{dD2dyr&*c1&*c2)t
c3::;;:evalm(dD2dz-c3);
if type{dbug,boolean) then
if dbu.g then
print('finished calculating c3')
fi;
fi;

****"'****"'*"'***"'*****"'*"'*** constructing [Al O]"T aml [BI O]"T
if type(Al,w.at:r.ix) t.hen

c4 :#:natrix(lü:al!;[vectdiml (yr) ,lir.alg[coldim] (All. [J) 1
for i f~om l to linalg{ro~~im] (c4) do
for j from 1 to linalg[cold.im.] (c4) do
c4(i.jJ :=0
ad;
od;
c4:=1inalg[copyinto](Al,c4,1,1);
if type (dbug, boolean) then
if dhug then
print("finishod calculating c4')
fi;
fil

>

fi;

if type(Bl,matrix) then
c5:=mat:rix(linalg[vectdim] (yr), lir..alg[coldiml (Bl), [])'
for i from 1 to linalg[rowdim] (c5) do
for j from 1 to linalg [eoldim] (eS) do

eS (i. jJ :=0
cd;
od;
cS::lina.lq[copyinto] (Bl, eS, 1, 1);
if type(dhug,booloan} thcn
if dbug then
pdr..t ( 'f.inished ealcul.ating eS')
fi;
fi;
fi;

••••••••••••••••******** calculating 1.hc matrices f~lr calculating thc A 1• and B t•
if t}~,.)e(Aold,matrix) than
c6:=~<eva.lm(dD2dyr&*cl&*c4-A2)
:i.f typc(óbug,boole~=m) then
if dbuq then

fi;

print {' finished calculating c6' )
fi;

fi;
i ! typo(Bold,rnatrix)

then c7:=evalm(dD2dy::ir.*clir.*c5-B2)
if ty-,.Je (dbug, boolean) then
if dbug then
print('finished calculating c7')
fi;
fi;
calculating thc matrices A2ster and B2ster

fi;

i!: type{dbt:.g,boolean) than
if dbug then
print('calcwlating A2*')
fi;
fi;
if type{Aold,matrix) than 1\:lster:=linalg{linsolve] (c3,c6)

fi;

if type(dbug,boolean) then
if dbug then
print ( · calculating B2* ·)
fi;
fi;
if type(Bold,matrix) thEtn B2oter:=linalg[linoolvcl (c3,c7) fi;

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• crcating thc variahlcs A* 8* and x
>
if type(Aold,matrix} then matrix ... A:•linalg[sta.ckma.trix] (Al,A2ster) fi;
if typa(Bold.matrix) then matrix....B:mlinalg[stackmatrix] (Bl,B2ster) fi;
vector __ x:=vector(linalg[vectdim] (xl)+linalg[vectdim] (z), [

seq(xl [i], i~l •• linalg (vectdim] (xl)),
seq(z [i], i=l. .linalg[veetdiml (z)) l)'
> fi;
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• constructing the rennut.ation matrix.

>
> permutation: =matrix(linalg[vectdim] (vector._x) .linalg[vectdiml (vector._x)" []);
> for i from l to linalg[vectdim](xnew) do
for j from. 1 to linalg [vectdim.l (vector._x) do
if xnew[i]::avector ...x[j] then
permutation[i.jJ :•1

el se
permutation[i,j] :•0

fi
od

> od;
> matrix ..A: ~~~evalm(permutation&:•matrix._A);
> matrix ... B:•evalm(permutation&:.*m.atrix....B);
> vector....x:=evalm(permutation&•vector,_x);
>
>
> end:
>
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SIMULATE
This procedure will make a simulatinn of tbc mie systcms.
input:
systcm
ode equatinns
functinns a vector with the functinns of y(t)
a vector with initial valucs for y ..
init
start time: t_hegin (for time dependcd functions)
stoptime
t_end (for time dcpcndcd functinns)
numhcr nf steps.
steps
which numerical methode will he used (sce manual)
methode

output

values

a vector with sets.

> simulate:=proc(modol, 'simulation')
global t;

local opl,tt,stepsize,functions2,functions3,functicns4,i,ii,iii,sys2,sys3,functionsl
, procent, procent2, cput imo ... start, !unctionsla, ini tset, func, vector.. _Y,
ode sys,funcl,inity,starttime,stoptime,steps,methode,yvalues,inityvalues,meth;
vector .. y: =eval (model [ ...Yl);

>

ode

_sys:~~:~eval

(model ( _sys]) 1

func: =eval (siM"..tlationL.funcl);
in i ty: :neval ( si:nulaticn ! .... init] ) ;
start time: =eval (si:nulation r....starttimel);
stcptime: =eval (si mulation r. . stoptima]);
steps:meval (sim.ulation( .steps]);
math:•eval (oimulation[ ..math]);

...................................

............................

~:onstructing

stcpsizc fur loop

> inityvalueo:=inity;

> stepsb::e:n:(stoptirr.e-starttim.e) /steps:
> cputirn.e. start:=kernelopts{cputime);

procetlt2:=0;

.......................
.......................
> print ( ~ starting

time:~,

cputim.e ....start);

suhstituting Lhc t intu u fur thc diffcrcntial variahlcs .

•. lina.lg[vectdim}(func))));
•• linalg[vectdimJ(func)));

functionsla:=cval([seq{subs({t.u:tt},eval(func{i]))~i=l
functionsl:=(seq(subst(t~tt),eval(func(i])),i•1

>

functions2:={seq(func[i]•
subs { (tmtt), eval (func [i))),
i*l •• linalg[vectdim](func))}J

functions3:•{scq{dif!(func[i],t)•
subs{{t•tt),diff{func(i],t)),
i=l .. linalg[vectdim] t!unc))) 1
functions4:: functions2 union functions3;

sysJ: =subs Cfunctions4, ode._ays);

............................................

initialising thc array for thc nutput

yvalues: ~·vector(linalg[vectdim] (func), []);
for i from l to linalg(vectdim) (func) do
yva 1. u es [i 1 : = { { sta::ttime, init:yval ues [i 1] } ;
od;

............................

starting thc routine

t:•starttime;
for i from 1 to steps do
initset:={seq(subs((tt=O,tmO},

eva1 (functions1a [i i])) •inityvalues [ii] ,ii•l. .linal!l(vectdim] {inityvalues)) l;
sys3:=dsolve(sys2 union initset,functionsl,numeric,
>
>

value=array{[stepoize]),method•meth)l

.....................................................
.....................................................
crcating: new init array

>

>

>

for i i from 1 to linalg[vectdim] (func) do
for iii from J to {linalg[vectdim](func)+l) do
i f sys3(1,1] [iiil=functions1a[ii) then
inityvalues [ii] :•eval (sys3 [2,1] [l, iii]);

cd;
t;=evalf(t+stepsize);

................................................

.............................................................

enlarg:ing cnnstructing output arrJy

for ii from 1 to linalg[vectdim]{func) do
yvalues [i i] :•( [t, inityvalues {i i]]} union yvalues {i i] 1
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cd;

************************"'***********************
printing nutputto thc screen

**"' *. *. *. "'* ••• *** ** •••••• ** *•••• *** *. **•• "'"'. *** *
procent:= (t-starttire.e) *100/ ( stoptime-start time);
if procem.t > procent2 then
if ~recent > 0 then
pr:l.nt ( · calculated so far: ·, procent2, ·%
estimatod finish time:· ,
cputirne_sturt+ (kernelopts (cputime) -cputime_start) *100/procent);
print('values at t'=t);
for i i fro:u 1 to linalg [vectdim} (func) do
print (eval Cvector... Y[ii] )=inityvalues [ii]);
cd;

el se

pr:l.nt('calculated so far:',procent2 );
fi;
procent 2. mprocent2+ 5;
fi;
od;

unassign( 't •};
simulation[points] :=cval (yvalues);
> end:

Checkmodel
In this routine snmc standani checks will bc dnnc.
> checks::aproc(~rnodel' ,nu.-nher}
loc al dim.x, dimArow, dimAcol, dimxf, dimE=ow, dimBcol, dimxp, dimS, climy, dirnd,
d:tmT I dim? I d.imC, d:l.mArrClW, dirnArcol I n4. ns.
di!r.xfr, dimBrrow, dimBreel, dimxpr, c!i!r.Pr, dim'l'r, dim _checks, CA __vector, n, vector_x, matrix~A,
vector ....xf, n:.atrix ..B, vector ....KP. vector .. S, vectcr....Y. vector.... D
, vector....T vector ... P. vsctor ... c, 1r.at:.rix. Ar, :nutrix ....Br, vectcr.... Tr,
vector ... Pr, vector.. xfr,vector ..KPr 1 vectc::. !i, J ...matrix, G ...m.atrix.det .. ~r ... matrix, n2, n3, total,
cl, r.:3, c4, c.S, G.... ext:., G;
I

> extract ....var ... out ..model{model, 'vcct.or ... x· 1 'vector ... Y·, rnatrix....A·, 'matrix ...Ar', 'vector .. xf',
· Vt!lctcr....xfr', 'matrix .B ·,·matrix .Br' , 'vector __xp ·
, ·vector....KPr', 'vector ..o·, 'vector .. s·, 'vector ..T'
, 'vector ... Tr', 'vector p·, 'vector .Pr', 'vcctor ... R', 'vector C');

if number:al then
lprint('running the routine checks ••••. )/

......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
chccking thc moûcl for thc lcngth uf thc veetors

if type(vectcr ....x.vector) then
climx: :u:linalg (vectdi:n) (vector ..x)
el se di:nx: =0
fi:
if ty-~e(m~ltrix __A,matrix) then
dimArcw: =linalg[rcwdi;nl (matrix ...A)
el se din:!.Arow: =0
fi:
if type (matrix... A,matrix) thE1n
ditl'.Acol: :linaly [coldirn] {matrix .A}
el se dimAcol: =0
fi:

if type(vector ... xf,vectcr) then
dimxf: n~linulg (vectdim] {vector__xf)
else di:nxf:~~~o
fi:
if type (matrix__ B,matrix) then
dimBrow: •linalg [rowdirul (matrix ... B)
else dim.Brow:-=0

fis
if type(matrix....B,matrix) then

dimBcol:alinalg[coldimJ(matrix_B)
else dim.Dcol~·O
fi:

if type(vectcr....KP.vector) then
dimxp:=linalg[vectdim] (vector_xp)
else dimxp:=O

fi:

if type(vector_S,vector) then
dimS:•linalg[vectdim] (vector .S)
else dimS:a~O

fi:
if type {vector ... Y, vector) then
dimy:~~tlinalg[vectdim] (vector_y)

olse dimy:=O
fi:

if ty;>e(vector_O,vector) then
dimd: •linalg [vectèUm] (vector.._D)
>
>
>

else dimcl:•O
fi:
if type (vector__T, vector) then
dimT: mlinalg [vectc!im] (vector ...T)
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olse dimT:=O
fi:
if type(vectcr .. P,vector) then
dimP:mlinalg(vectdim] (vector .P)

else di:mP:•O
fi:

if type(vector_c,vector) than
diroC:=linalg [vcctdim] (vector.. C)
elsa dimc:=O
fi:

>
>
>

if type(matrix....Ar,matrix) then

dimArrow:ulinalg[rowdim] {matrix_Ar)
else dim.Arrow:=O
fi:
if type(matrix....Ar,matrix) then
dimArccl:=linalg[ccldim] (r.~.atrix ...Ar}
el se dirnArcol: =0
fi:
if type (vector .. _xfr,vector) then
dimxfr; =linalg [vectdiml (vector._xfr}
else di1r.xfr:=O
fi:
if type (matrix....Br, matrix) the:c.
dimBrrow;=linalg [rowdim] {matrix__ Br)

else dim.Brrcw;=O
fi:

if type (matrix.... nr,w.atrix) then.
dimBreel :=linalg [coldim] (matrix ... Dr)
el se dimBreel: n:O
!i:
if type(vectcr ..xr;r,vector) then
dir:ncpr: ."). i:-..alg [vectdim] (vector ..KPr)
else dirnxpr:=O

fi:
if

Tr,vec~or) then
dimTr:=linalg[vect.di:n] (vector .Tr)
el se di?r.T: =0
fi:
if" type(voctor .. Pr,velctcr) then
t.~~e(vector

dirnPr:ulinalg[vectdim](vector_Pr)
else d:lmP:r.:=O
fi:
lprint ( · finished defining the

len~Jths

·);

......................................... chccking thc lengtbs ur thc variahlcs;
élim.... checks :=falso;

***"'""""'*"'"'"'"'"""*********"'"'
if

chccking thc lengtbs uf x and Amw
not (dimx=dimArow} then
if net dimx=O thsn
if not dimAroW"r~O then
lprint('wr.ong demensions of x and Arcw');
lprint (cat ( 'dimcmsions are : x: ',dimx~
rows of matrix A:·, dimArow)};
dim ....check.s,: =truc;
fi

fi

fi;

"'"'"'"'"'*"""""""'""""'"'"'*"'*"'****
if

chccking thc lcnghL<1i of x. and Brow
nat (dimx=dimBrow) then
if net dimx=O then
if nat dimBr~o then
lprint("wrong demensions o! x a~~ Brow');
lprint(cat('dimensions are: x: ·,dimx.
rows of matrix B:' ,dimBrow));
dim....checks: mtruo;

fi

fi
fi;

""""'*""" •""" *"' • •• ... • •""" •• ••
if

checking tbc Jentbs uf x.f and Acol

not (dimxf•dimAcol) then
if not dimxf=O then
i f not dimAcol•O then
print ('wrong demensions of xf and Acol');
lprint(cat( 'dimensions are : xft • ,dimxf,
columns of matrix A: • ,dimAcol)) 1

dim_cbecks;•true;
fi

>
>

fi
fi;

•••••••••••••••••••••••• chccking the lenghts of xp and Beul
if net (dimxp3dimBcol) then
i f not dimxp=O then
if not dimBcol•O thmn
lprint(~wrong

>

demensions of xp and Scol')l

lprint (cat ( 'dimensions are : xpa ~ ,dimxp,
columns of matrix B,' ,dimArow)) 1
dim ....checks: •t::uo;

fi
fi
fi;

•••••*••••••• .. •••••••• chccking tbc lcn~th of x aml d
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if

not (dirnx=dimd) then

if not dimx=O then
if not di$d=O then
lprint(~wro:og demensions of x and d~);
lprint (cat ( 'dimensions are ; x: ', dim.d,

d :',dimd));

dim_checks; ~atrue;
fi

fi

fi;

*"'*"'*"'************** chccking thc lengthof xf and T
i!:

nat (dimx!'mdimT) tl:len

if not dirnxf=O then
if nc1t di:aT=O then
lprint ('wrong demensions of xf and T');
lprint(cat( 'di:ncnsions are : xf: · ,dimxf,
T:' ,dimT));

di m... checks; =true 1

>
fi
fi

**"*"'"'*"*".******** chccking the lcngth uf xp and P
if

>

net (d.imxp=dim.P} then
if not dimxp ... o then
i f not dimP=O then
lprint ( 'wrong demensions of xp and P' ) 1
lprint{cat('d.imens.ions are: xp:

~,dimx:p,

xp:',dimxp));

di.:n ..checks: =t::ue;

fi
f:l.
fi;

"'**"'*"'*"'*"'"'*"'***"'** chccking thc lcngth of d, S and y.
i.f

not {dirnd+dimS:=dimy} then
if not dimxp=O then
if not d.im.P=O then
lprint(''Wron~;

de:nensions of S,d ar.d y');

lprint(cat('dimensions are

S:

',dim.S, ·

d

:',dimy));
dim ..checks: =truc;
y

fi

>
>

fi
fi;

*****"'*****"'***********"""

chccking thc lcnglhs uf x and Arrnw

>

if

not (dirnxmdimArrow) then

if net dimx=O then
if not dimArrcwmO then
lprint ('wrong demensions of x and Arrow');
lprint(cat{'dirnensions are : x: · ,di:mx,
rows of matrix Ar: ·, dim.Arrow));
élim ....check.s: =true;
fi

fi
fi;

***"'*"'**"'*"'*"'*"'**"******
if

chcckin~ thc lenghlS

uf x and Brruw

nat (dirnx=dim.Brrcw) then
if :c.ot dimx=O then
i f not dimBrroW= 0 then
lprint ( 'w::ong dcmensions of x and Brrow·);
lprint (cut ( 'dimensions are : x: · ,dimx,
rows of matrix Br:',dimBrrow))J
di:n....checks: =true;
fi
fi

fi;

**"'*"'*"****"'************
if

chccldng the lcnths of xf rJnd Arcol

nat (dimxfr=dimArcol) then
if not dimxfrsO then
i f nat dimArcol•O then
print('wrong demensions of xfr and Arcol')J
lprint (cat ( 'dimensions are : xfr; • ,dimxfr,
columns of matrix Ar: ',dimArcol));
dim....checks: •truo;
fi
fi

fiJ

*****************•••••••
if

checking the Jens:hts of xpr and Brcol
net (dimxpr•dim:arcol) then

if not. dimxpr=O then

if nat dimBrcol•O then
lprint (·wrong demensions of xpr and Brcol • ) 1
lprint (cat ( 'dimensions are : xpr: • ,dimrxp,

columns of matrix Br: • ,dimBrrow)) 1
dim.. ~checks: •truo;
fi

fi
fit
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. ,dimd,

*"'"'*"'********"'"'*"'"'*"' chccking the lcngth nf xfr aml Tr
if

nat:. (cHmxfr=di.mTr.} the!n
if not dimxfr~•O then
if not d:l.mTr=O then
lprint(~wrong dcmensions of xfr and Tr');
lpr.int(cat( 'éHmensions are : xfr: ',dimxfr,
Tr:',dimTr));
dim checks:mtrue;
fi

fi;

"'""""""*"'""""'"'*"'"'*"""*"" chccking the length nfxpr and Pr
not (dimx:pr=dimPr) then
if net dimxpr:::O then
if not dimPr=O then

if

lprint (~wrong dc;r.ensions of x.pr and Px:');
lprint(cat('dirnensions are : xprt ',dim.xpr,
Pr: ',.dimPr));
dim....checks: •true;

fi
fi

fit
>

"'*"'***"'**"',...*"""**"'• printing rcsuh nf checks
if dim checks then
lprint ('Errors are present in the dimesions');
el se
lprint('No errors are present in the dimensions-');
fi;

if di!r.x=-0 thcn lprint('x not defined'); fi1
if dimArow=O t.hen lprint('A not defined'); fi;
i ! di:rs.xfuO then lprint('xf not. de!ined'); fi1
if di~~r~O then lprint('B not defined'}; fi;
if dimxp=O then lprint('xp not dofinod'); fi;
if dimS•r.O then lprinc{' S not defined ·); fi;
i f di:ny=O then lprint ( ·y not defined'); fi;
i f di!r.d=O thcn !print ('à. nat de!ined'); fi;
if dimT=O then lprint( 'T not defined ·); fi;
if cl:i.m.P=O then lprint( p not dcfined ·); fi;
i f di!r.C"'O then lprint( ·c nat defined') 1 fi;
if dimArrow=O t.hcn lprint ('Ar not defined'); fi;
if din:xfr•••O then lprint ( 'xfr not defined'); fi;
if di~.Brrow=O then lprint('Br not defined'); fi;
if dimxpr=O then lprint('xpr not defined'); fi;

............ ...",.. .. .,...,...,.... tcsting for lhc check t.lim{D]+dim[S]::::Uim[y]

lprint('checking the CA-assu~~tion and the singular points •••••••• ');
CA... vector:=li=.alg [jacobian] (augmentvector(vector ..D,vector ....S}, vector ...Y);
G mlltrix:=linalg[guusselim] (CA .vector,. 'r', 'd');
lf dlmd•dimS=r then
lprint ( · full rank. Calculating the singular points·);
n2; =traperror(solve (d)):
i! lasterror[l);;:'cannot solve expresslons with' then
print('cannot calculate singular points.');
pr.!nt ( · d.ete::minant: ·, d};
el se
model [singular points] pnn2;
n4: =nops ( {n2)) 1

n3: =rcmove (lho=rho, n2 [1]) 1
if n4>1 then
for ns from 1 t.o n4. do
n3: =n3, remove ( lhs=-rhs, n2 [n5} ) 1

cd;
>
>

fi;
n3:•{n3J;
for nS from 1 to n4 do
lprint( 'the singul ar point a are: · ,ns, ·
: · ,.n3 (nS]);
oe!;
lprint ('these singul ar points are stored in: singular.. _points');

fi;

el se
lprint ( ·rank of matrix : ' , r ) l
lprint('dimensions of D :. ,dimd);
lprint('dimensions of s •• ,dimSlt
lprint('dimensions of y :' ,dimy);

lprint('**************************************************')t
lprint ( 'warning completeness assumption not fulfilled · ) 1
lprint('•••••~•*******************************************~):

fi;

> elif number=2 then
if type (vector ... R, vector) then
>

el se
lprint('R not present: index 1 if Completenoss assumption fulfilled~)l
moc!el[index):•l;
fi;
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if type(matrix_Ar,matrix)
then

if type (ruatrix ... Br, matrix)

then
G: =linalg [augment] (n-.atrix_.._Ar,matrix _Br)

el se
G:=matrix...Ar
fi;
el se
i ! type(matrix ..Br,lT'.atrix)

then
G:

=matrix....Br

el se
unassign( 'G 1 ) ;

fi;
H;

if

ty~e(G,~~trix)

then

cl; =linalg [inverse] (linalg[jacobian] (augmentvector(vector ..D,vector.__ S) ,vector ...Y)):
ii lprint ( · [dD/dy dS/dy]•:r·); print (cl);

G .ext: =linalq[extendl (G, lir..alg[coldim] (cl) -linalg[rowdiml (G), 0, 0);
i lprint('AR DR' ); p::int(G____ext);
c3; =linalg ( jacobian] (vect:.or __ It, vector _:f);
# lprint('dR/dy');print(c3);
c4 ::l*evalm(cl&*G ... ext);
# lprint(cl*G.... ex.t);print(c4);
eS:= (aval:n{c3&*c4));

#

lprint (c3*cl '*G_ext) ;print (eS);

t:r.ape:r.r.or(:ti.nalg[inver.se] (eS));

if lasterror='expecting a square matrix' then
lprint ( 'numher of re~rime assumptions not the same as the ur.modelled. flows');
elif lasterror='singular matrix' then
lprint('Th.e ir-..dex o! tha model is: 3 or higher');
model[indexl:~higher;

el se
lpi:int('The im!ex of the model is; 2');
lprint (·Model has index two if the following expression is non zero:·);
pr..i.nt. (lina.J.g [dmt] (eS});
model[indexJ :=n2;
!:i;
fi;

el se
lprint (·No valiel choice for the check routine');
lprint('The valuo antered for the procedure checks:
number);
lprint { 'possible entries: 1 1 1 · ) ;
lprint( l •
checking the lenght of all the veetors ');
lprint ( ·
and calculating the completeness assumption and thc singular points');
lprint( · 2 = checking existing Rand calculating the index 2 matrix- ');
fi;
unassign( 'd');
unessign( •r• );
> end:

save diff ... equations ... .Y.Calc.___ urunodellcd, select ... R,
generalized.... to __ standard, statetransforrn., simulate, steadY ... state ....SYB, steadY.... state,
standarcl .. to ....generalized~ Modellor ... to .. maple, Calc ....unmodellec! .... zerodynalg, checks,
'1: \ \rdekkera\ \afstuderen\ \mnple\ \library\ \Sy'Mot-t __ routines .lib ·;
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c >
> restart;

Tools.
Augmentvector
This mutine combines twu veetors to une (same as linal~;[augment] formatrices), This routine creates also the vector if one of lhe vectnrs does nut exist
> augmantvector:•proc(vectorl,vector2}
local i, output;
if type{vectorl,vector) then
if type(vector2,vector) then

out:.put:=vector{linalg [vectdim] (vectorl) .... linalg[vectdim] (vector2)
[seq(vactorl [i], i=l .• linalg[vectdim] (vectorl)),
seq(vector2 (i], i•l •• linalg(vectdim] (vector2))]) 1

r

el se
output ::•• vectorl;
fil

el se
if

ty~e(vector2,vector)

then

output: =vector2;

el se
output:

=h~LL;

fi;
fi;

> aval (output);
> end:

Extevalm
This proccdure calculatcs thc fum:tiun A*xf+B"'xp (extended version of cvalm).
It is nut nccessary that all ur sumc uf tbc variables du nut cxist.
> extevu.lm: ::zproc {n-.atrixl, vectorl, ma.trix:2, vector2)

local cl,c2,c3;
matrix multiplicatiun and chccking.
if tyr.e(matrixl,matrix)
then
J.! type(vectorl,vector) thcn

if linalg!coldim] (matrixl)=linalg!vectdim] (vectorl) then
cl: =evalm. (matrixl& '*vectorl)
fi;
fi;

fi;

if type{matrix2,matrix) then
J.! typo(vector2,vector) then
if linalg[coldim] (matrix2)mlinalg[vectdim](vector2) then
c2:=evalm(matrix2&~vector2)

fi;

fi;
fi;

Cumhing thematrices c I and c2

if type(cl,vector)
then

if type(c2,vector)
then

c3::evalm(cl+c2):

el se
c3:=evalm(cl):
fi;

el se

if typa(c2,vector)
then
c3:=evalm(c2) 1

>
>
>

el se
c3:•NULL1
fil

fil
> aval (c3):

> end:

Select R
This procedure split" R and S nut uf thc nriginal vector S. The input must he a set
> select_R:=proc(numhers;:set)
loc a 1 i, S ....new I
global vector __ s, vector_R;
unassign( •vector_R •) ;unassign( • s ___new•) 1
if type{vector_S,vector) then
for i from 1 to linalg[vectdim](vector_S) do
if ha a (numbera, i) then

>

if type(vector_R,vector) then
vector_R:=augmentvector(eval (vector_R) ,vector(l, [vector._S [il]));

el se
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vocto:r ___ R: mvector (1, [vector .S [i]]} 1
fi;
el se
~ew,vector) then
S _new:=augm.entvector(S ... new,vector(l, [vector.
el se
S_new::nvector(l, {vector__ S[i] J );

if tyçe(S

s {i]])}

fi;
!i;
od;

el se
print('S is nor. a vector and R

ca~~ot

he created');

fi;

> if type(S_new,vector} tben vector ... s: ... map{eval,S ..new) else unassign{'vector ___ S') fi;
> vector .._R:=map(eval,vector ...l~):
> if vecto::: .... S=troLL then unassign( •vector.... S') fi;
> end:

extract_var out model
> extract ... var ... out_ .model: mproc (model,· vector....x·, 'vector ... Y·, 'matrix ... A ·, 'matrix ...Ar ·,'vector ..xf ·,
'vector ... xfr', 'matrix ... B', 'matrix ... ar· , 'vector ...lrP'
, 'vectcr....xpr', 'vector ....o·, 'vectcr.... s·, 'vector....T'
, 'vector__ Tr', 'vector_P', 'vector_Pr', 'vector __ R', 'vector_c·)
>
vector.... x:=roodel[ .x];
vector. _y: n•model ( _y];
matrix ___ A:•model [ ...Al 1
matrix ..Ar: =model [ ....Ar];
vector ....xf; o::w.odel L.xf] 1
vector ... xfr: =roedel [ ___ xfrJ 1
matrix B:~model[_B);
matrix. B::: =m.odal L.Br);
vector .. xp::~tmodel [ .. X?l i
vector ... x;>r: =model r __ xpr} i
vector D::nrocdel [ .. Dl i
vector S: "'model ( .Sl ;
vec:to:r. .T: =model L.T1;
vector Tr: n:model [ __Tr];
vector. P: =:model L.Pl;
vector Pr:=-modal L.Pr} i
vector R: =model L.Rl;
vector .C:=model L.Cl;

> end:

put_var_into_model
> put __ var _into model: n:proc ('model' , vector_x~ vector__y, matri.x __A, matrix_Ar, vector_xf,
vector....xfr, matrix ... B, matrix.... Br , vector._xp
, vector ___ xpr, vector ....D, vector ... s, vector.._T
, vector .Tr, vectcr.... P, vector....Pr * vector ___ R, vector .. C)
model [ x] :=aval (vector ... xl;
model [ y] :=eval (vector __y);
model [ ..Al: =map (aval, matrix __ A);
model [ ...Ar} :=eval (matrix ___ Ar);
model [ ...xfl: =eval (vector ___ xf) 1
rr.odel [ ..xfr]: ~~>aval (vector ___ xfr);
model ( B]:"' eval (mat.rix .B};
model [ Br} :•eval (matrix ... Dr) 1
model [ xp] :meval (vector _xp);
model r .xr-rl :•aval (vector ... JCPr);
model { .Dl : •evnl (vector ... Dl;
model[ .Sl :•eval (vector.._S) 1
>
model [ .. Tl: •eval (vector....T) 1
model [ _Tr) :•eval (vector __Tr) 1
model[ ...Pl :•eval (vector__ P) 1
model[ .. Pr) : =eval (vector ____ Pr) 1
model[ .. Rl : •eva 1 (vector....R.) t
model[ ...Cl' •eval (vector ___C) 1
> end:

>
>

save extevalm, augmentvector, select __ R, put ___var __ into__ model, extract ___var__out __model,
'l: \ \rdekkers\ \afstuderen\ \maple\ \library\ \SyMoM ... tools, lib';

>
c: >
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> :restart;

Menu
> # menu(list ... of .. items);
# Utility routine fcr choosing from a menu
~ Author: BdJ Sep/92
I adaptcd from entermatrix
# auxiliary proga: input, pause

menu := proc(list ... of ... items) local i,n,choice,enterchoice,enter-..ame;
if net type (list ... of ... items~ 'list •) then
E:RROR ( 'lst argument must be a list·)
fi;

enterchoice := proc(choice,n) local e,p;
p := 'Make your choice (close with ;) >
e := input(p); if e .. NULL then e:=O fi;
while not type(e,'integer 1 ) or e >nor e < 0 do
lprint('Your choice must be an integer between 1 and ·,n);
e := input(p); if e a NULL then e:•O fi
od;

choice := e
end; # of enterchoice
enternams := pree (printname) local e,p;
p ;= 'filename withoutput (close with ;) >
e ; = input (p); i f e ,.. b.TOLL then e: =0 ! i ;
while net type(e, •r..ame') do
l.print('Your choice must be a name');
e := input(p); if e"" NOLL then e:~astandardoutput fi
od;

end; # of e:lt:ername

n := nops(list ..of _items);

to 1ine up menu, split between
for i to min(9~n) do

lprint(

.i,

with ono and two numbers

',cp(i,list of ... items))

cd;

for i from 10 to n do
lprint('
· . i , ' · ,op(i~liat .. of .... items})
od;

enterehoi ca (choice, n);
choice;
end: # of menu

Input
> # input(p),

just un error trapping version of readstat
proc(p} local a;
e :-.. traperror(readatat(p));
while e = lasterror do
lprint (e);
e := traperror{readsr.at(p})

in~ut

:=

ad;
e;

end: # of input

Pause
>i pause(), to pause, e.g., to interrupt an output stream
pause :"" proc();
input('Press semicolon (;) to continue ... ')
end: # of pause

This routine will change the rrinting of veetors and arr.tys. Cnried from the hook: Intnductinn to maple. page 582. CHR-96-HEC.

'print/array/vector'
> 'print/array/vector':• proc(A,aname)

local i~n, lA,v, column;
i:•eval ( [op(2,A) J )J
n: :ueval (op(l, i [1]));
lA:•A;

>
>

v:• [seq (oval(lA[i],l),i•l •• n)]J
suba (·lA· =aname, v) 1
setattribute (v, column)
end:

save 'print/array/vector· ,menu, input,pause, '1: \ \rdekkers\ \afstuderen\ \maple\ \library\ \SyMoM....menu.lib' 1

c

>
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